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Tracing the birth of 

Denver and its sister 

cities Colorado Springs and 

Pueblo, Uniting Mountain and 

Plain recounts an important chapter in 

the transformation of the United States 

from a nation of traditional agricultural 

communities to a modern, urban, indus-

trial society. 

Standing at the intersection of the 

Rocky Mountains and the Great Plains, 

Denver shaped the regional economy 

that grew out of the discovery of gold 

in 1858. As Denver grew, Colorado 

Springs and Pueblo developed economic 

niches to complement the metropo-

lis. Challenging the idea that front-

range entrepreneurs acted as conduits 

for outside dollars, Kathleen Brosnan 

explores the sources of their capital and 

how they invested it across the region, 

showing how they remained independ-

ent of the outside economy for more 

than forty years. Market values influ-

enced the region, but farmers, miners, 

state officials, and others created regu-

latory schemes and other quasi-legal 

systems to advance the interests  

of local communities vis-à-vis larger 

corporate interests. continued on back flap   

By linking widely separated 

ecosystems in the urban-based 

economy of the Front Range, 

Brosnan notes, entrepreneurs 

created irrevocable environmental 

change and restructured the relations 

of the region’s inhabitants with the 

land and with each other. Hispanic and 

Native American people who had lived 

in Colorado since long before the gold 

rush found themselves marginalized or 

displaced, foreshadow ing the subsequent 

surrender of regional industries to the 

Goulds, Guggenheims, and Rockefellers 

by the early twentieth century. 
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From the Introduction:

“Denver and its front range cohorts, Colorado Springs and Pueblo, 

became cities of nature. Their growth and survival depended on the 

extraction, processing, and marketing of the region’s natural capital—

precious metals, industrial ores, livestock, [and] produce. More than 

this, residents viewed their cities as natural phenomena, destined to 

greatness by geography and joined in some unwritten birthright with 

the ecosystems from which this capital flowed. Denver, Colorado 

Springs, and Pueblo provide the geographical focus for this book, but 

their history contains implications that transcend the region. Their 

struggles for control defined a new United States in the latter half of  

the nineteenth century: cities’ control over outside investment  

dollars; regulated societies’ control over outside investment laissez- 

faire capitalism; and humans’ control over their physical world. These 

same tensions shaped the transformation from a nation of disparate 

traditional agrarian communities to a modern urban industrial society.”

“This clearly articulated study should be essential reading for those 

wishing to understand the contested transformation of urban-hinter-

land relations between Denver and its countryside and the incorpora-

tion of the larger region into an integrated capitalist  

system. Kathleen Brosnan provides an exceptional microhistory of the 

encounter between the shifting forces of capital and the development 

of natural resource wealth along the Rocky Mountain front.”

—William Robbins,  

Distinguished Professor of History,  

Oregon State University

“This is a well-argued and thoroughly documented study of the 

economic relationships between Denver and its hinterland.”

—Carl Abbott,  

Professor of Urban Studies and Planning,  

Portland State University
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Twenty-four-year-old Henry Porter left Atchison, Kansas, for Denver
in 1862. Like many other talented young men, he saw opportunity in
the frontier town along the front range of the Rocky Mountains.
Recognizing the young city’s role as the regional entrepôt, Porter
hoped to make his fortune in freighting and merchandising there. He
soon expanded into telegraphing and joined other residents in a local
railroad when the Union Pacific left Denver off the transcontinental
line and threatened their city’s existence. Over the decades, he owned
ranches and general stores in Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona and
orchards and residential lots in Los Angeles. Porter became vice-pres-
ident of the Denver National Bank, directed the Trinidad National
Bank, and had international dealings in Mexico and England. Among
other charitable contributions, he donated one million dollars for the
construction of a Denver hospital.1 Porter’s career illustrates the
dynamic and innovative ways in which Denver’s entrepreneurs seized
control of the region’s nascent economy following the discovery of
gold in 1858. They diverged into new commercial activities and
extended the city’s influence over hinterlands throughout the West
and across international borders. At the same time, these urban lead-
ers remained committed to the welfare of their communities, some-
times sacrificing personal profit for a lasting social legacy.

Porter’s Denver stood at the intersection of the Rocky Mountains
and the Great Plains. Denver and its front range cohorts, Colorado
Springs and Pueblo, became cities of nature. Their growth and
survival depended on the extraction, processing, and marketing of the
region’s natural capital—precious metals, industrial ores, livestock,
produce. More than this, residents viewed their cities as natural
phenomena, destined to greatness by geography and joined in some
unwritten birthright with the ecosystems from which this capital
flowed. Denver, Colorado Springs, and Pueblo provide the geograph-
ical focus for this book, but their history contains implications that

1
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transcend the region. Their struggles for control defined a new United
States in the latter half of the nineteenth century: cities’ control over
diverse hinterlands; local entrepreneurial control over outside invest-
ment dollars; regulated societies’ control over laissez-faire capitalism;
and humans’ control over their physical world. These same tensions
shaped the transformation from a nation of disparate traditional agrar-
ian communities to a modern urban industrial society.

This contested transformation in the Rocky Mountains and on the
adjacent plains was an urban story. Like Chicago three decades earlier,
Denver quickly emerged as a “nature’s metropolis.” It dominated key
financial, transportation, and communication functions that, in turn,
enabled its entrepreneurs to develop fledgling mining, agricultural,
and industrial hinterlands and to rapidly and permanently alter their
environments. Cities such as Denver became hubs of market activity
and places of cultural interactions; they belong at the center of our
understanding of the American West.2 Yet, in emphasizing urban
primacy and the preeminence of a particular metropolis, it is impor-
tant to recognize that the metropolis did not exist in an urban vacuum.
Hierarchical relations with other cities and towns defined Denver’s
ascendancy as much as its control of resource-rich hinterlands.3

Colorado Springs and Pueblo, for example, sometimes competed with
Denver to control certain sectors of an increasingly integrated, special-
ized regional economy, but more frequently filled roles that comple-
mented the primary entrepôt. Associates in the hinterlands, including
often transient mining towns and smaller, permanent agricultural
communities, performed more limited functions.4

Front-range entrepreneurs, like Porter, managed an urban system
on the periphery of a national and international economy that had
turned toward industrialism. On this western frontier, the extension of
an urban-based economy allowed for the assimilation of such marginal
areas. Before 1858, the Rocky Mountains remained loosely bound to
the country’s expanding market economy. This sparsely populated
region was distant from the core geographically, economically, and
socially, but activities there involved more complexity than most nine-
teenth-century commentators acknowledged. On the adjacent plains,
the Cheyennes and Arapahos participated in commercial bison 
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hunting for decades. Ute communities of the western slope bartered
at Bent’s Fort and in Taos, as did European and American traders. New
Mexico established a few isolated agricultural settlements in the arid
San Luis Valley.5 The U.S. Army scattered forts throughout the region
after 1848, but few Americans envisioned a basis for urban, agricul-
tural, or industrial growth in the seemingly desolate landscape.
Migrants to Oregon or California bypassed the barriers they saw in the
“Great American Desert” of the plains and the high mountains just
beyond.

Of course, a human geography existed in the region, defined by
the ability of those who lived there to hunt, farm, trade, and otherwise
sustain their communities. This natural, cultural, and historical geog-
raphy resulted from actions by their ancestors and themselves.
Environmental constraints influenced, but never dictated, its concep-
tion.6 Over the next four decades, following the discovery of gold, the
physical environments of the region underwent more radical and rapid
alterations than in a millennium of Native American inhabitation.
Settlers by the tens of thousands flooded the area, bringing new cul-
tural perceptions of how natural resources could sustain and promote
different economies and societies. They manipulated the environment
to conform to these perceptions and their material needs. Once barri-
ers, the mountains became a source of precious metals, industrial ores,
and reservoir water. The plains, long conceived as a desert, emerged as
an endless grazing pasture or an irrigated farming factory feeding the
region’s growing population and worlds beyond.7

The concentrated capital that flowed through Denver and later
through Colorado Springs and Pueblo proved essential to the realiza-
tion of these new environmental visions. Entrepreneurs recruited
investments, and in turn linked the region to the capital-rich cities of
the eastern United States and Europe. Regional residents, however,
determined how, when, and where the money was applied. Both the
opportunities provided and the limitations imposed by nineteenth-
century technology allowed local actors to control information about
investment options, and consequently, to make their cities more than
conduits for outside capital. These entrepreneurs developed their own
vision of a regional empire, and sought to enhance its competitive
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position within the larger economy, in part, by reorienting industries
along a broadly defined north-south axis and investing throughout the
western United States, Mexico, and Central and South America.8

Yet their vision left little room for perceived “outsiders.” In a
common nineteenth-century story, Americans treated longtime resi-
dents as outsiders, removing or marginalizing Native American and
Hispano societies. Using racist assumptions about the superior pro-
ductivity of American industry and the benefits of private property,
Denverites justified the annexation of Indian and Hispano land, water,
and other resources. Dominance over these “outsiders” also demon-
strated that these new urban dwellers controlled their world. The
timing and speed of these usurpations depended upon the ability of
the cities to spread their economic influence over the more distant, but
ever-shrinking hinterlands populated by these marginalized groups. As
their clout grew, Denverites simply removed the human occupants and
drew their lands into the city’s regional network. A sense of region and
its inherent linkages facilitated human and resource exploitation.
Growth along the front range and in the adjacent hinterlands was inter-
related. Urban members constituted interdependent units bound by
economic and social interactions; a significant change for one unit
necessitated adjustments by others. Denver, Colorado Springs, and
Pueblo developed differently because of their residents’ unique talents
and because the cities performed distinct functions within the urban
system.9 As roles changed, due to internal tensions or external pres-
sures, front-range entrepreneurs developed increasingly more remote
and diverse hinterlands, redefined new resources as commodities, and
reorganized populations and physical spaces to create fresh linkages
between the region and distant markets.

The model offered here uses cities and urban systems to define
the region because urbanization remained the central synthetic means,
dynamic over space and time, through which modern life emerged on
the periphery and the region became less peripheral. Integrating the
realities of this particular place with the broader processes that shaped
the nation as a whole provides an illustrative framework to explain
changing economic roles, interdependent relations, and environmen-
tal conversions.10 This model embraces many variables, but the most
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important in determining the hierarchical order of urban places was a
city’s capacity to control exchanges within the region and between the
region and distant markets by dominating transportation, communi-
cations, and finance. Links with the new urbanites’ places of origin and
with centers of capital enhanced these exchanges. The order of urban
settlement also influenced which city ascended. The West rarely
involved a gradual, bottom-up urbanization process; instead, the high-
est-ranking member, in this case, Denver, consolidated its role at an
early date and promoted other regional communities with vigor. At the
same time, nineteenth-century cultures of technological advancement
and institutional innovation, such as those in manufacturing, corpo-
rate structure, and American law, promoted rapid diversification and
integration among cities. Finally, entrepreneurial skill in the utilization
of an area’s raw resources within these new cultures helped define the
region’s place within the broader society and economy.11

Nineteenth-century legal innovations expanded economic oppor-
tunities for those who controlled or enjoyed access to capital. The values
of the marketplace charged the new American society and its law, guid-
ing resource usage and making new enterprises feasible. For example,
changes in corporate law allowed for more concentrated investments.
In turn, this capital bought for regional smelters the new technology
that gave once difficult-to-reduce ores value as commodities. The cap-
italist principles inherent in most laws, more than environmental lim-
itations, structured the newcomers’ relations with their physical world
and cities’ relations with their hinterlands.12 The notion of an all-con-
suming market revolution has attracted scholars, yet stretching this par-
adigm too far diminishes its value as an explanatory tool and obscures
the more complex nature of the society that emerged at the base of the
Rocky Mountains. There, on the economic periphery, the law took
myriad forms. Many legal institutions and judicial decisions reflected
an instrumental approach that facilitated market exploitation. At the
same time, however, self-governing community organizations and
quasi-legal trade associations abounded. Tenets of localism and systems
of self-imposed regulation persisted into the 1890s. The transition to a
modern capitalist society in this region was contested, inconsistent, and
incomplete. Miners, farmers, and even state court judges regularly
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turned to traditional legal principles that protected local economic
interests and community welfare against outsiders with more dynamic
property interests and concentrated capital.13

However, even in those areas in the Denver region where more
communitarian values competed with or coexisted with capitalist
principles, far-reaching transformations of the physical environments
occurred. Whatever economic and legal philosophies undergirded
choices by local actors, they held the unexamined conviction that
nature should be harnessed to serve humans and their material
needs.14 Eager to achieve autonomy and become competitive within
the larger economy, residents used resources more rapidly and more
destructively than they might have under a simple market system
geared toward long-term profits. In their eagerness to compete nation-
ally and internationally, entrepreneurs and other new settlers failed to
recognize the environmental depredations they launched. They
assumed that they held sway over their physical world. In time, they
found their control illusory. The imposition of new human geogra-
phies brought unanticipated environmental changes and exponential
devastation. In the end, it limited future activities designed to expand
the region’s economic bases.

Similarly, local actors’ control over many aspects of their econ-
omy proved, if not delusive, short-lived. As the twentieth century
began, they watched their corporate ventures fall prey to the eastern
oligopolies that now dominated many of the nation’s industries.15 The
struggles for urban control over hinterland development, local entre-
preneurial control over outside investments, and a regulated society’s
control over laissez-faire capitalism created the tensions that spurred
regional growth, defined cities’ functions, and redistributed natural
resources and the wealth they spawned. This regional transformation
was contentious. By 1903, many tensions were resolved, but to the
dismay of regional actors, often in favor of the modern capitalist order
and outside corporate interests.

In many ways, the city of Denver dominates this narrative just as it
dominated regional urban growth and environmental change. In what
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might be called a system of urban primogeniture, Denverites emerged
early and never let go. The city became the center for directing people,
resources, information, and capital into and out of the region. The first
three chapters of this book focus on Denver’s usurpation and mainte-
nance of key control exchange functions and the mining frontier; its
removal of supposedly “disruptive” Indian populations; and its
creation, in both propaganda and reality, of an agricultural hinterland
on the plains. Denver reigned, and thus, plays a preponderant role in
this book.

Nonetheless, a full understanding of the environmental, legal,
and social consequences of imposing a new regional urban order in
the last four decades of the nineteenth century requires consideration
of Denver’s urban partners. Chapters 4 and 5 address Colorado
Springs and Pueblo and the environmental manipulations involved in
their development of new tourist and manufacturing hinterlands,
respectively. Founded more than a decade later, Colorado Springs
ceded Denver’s leadership. Instead, its entrepreneurs carved out a
unique niche as a tourist center and a home for rich tubercular
patients. Having acquired wealth and prestige through this specialized
function, however, the city easily expanded its influence over nearby
Cripple Creek following gold discoveries there in the 1890s. Pueblo,
on the other hand, developed contemporaneously with Denver and
initially competed for regional leadership. Failing in its quest, Pueblo
remained a backwater town until entrepreneurs developed it as one of
the West’s leading centers of smelting, coal, and steel. The next chap-
ter explores the interrelated environmental changes that stretched
from the mountains to the plains and examines why the Denverites’
authority over their physical world proved incomplete. The epilogue
examines the challenges that regional entrepreneurs faced from within
by agriculturalists and laborers and from without by the power of
concentrated capital.

In the end, efforts to maintain local entrepreneurial control over
the region’s economy, social order, and natural resources met with
mixed success while devastating the surrounding ecosystems and their
marginalized peoples. This book unravels the complex connections—
between city and country, between core and periphery, between law
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and society, and between humans and the worlds they inhabit—that
shaped the contested transition to a modern urban industrial order. It
focuses on three front-range cities, but ultimately helps explain the
broader processes that shaped the West and the United States as a new
century began.
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There is no doubt that Denver will always be the great city under
the Rocky Mountains. There will be many other good and healthy
towns but Denver will always be the headquarters.

William Pierson, 1860

In November 1858, a new town emerged at the confluence of the South
Platte River and Cherry Creek. With only a few buildings, Denver
appeared larger on paper than in reality. William Pierson, however,
proved prophetic. In less than a decade, Denver ascended the region’s
urban hierarchy. It monopolized the area’s transportation, communi-
cations, and financial systems, created diverse tributary spheres, and
linked them to distant markets. Denver gave the region its identity.1 Its
residents hoped to forge an autonomous economy that competed with
more established areas of the nation, but in their ambitious plans, they
faced a difficult challenge. Extractive industries defined the nascent
economy, and the capital-poor region relied on outside investments to
develop the necessary resources. Yet Denverites controlled much of
their own destiny despite this financial dependence. Building on
strong, experienced entrepreneurial leadership, the city dominated the
flow of capital, information, goods, and people into and out of the
region. Mining camps boomed and busted. Agricultural towns shep-
herded crops to the larger market. Denver found its raison d’être as the
entrepôt and emerged as a great western metropolis.

10
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Denver’s leadership, however, was not preordained. With the
discovery of gold, Americans anticipated the rapid emergence of a
market center along the front range. “Instant cities” arose in the pres-
ence of a natural resource worth exploiting and the abrupt introduc-
tion of a large population. This entrepôt would guide the commerce
from the region’s mines, a significant task. Western gold transformed
the United States, moving the nation to the center of the world’s econ-
omy. The question remained which new town would prevail. Denver’s
physical location offered no particular advantages over its competitors.
Nearby placers quickly played out. Golden and Boulder lay closer to
the Clear Creek mining camps and valuable coal fields. Colorado City,
Cañon City, and Pueblo provided more immediate access to minerals
in the Arkansas River Valley.2 Offshoots of the Oregon and Santa Fe
trails extended toward Boulder and Pueblo, respectively, while Denver
lacked similar connections. Americans historically built metropolises
on major waterways, and as the president of the Denver Chamber of
Commerce later observed, “of the three cities of the Far West which
may be considered as rivals—Kansas City, Omaha, and Denver—the
first two have the advantage of navigation by means of the Missouri
River.” In springtime, the unnavigable South Platte and Cherry Creek
became torrents, even flooding Denver in 1864, yet their frequently
dry riverbeds provided inadequate water for a large city.3

Denver enjoyed one advantage. In a form of urban primogeniture
similar to San Francisco’s experience, the city benefited from the fact
that it appeared first and rested on the spot of the earliest finds.
Newcomers associated Denver with the fortunes that awaited them.
Rumors about gold had circulated for decades, even centuries. Spurred
by California’s success, prospectors spread out across the Rockies in the
1850s. As the summer of 1858 drew to a close, tales of success at the
base of the mountains reached across the plains. An army teamster
returned east with a small amount of dust from Cherry Creek prospec-
tors. A trader reported that William Russell, who previously prospected
in his native Georgia and in California, had uncovered gold near the
confluence. These stories found receptive audiences in Missouri River
towns badly hurt by the 1857 panic, but anticipating a difficult winter,
most emigrants delayed their journeys until spring. Others left imme-
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diately, seeking not gold, but to build towns and “mine the miners.”4

Imaginary cities appeared as rivals platted townsites on paper. One of
Russell’s men observed that “before spring there were perhaps twenty
cities . . . as large as New York, minus the wealth, population and build-
ings.” Two towns, which soon merged as Denver, actually took shape.
Russell’s party abandoned its diggings and joined settlers from
Lawrence, Kansas, in the Auraria Town Company on the west side of
Cherry Creek on 1 November 1858. Ten days later, William Larimer’s
Leavenworth group organized the Denver City Town Company on the
east side. An experienced urban booster from Kansas, Larimer named
his town for its governor, unaware of his recent resignation.5

Western land speculators invested in townsites first because they
offered greater profits. Shareholders in these two companies received
dividends via sales, but many also settled along Cherry Creek as
merchants, eager to sell supplies to prospectors. Historian Carol
O’Connor argues that market values guided their urban vision almost
exclusively. Personal gain remained at the fore, but shareholders acted
as more than capitalist ideologues. Residents hoped to build a perma-
nent community, and worked for the salus populi, or the people’s
welfare. The companies donated tracts to social organizations, includ-
ing churches, schools, and the Masons, and recruited businesses that
enhanced their towns’ reputations for commerce and sociability. Both
Auraria and Denver City invited Omaha newspaper publisher William
Byers. Larimer and Byers soon organized Denver’s vigilance commit-
tee to protect both property and persons from the crime associated
with the transient mining population.6

As the primary outfitter for the adventurers, Auraria-Denver City
offered entry to the mountains. Some twenty thousand people migrated
in 1859 alone. Despite initial animosity, residents of both towns rec-
ognized their common concerns.7 The mining frontier had shifted west
to Clear Creek and southwest to the headwaters of the Arkansas and
South Platte rivers. The Cherry Creek settlements needed to work
together to maintain their competitive advantage over towns closer to
the mines, and in April 1860, merged as Denver. The new polity reg-
ulated water, provided police and fire protection, and enacted civil and
criminal ordinances, all for the community’s welfare.8 Consolidation
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enhanced the city’s market position, as local merchants coordinated
their efforts. To make Denver a metropolis, they began to build on the
foundation of urban primogeniture by controlling exchanges of capi-
tal, information, and goods between the region and the East and cap-
turing the region’s transportation, communications, and financial sys-
tems.

Residents accumulated power in transportation even before the
merger. In May 1859, one month before Golden and Colorado City
emerged, Denver City secured the region’s first overland line by donat-
ing fifty-three city lots to the Leavenworth & Pike’s Peak Express. It
soon offered daily service for passengers, mail, freight, and gold. The
Express reached Denver directly on the new Republican River trail,
trimming westward travel from twelve to six days. Denver’s Ben
Holladay bought the company within two years, while Porter relo-
cated his Atchison operations to Denver. The city offered overland
shippers one geographic advantage that historians have not consid-
ered. Stretching west to Denver, the plains slanted upward an almost
imperceptible 18.5 feet per mile. Golden lay twenty miles closer to the
camps, but the land between Denver and Golden undulated over a
volcanic table and sandstone hills.9 The topography lacked the steep-
ness of the mountains, but was rougher than the plains. Locating the
western terminus in Denver eliminated this difficult terrain at the end
of a long journey. Holladay also established the first intraregional lines
to the mountains. As the mining frontier expanded, other entrepre-
neurs surveyed and invested in wagon roads linking Denver with new
camps and fuel sources. As the region’s primary transshipment point,
Denver’s merchants built warehouses and determined prices.
Teamsters worked regularly, and failed prospectors found employ-
ment transferring goods from wagon to wagon.10

The city also dominated early communications. On 23 April
1859, Byers published the region’s first weekly newspaper, the Rocky
Mountain News, beating Denver’s Cherry Creek Pioneer by a half hour.
Byers tied his future to Denver, and used his newspaper to recruit
potential investors among his old neighbors. By advertising Omaha
businesses almost exclusively in early editions, he guaranteed circula-
tion there of his periodical and of information about the emerging
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entrepôt. Two newspapers gave frontier Denver a valuable edge over
its competitors, and Byers’s choice of name revealed his city’s ambi-
tions. The Rocky Mountain News proclaimed Denver spokesman for the
region. Western Union confirmed this status in 1863, choosing the
city for its regional terminus. Four years later, Byers, Porter, and other
Denverites formed United States & Mexico Telegraph to construct the
first line along the front range. They could not overcome Western
Union’s transcontinental monopoly, but planned north-south linkages
to future hinterlands in New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico.11

Building on their transportation and communications advan-
tages, Denver entrepreneurs participated in regional mining on many
levels. Some merchants grubstaked prospectors. Others invested
directly in mines or the businesses that served them. Byers platted
Central City as a local trading center for the Clear Creek mines. Other
Denverites guided outside investors. Merchant George Kassler boasted
that eastern capitalists “are turning their attention to and investing
some of their surplus Greenbacks in our gold mines. Speculative
excitement naturally runs high.” Many early prospectors sought
deposits in streambeds or along the banks. In theory, placer mining
simply involved separating free gold from dirt or gravel. In practice,
prospectors employed large scale, rapid production methods.
Running water agitated debris through sluice boxes. If water was
unavailable, prospectors dug ditches, sometimes bringing it as far as
twelve miles over mountainous terrain. Some used boom dams and
other expensive hydraulic methods. These complicated operations
required cooperative efforts, and increasingly, capital from outside the
mining districts.12

The mining district, like the polity of Denver, constituted a rudi-
mentary government. Ten years after the California gold rush, the
nation still lacked a comprehensive law for lands with precious
metals, forcing prospectors to create extralegal systems. Miners took
ores for free, and assumed the federal government would extinguish
Indian titles and grant them preemptive rights. Among other rules,
district codes limited the claim size. By custom, mining claims had
smaller borders than agricultural lands because the depth of the lode,
not the amount of surface, determined the potential wealth. Smaller
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Figure 1. Early Placer Mining. Placer miners operating sluices
near Black Hawk, Colorado, illustrate the use of water and
wood resources in what became increasingly more complex
hydraulic operations. Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western
History Collection.



borders also provided greater opportunities for the first wave of
prospectors. Early governance remained local, cooperative, and
participatory. In front-range towns or mining districts, it imposed self-
regulation that both obligated and liberated. With no authorities pres-
ent, Denver’s municipal government initially depended on the
cooperation of its citizens, not federal imprimatur. After Congress
established Colorado Territory in 1861, most officials stayed in
Denver, and mining districts continued to rely on their residents’
acceptance of decisions. Market values pervaded the corporate law
that facilitated investment in regional mining, but in the camps, the
district enforced codes for the welfare of the community. Prospectors
generally conformed to expectations. In this way, the mining districts
represented the voluntary, democratic associations that Alexis de
Tocqueville once celebrated as an American strength.13

Mining districts provided more than a stopgap where settlement
preceded authorized governments. Prospectors resurrected the form
with each new discovery. Mountain District No. 1 in Boulder County
and Gregory Diggings in Clear Creek County appeared in 1859;
hundreds followed over the next forty years. The first federal mining
law in 1866 continued free access to minerals, which some historians
contend represented a commitment to economic liberalism, but local-
ism and community values persisted because district codes still
defined surveys, patents, and claims. Consequently, the law and the
districts it now sanctioned represented both promotion and regula-
tion.14 While gratuitous resource exploitation supported economic
growth and individual gain, a district acted as a regulatory commis-
sion, ensuring systematic land use, creating early opportunities, and
protecting its members from claim jumpers and, temporarily, from the
intrusion of outside capital.

Placers played out early in most districts, and as the industry
turned to lode mining in the early 1860s, dependence on foreign
investments rose commensurately. With technology and enough capi-
tal, hard-rock mining promised greater profits. Lodes carried more ore
and higher quality ore, but, locked within rock formations deep in the
earth, it proved more difficult to retrieve.15 A Clear Creek prospector
described the rigors involved:
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[Veins] are enclosed between two perpendicular walls,
rocks running parallel with the vein and composed of
hard granite structures. A lead may indicate a crevice
of say 3 feet and may retain that width to the depth of
20 or 30 feet . . . Workmen go down until the cap rock
closed over the whole. This cap rock is usually about
20 feet thick, stratified granite but I have known a few
cases were forty and even sixty feet thick. This must
be penetrated before the lead is again found.16

Once ore reached the surface, the gold needed to be separated from
the quartz rock. Initially, giant stones pulverized the rocks, but
mechanical stamp mills soon offered a slightly better profit margin.
Denver’s Jerome Chaffee, the largest investor in Central City’s Bobtail
Mine, one of the world’s richest, established the first mill in 1859 with
his partner Eben Smith. Within five years, more than three hundred
mills appeared across the mountains. Mill owner Samuel Mallory
doubled his capacity in one year, observing in 1860 that “there is any
quantity of quartz near us, and we have already had application to
crush it.”17 While an improvement, mills still lost valuable ore.

Lode mining and the search for better refining processes drove
the recruitment of additional investors. Denver became the focus for
the capital that flowed into the region. Given its urban primogeniture,
the city attracted more and more capable bankers. In March 1859,
Clark, Gruber and Company of Leavenworth opened in Denver the
only regional bank that minted private coins for circulation, received
deposits, and honored checks. One newspaper reported:

[T]he fact that a reliable and substantial firm has
transported the extensive and costly machinery
requisite for this undertaking, and useless for all other
purposes, from one seacoast to the base of the Rocky
Mountains, and put it in operation here, will be a
sufficient guarantee for the extent and permanency of
our mineral resources.18
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Expressing concerns about disruptions in gold shipments due to the
Civil War and potential Indian attacks, Clark, Gruber soon petitioned
the federal government to buy its minting operation. Local entrepre-
neurs sent a supportive memorial, arguing that, since the amount of
gold coined in the territory increased 350 percent in 1860, it was

evident that the whole range of the Rocky Mountains is
more or less impregnated with the precious metal and
[Denver] enjoys a central position from North to South
along said range . . . [I]n view of the risk, delay, and
inconvenience of shipping gold such a great distance
for coinage it offers the best location.

In May 1863, Congress bought Clark, Gruber’s operation and estab-
lished the U.S. Branch Mint at Denver, the first such federal facility
outside Philadelphia.19

Seeking another competitive advantage, Denverites flooded the
federal comptroller with applications for a national bank that could
issue currency. The region experienced constant cash shortages. Despite
inquiries from other towns, the comptroller awarded Clark and
Company (formerly Clark, Gruber) the First National Bank of Denver
in 1864. Indicative of the city’s growing influence, this institution’s hold-
ings exceeded those of the only other national banks west of the
Missouri River in Leavenworth and Omaha.20 The bank brought Denver
greater financial security and increased its entrepreneurs’ ability to reach
distant investors. Bank shares were sold in the principal cities of the
United States and Europe and lax federal examiners gave local managers
great discretion on investments and loans. Within a decade, ten more
national banks appeared in Colorado, including four in Denver, while
the First National remained the largest federal financial institution in
the West. Joseph Thatcher abandoned his Central City bank for the
Denver National Bank. Omaha’s Kountze brothers initially established
facilities in Central City and Denver in the early 1860s, but soon con-
centrated on their front-range operation which, in 1866, became the
Colorado National Bank. Since the Kountzes managed the First National
Bank of Omaha and a New York financial house, their Denver facility
easily recruited capital from Missouri River towns and eastern cities.21
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Figure 2. The Denver Mint. The first U.S. mint west of
Philadelphia stood at the end of Market Street in Denver with its
tower, battlements, and flag. It symbolized Denver’s growing
financial power within the region. Photograph by Joseph Collier.
Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History Collection.



The First National Bank of Denver confirmed the growing preem-
inence of local men in regional financial matters. Two founders hailed
from Kansas, but the other officers and directors resided nearby. Jerome
Chaffee (president), Henry Rogers, George Clark, and Charles Cook
came from Denver and Eben Smith and Bela Buell from Central City.
“This smacks of business,” the Rocky Mountain News remarked, “and
speaks like a whole volume devoted to Colorado interests. It tells well
for the enterprise and loyalty of our businessmen, and supplies a neces-
sity that has long existed.” Within a few months, the Kansas men sold
their stock. The directors added Denver’s David Moffat, in whom
Chaffee and Smith found a capable partner.22 Moffat and Chaffee
brought banking experience from New York City and Midwestern fron-
tier towns. Chaffee had worked for railroads and town companies.
Using the First National to access information on viable properties and
secure capital for their ventures, the trio dominated Colorado mining
for decades and made investments across the West.

With the mint and the national bank, Denver’s future seemed
secure, but by 1867, the entrepreneurs who envisioned a great metropo-
lis faced their gravest challenge—the loss of the transcontinental rail-
road. Colorado’s first territorial governor, William Gilpin, later explained
that “to the very existence of civilized communities the railroad has
become almost as much a necessity as is the circulation of the blood to
the individual.” Denverites could realize their dreams only if rails
replaced wagon trails. Railroads traditionally ran to established towns,
and as Denver was the largest front-range community, residents hoped
that the Union Pacific Railroad would repeat this pattern. Their aspira-
tions confronted the reality that surveyors long believed that the steep
cliffs west of Denver represented too great an obstacle to construction.
Grenville Dodge, chief engineer and later Union Pacific president, pre-
viously encountered a blizzard there, and advised the railroad to build
“in Wyoming where the hills were tamer.” Nonetheless, since Cheyenne
remained a cow town with a third of Denver’s population, news that the
railroad selected their northern neighbor as the terminus shocked
Denverites. Cheyenne’s leaders boasted of Denver’s imminent demise.23

Other urban competitors used the railroad crisis to challenge
Denver’s hegemony. Resentful neighbors long objected to the entrepôt’s
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citizens assuming that they spoke for the region. Golden’s William
Loveland organized the Colorado Central Railroad in 1867 to connect
his city with the Union Pacific at Cheyenne and to separate Denver
from the East.24 The rivalry between Denver and Golden derived from
both economic and political competition, with the territory’s
Republican Party divided between cliques from each. Golden captured
the territorial capital and its accompanying business in 1864, but
Denver’s leaders convinced the federal government to permanently
return it three years later. Concerned that Denver would elect the first
U.S. senators, Golden’s clique blocked the larger city’s statehood peti-
tions between 1864 and 1870. In the midst of this competition,
Loveland requested funds that Arapahoe County previously raised by
floating railroad construction bonds. Denver voters vetoed his claim.
Failing to raise sufficient capital elsewhere, Loveland ceded the
Colorado Central in 1868 in the misguided hope that the Union
Pacific would begin construction and assist Golden. The Union Pacific
delayed nine more years.25

In 1867, of course, Denver’s leaders did not know that Loveland
would fail. To save their city, they tried to secure another rail line, the
Union Pacific Eastern Division. Moving west from Kansas City,
however, the Eastern Division faced bankruptcy. Its managers threat-
ened to bypass Denver unless the city paid the railroad one million
dollars. Denverites rejected the blackmail. Having lost these two rail-
roads, Denver’s decline seemed inevitable until William Byers and
John Evans, the former territorial governor and an experienced Illinois
railroad builder, called a public meeting on 13 November 1867 that
reinvigorated the city:

The people of Denver saw that the trade that had given
their city importance, and concentrated capital at that
point, must soon be diverted to Cheyenne on the
north, and some point on the Eastern Division road to
the southeast, thus building up rival cities . . . It was
under these circumstances that the Board of Trade of
the city of Denver resolved to depend upon others no
longer.
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With the Board’s support, Evans, Byers, Moffat, Porter, and others asso-
ciated with the First National Bank incorporated the Denver Pacific
Railway to build the city’s own Cheyenne connection. Within one day,
in sums from 50 dollars to 10,000 dollars, Denverites launched the
company with 280,000 dollars and secured their city’s future.26

Denver’s strong entrepreneurs had outmaneuvered their rivals
once again. Their railroad broke ground in May 1868. Parallel to the
South Platte for half its distance, the Denver Pacific traveled through
potentially valuable farmland. By lobbying old allies in Congress,
Evans garnered a forty-mile land grant along this route. Like the
managers of the Union Pacific, Denver businessmen formed an asso-
ciated land company. Sales raised additional construction capital and
expanded the city’s agricultural hinterland. The Union Pacific agreed
to lay part of the Denver Pacific track, but, when it failed to do so,
Evans personally assumed the remainder of the financing. The Denver
Pacific opened for business in June 1870. Evans discharged debts
incurred in its construction through the Kansas Pacific Railway.
Instead of paying blackmail, Denver entrepreneurs had assumed
control of the Eastern Division and reorganized it as the Kansas Pacific
in 1868. Evans liaised with Congress to obtain a six-million-acre grant
and, in turn, guaranteed that the Kansas Pacific reached Denver
instead of the city’s southern competitors. In seeking investors, the
Kansas Pacific emphasized Denver’s diverse hinterlands: “The moun-
tains and pastures of Colorado alone will afford a handsome east-
bound business in coal . . . lumber from the spurs of the Rocky
Mountains and the pinery south of Cedar Point; wool, live stock,
silver and other ores.”27 The Kansas Pacific arrived in Denver in
September 1870. With Denver’s railroads secured and his own
Colorado Central facing delays, even Loveland acknowledged his
rival’s ascendancy, opting to lay track that connected Denver, through
Golden, with the Clear County mining camps later that same year. As
one visitor observed, “the Territory is awaking wonderful prospects,
and Denver has added a quarter to her population since I was here last
year. The three railroads which now center here will work wonders.”28

The response to the railroad crisis constituted a transcendent
moment. A few merchants initially fled to Cheyenne, but the majority
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joined Denver’s financiers and mining entrepreneurs in this urban
survival strategy. Nothing guaranteed the success of Denver’s new rail-
roads; across the nation, local lines frequently failed. Although associ-
ated with the First National Bank, successful investors such as Chaffee
and Moffat could have withdrawn their money and managed their prop-
erties from Cheyenne. They chose to bind their fortunes to Denver.29

The decision involved complex motives. The Board of Trade and the
railroads represented a commitment to community consistent with the
salus populi, and suggested that the obligations of a regulated society
need not be conservative. Their society emphasized progress over stag-
nation. This sense of public purpose coexisted with market values that
shaped economic interactions. Yet these initiatives highlighted their
ability to control capital. Along the front range, only Denver could make
local railroads a reality. Its entrepreneurs accumulated sufficient
resources and maintained the essential connections with eastern capi-
talists and Washington politicians. And, while they risked much, the
potential for profit remained great.

The new railroads also changed the city’s orientation to the national
economy. In 1867, with few exceptions, the country’s business followed
an east-west alignment. People traveled along the transcontinental rail-
road, and communications via Western Union. Trains carried the West’s
natural resources to eastern manufactories and returned with finished
products. When Union Pacific officers left Denver off this most impor-
tant axis, its citizens recognized that regardless of their immediate
reliance on outside capital, autonomy must be their goal. They envi-
sioned enhancing their nascent empire’s competitiveness in the global
marketplace through the integration of increasingly more distant hinter-
lands. The Kansas Pacific provided a vital eastward link and Denverites
regularly recruited eastern investors, but the Denver Pacific suggested
the possible benefits of conducting business on a north-south axis.30

Over the next four decades, new regional railroads and other industries
physically forged this reorientation. By the 1870s, for example, Denver
and Pueblo smelters drew ores from the entire Rocky Mountain range
which, along with the Rio Grande, defined the new economic arc.

Just as Denver stood at its crossroads in 1867, mining entrepre-
neurs contemplated an important transition. The predominant shift to
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lode mining brought a greater reliance on corporate financing, heavy
equipment, and the expertise of engineers and metallurgists. These
required substantial money, but after the Civil War, investments ebbed
because mechanical stamp mills failed to separate enough metal to
cover the greater expenses. A newcomer finally solved the problem.
Nathaniel Hill, a Brown University chemistry professor, traveled west
in 1864 to survey Gilpin’s mineral lands and investigate mining
opportunities for eastern capitalists. After personally investing in
mines, Hill traveled to Swansea, Wales, where he learned how to
reduce crushed rock by concentrating gold ores on copper mattes
under extreme heat. Backed by Boston investors, he began the Boston
& Colorado Smelting Company in 1867 in Black Hawk, Colorado.
With Hill’s smelters, the Rockies yielded more valuable commodities.
One prospector observed, “The expense of getting mills out here and
the uncertainty of having poor quartz together with continual experi-
menting has ruined many. Now all feel confident and the great secret
of saving gold has at last been discovered.”31

Denver dominated the new boom launched by the smelters. With
the city’s strong financial institutions, its businessmen recruited and
guided investments, increasingly employing the more flexible corpo-
rate structure. With few restrictions on entry, duration, and manage-
ment, the corporation became the dominant form of commercial
organization, allowing entrepreneurs to release their creative energies.
Its economies of scale and mobility of capital proved particularly vital
to the Denver region given the scarcity of cash. The corporate form
also protected Denverites from personal liability when some mines
failed. By controlling information on mining opportunities, often
gained through the First National Bank, men such as Chaffee, Smith,
and Moffat influenced where, how, and when outside capital was
applied. At the same time, Denver-based mining corporations estab-
lished branch offices in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore. Denver also dominated linkages within the region,
with its residents offering an array of services that supported mining.32

Hill’s smelter cemented mining’s centrality in the region’s economy.
In addition to many foreign investments, mining accounted for 40 per-
cent of Colorado’s domestic corporations by 1873. Unfortunately for
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Figure 3. The Region’s First Smelter. Nathaniel Hill’s Boston &
Colorado smelter with the large black smokestack occupies the near
foreground. Other processing mills cover the creek and denuded hills,
but the refining process introduced by Hill in 1867 gave regional ores
new viability as commodities. Photograph by W. G. Chamberlain.
Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History Collection.



regional mining interests, a financial panic swept the nation that same
year due, in part, to eastern bankers’ use of short-term credits for rail-
road expansion. Within two years authorized stock in Colorado mining
dropped 71 percent.33 Cash shortages undermined investments across
the country, but the precipitous decline in mining stock suggested an
even greater hesitancy to participate in highly speculative ventures
during difficult financial times. This boded poorly for mining camps
that performed one urban function. While Denver’s leaders took steps
to diversify the region’s economy, the city’s ties to mining left it simi-
larly vulnerable. Its fortunes ebbed and flowed with the industry.

The national depression lingered for six years, but carbonate
silver discoveries in 1877 provided a true bonanza that attracted new
investors to regional mines. Strikes in old camps like Oro City, rechris-
tened as Leadville, and new ones such as Aspen, Silverton, and
Creede, fixed the region as the nation’s leading producer of both gold
and silver. The number and size of corporate holdings grew commen-
surately, aided by the fact that the territorial legislature had eased
already lax regulations on entry one year earlier.34 Denver entrepre-
neurs promoted their own mining properties, and participated in
trade associations that boosted the whole region. Financial success,
they believed, flowed from an expansive metropolitan economy. As
the president of the Chamber of Commerce later espoused, “The
growth of a city really depends upon its relation to its tributary coun-
try and upon the character of that country and its population.” Thus,
Byers organized the Territorial Board of Immigration, Charles Kountze
participated in the Colorado Industrial Exposition Association, and
others served with the Denver Manufacturing and Mercantile
Bureau.35

In this new era of carbonate silver, Denverites possessed the
requisite experience, expertise, and access to information to remain at
the forefront. Henry Wolcott, the Boston and Colorado’s manager and
a mining investor, summarized the situation: “Formed a connection
two or three years ago with some New York and Boston men that has
been growing more intimate ever since. They are men of great wealth
and are too willing to invest any amount of money upon my recom-
mendation.” Denver’s mining entrepreneurs acted as more than
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conduits for outside capital. The Bald Mountain Mining Company, for
example, maintained offices in New York, drawing many shareholders
from there, New Jersey, and Massachusetts. Officers of the First
National Bank of Denver, however, issued its stock and managed the
mines. Other entrepreneurs pooled their own capital, developing proj-
ects primarily with local financing. Regardless of the origin of the capi-
tal, Denver’s share of the corporate wealth rose. Between 1883 and
1886, for example, two-fifths of all domestic and foreign corporations
registered in Colorado, holding 65 percent of the state’s capitalization
and with operations across the West, headquartered in Denver.36

Chaffee, Moffat, and Smith embodied Denver’s dominance. In
some combination or another, this trio organized more than one
hundred mining ventures, initiating their partnership with the Caribou
silver mine in Boulder County. In a typical pattern, mining engineer
Smith assessed the Caribou’s potential while Chaffee and Moffat
recruited a group of Dutch shareholders. The First National Bank
underwrote the shareholders’ almost three-million-dollar investment.
After securing this capital, Chaffee started rumors that the lode offered
a small yield. Unwilling to throw good money after bad, the Dutch
investors closed the mine. The Denver trio formed a new corporation
and purchased the Caribou at a sheriff’s sale for seventy thousand
dollars. Under Smith’s management, they realized substantial divi-
dends for three years and then sold their stock for almost one million
dollars to New York investors, retaining a small interest. At the same
time, the First National Bank, now under Moffat’s presidency, acquired
promissory notes on adjacent claims. Within a year, new gossip circu-
lated about the Caribou’s declining yield. Most New York investors sold
their shares, and the Denver partners suddenly held the largest block
of stock. After the bank called the notes on the adjacent properties, the
trio merged them with the Caribou, and Moffat reported the viability
of the combined claims. Stock prices rose and the trio sold their shares
for a large profit, leaving behind overvalued, played-out properties.
Businessmen across the nation commonly used such predatory, yet
legal practices.37

This trio soon played a major role in the carbonate silver boom. In
1878, Chaffee bought the claim adjacent to Leadville’s richest property,
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the Little Pittsburgh Mine of Horace Tabor and August Riche. Tabor’s
rags-to-riches-to-rags story was legendary. Once a Vermont stonecut-
ter and Kansas farmer, he tramped about Colorado camps for twenty
years with his wife Augusta, shifting between mining and mercantile
activities. In 1877, he grubstaked the Little Pittsburgh prospectors,
and with Riche, bought them out before the mine eventually produced
more than ten million dollars. The Tabors joined the region’s elites in
Denver. He served as lieutenant governor and U.S. senator, became a
vice-president of the First National Bank, and invested heavily in
mining and Denver real estate. One of the nation’s wealthiest men in
the 1880s, Tabor lost everything when silver bottomed out in 1893.
He prospected until friends secured his appointment as Denver’s post-
master shortly before his 1899 death.38

Chaffee and Moffat partnered with Tabor to buy Riche’s share of
the Little Pittsburgh in 1878, and backed by the First National Bank,
merged it with adjacent claims to control the four most productive
mines in Leadville. The partners opened a New York office, and
investors leapt at their initial offering of fifty thousand shares at twenty
dollars, although the partners retained the controlling interest. As
production declined, they delayed an engineering report and sold
their shares at thirty dollars. With the report’s subsequent release, and
to the dismay of other shareholders, stock prices dropped to $7.50.
New York prosecutors found the Denverites’ dealings more counterfeit
than shrewd and tried Chaffee and Moffat for fraud. Despite their trial
and subsequent acquittal, they continued to attract investors. The
Denver partners generated profits for many depending on the timing
of their stock purchases and sales. Moffat’s bank presidency and
Chaffee’s service as a U.S. senator supported their good reputations.
R. G. Dun & Company called Chaffee a “straightforward, upright
businessman, worthy of unlimited credit” and Moffat a “man of excel-
lent character and capacity.”39

To expand their Leadville interests, the Denver trio sought London
subscribers in 1882 for the Henriett and Maid of Erin Mines on the
basis of Moffat’s reputation. A British solicitor commented that “in
securing his services the new company obtains the best guarantee of
success, independent of the large supply of ore in reserve.” In 1887,
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Moffat and his Denver partners reorganized these properties under a
new corporation. Even with an influx of fresh British money, Moffat,
Smith, Tabor, and Kassler remained the corporate officers. Chaffee had
died the year before, but as executor of his estate, Moffat conveyed
Chaffee’s interests to a joint trust through which he managed the
Denverites’ majority holdings. When deeper veins called for greater
expenditures, the partners sold their stock to English investors for a
large profit.40 Moffat, Smith, and Chaffee, before his death, turned the
security of the First National Bank to other camps. Aspen boomed in
1884 with the discovery of a rich vein and the rapid influx of Denver
money. In addition to managing mines, the Denver partners began to
vertically integrate operations, practices they would employ in other
districts. Greater profits could be realized if they controlled the source
of the ore, reduction works, transportation systems, and ancillary serv-
ices. In Aspen, they formed the Deep Mining and Drainage Company.
Moffat and Smith invested in thirty-five mines and the Woring-
Lexington smelter at Rico, and in the 1890s, financed a Leadville
smelter.41

Aspen also provided the arena to test the 1872 federal mining
law. Under the law, prospectors still claimed federal land without
paying for minerals, but Congress tried to replace the diverse regula-
tory codes of individual districts with uniform standards, including
the apex doctrine. Under this doctrine, the claimant who located his
claim at the top of an exposed vein, its apex, possessed the right to
follow the continuous vein, even under others’ surface claims. Most
districts simply ignored the law. Leadville juries hostile to its monop-
olistic potential rejected the apex principle. Districts clung to the side-
line principle that allowed miners to take ore from veins underneath
their surface claims. With more than five hundred claims filed, Aspen
residents similarly resisted. David Hyman, a Cincinnati lawyer who
settled in Aspen, owned the Durant, which covered the apex vein in
Aspen mountain. In 1885, he sued Jerome Wheeler, the owner of the
claim that sidelined the Durant, for ore that Wheeler removed from
the vein. Denver mining investor Albert Reynolds financed Hyman’s
litigation, extracting a quarter-interest in Hyman’s properties. Since
only two Aspen claims covered the vein, most residents supported
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Figure 4. Aspen. This camp became the arena for the
litigation of the apex doctrine. This photograph reveals
the frame mill buildings, iron smokestacks, log retaining
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walls, and tailings common to all mining communities.
Photograph by William Henry Jackson. Courtesy of Denver Public
Library, Western History Collection.



Wheeler.42 In theory, the sideline seemed to represent a more equi-
table, regulated society in which no individual unfairly disadvantaged
others. It provided more opportunities for more people. The apex
doctrine, on the other hand, allowed the wealthiest a monopoly and
signaled an end to community prosperity.

Jack Atkinson, who had labored in Colorado mines since 1860,
complained that “the trouble is Reynolds and Hyman, capitalists and
men of that ilk, nonresidents of Pitkin county say ‘you miners have
developed a good thing over there; we have got more money than you
miners and we will try and take your claims away from you.’”
Atkinson’s comments contained some irony. Hyman lived in Aspen
and actively participated in its civic affairs. His opponent, Wheeler,
lived in Colorado Springs and New York. Wheeler married Randall
Macy’s daughter in 1870, but lacking any authority in the family busi-
ness, sought other ventures. Two years after Hyman had arrived,
Wheeler created a vertically integrated operation in Aspen mines,
smelters, and banks and the Colorado Midland Railroad. He owned
25 percent of the New York-incorporated Aspen Mining and Smelting
Company; New York investors controlled the rest.43 Wheeler had little
in common with Aspen residents who lionized him.

Given the earlier verdicts in Leadville, the Pitkin County court
stunned Aspen residents when it ruled for Hyman and upheld the
apex. Of course, by the time Wheeler unsuccessfully appealed in
federal court in Denver, the actual litigants reached a compromise that
protected the wealthiest investors on both sides. Nonetheless, the
verdict held implications that few historians have considered. The
apex doctrine promoted those who possessed the greatest potential for
dynamic production, and effectively placed the interests of individual
property ahead of community welfare. To some historians, the law
that promulgated the apex doctrine continued economic liberalism by
privatizing resources and redistributing wealth.44 Its erratic enforce-
ment was more revealing. Although enacted in 1872, no court
enforced the apex doctrine until 1886, and well into the next decade,
prospectors created districts that adhered to local customs. Many
regional residents, like Atkinson, invoked the equity of a regulated
society in their criticism of the doctrine. In their litigation, however,
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Hyman acted not as a capitalist ideologue nor Wheeler as a proponent
of localism and traditional values. More complicated, more pragmatic
motives guided them. Other entrepreneurs realized that, more than
anything else, the imposition of the apex principle meant expensive,
time-consuming litigation. Denver’s Dunbar Wright, for example,
owned the Park-Regent Mine over an apex vein. When owners of an
adjacent claim threatened a lawsuit, he simply bought them out.
Avoiding the cost of litigation mattered more than establishing the
primacy of market principles embodied in the federal law.45

Local entrepreneurs and distant investors contested similar tran-
sitions in the region’s transportation systems. New railroads extended
Denver’s reach to every western mining frontier and to increasingly
diverse hinterlands. The city blossomed and its population soared to
more than 106,000 by 1890. William Jackson Palmer had launched
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, the most successful regional line
in the early 1870s. Like the Denver men, Palmer envisioned “a natu-
ral economic unit in a long longitudinal productive area.” With new
avenues for interregional and international trade, he argued, the thou-
sand-mile haul from St. Louis offered a

natural tariff protection for the native production of
the Colorado-New Mexico area. Thus, a self-sufficient
western empire would develop around Colorado
whose natural commercial orientation would be
toward Mexico City by way of settled communities at
the base of the Rockies and down the Rio Grande
Valley.46

John Evans founded other railroads that competed with Palmer’s,
but also attempted to reorient the region’s economy and diminish its
dependence on the East. With the Denver, South Park & Pacific, he
hoped to reach Leadville, and then run along the Arkansas River toward
the San Luis Valley, the San Juan mines, and the Pacific Ocean. Evans
proved particularly adept in securing local investments: “I tell the mer-
chants and capitalists of Denver that I am under no more obligation to
build the South Park road than they and if they want it they must help
. . . I tell my associates that there is no use of going away from Denver
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for the money and that we will have to get it right here.” When the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad reached Pueblo in 1876, Evans
played on fears that Denver’s trade might be diverted southward. He
wrote his wife, “we have got the thing before the people in such shape
that it is regarded as a matter of life and death with Denver.” With a
substantial domestic investment, he successfully sold his railroad’s
bonds in London.47

Evans vied with the Denver & Rio Grande for Leadville traffic,
while Jerome Wheeler’s Colorado Midland challenged Palmer for
Aspen. Regional railroads regularly competed for access to new camps,
but miners rarely waited for them. Prospectors continuously scoured
the mountains for the next big lode, and settlements appeared with
each new discovery. Since counties lacked construction funds, enter-
prising individuals converted narrow paths into wagon roads and
reaped quick profits. These private roads fulfilled an important market
function, but community values persisted in various forms. When exor-
bitant charges or poor maintenance occurred, counties assumed con-
trol of, or otherwise regulated, toll roads for the welfare of the com-
munity. This authority to remedy malfeasance, even on private high-
ways, undergirded traditional American law.48 Hard-rock districts
reached peak production after railroads arrived, but toll roads sustained
camps for years. The Denver & Rio Grande reached Leadville more
than three years after the first silver finds, and along with the Colorado
Midland, took almost eight years to connect Aspen. Rails finalized the
integration of existing hinterlands into distant economies.49

Mining towns performed an important function in the regional
urban system, but their trade remained tied to one volatile extractive
activity. Physical settings limited options. The surrounding terrain
precluded commercial agriculture, and tightly contained towns
attracted few manufacturers. Black Hawk prospered as the site of the
first smelter, but became just another mining camp after Hill moved
his plant to Denver in 1878. While many factors influenced his depar-
ture, the inability to expand facilities played a role. The narrow gulch
afforded only one street, and back doors literally opened into walls of
solid rock. Mining towns also housed the region’s more transient
elements. Despite systems of self-government and participatory
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democracy, failed prospectors regularly departed for new digs.
Successful miners and entrepreneurs, such as Tabor, headed to Denver
with its friendlier climate, cultural amenities, and access to capital.50

When a series of national and international events rocked the
region’s mining towns and Denver in the 1890s, the carbonate silver
boom ended abruptly. The crisis began, in part, with a 1873 federal
decision to stop coining the silver dollar because the price of silver had
risen to $1.15 an ounce, and people hoarded coins. The United States
followed most European nations in adopting a gold standard since the
price of gold rarely fluctuated. In 1878, following the carbonate dis-
coveries, western congressmen pressed the Bland-Allison Act, requir-
ing the government to purchase two million ounces of silver each
month at market prices. During the 1880s, as Colorado, Nevada, and
Montana mines overproduced silver, the government purchased only
this minimum amount. By 1889, the market price fell to ninety-four
cents. Given the region’s dependence on mining, its entire economy suf-
fered. Total investments in Colorado peaked at just under one billion
dollars in 1881, but declined to less than seventy-seven million dollars
nine years later. In response to these conditions, Colorado’s Senator
Teller helped enact the Sherman Silver Purchase Act to increase the gov-
ernment’s monthly purchases. Mining rebounded briefly, but by 1892,
silver dropped to eighty-seven cents.51 When the national depression
hit the next year, more than five hundred banks closed nationally and
unemployment soared. Many interrelated factors sparked the depres-
sion, including overexpansion of railroads, an agriculture slump, and
the collapse of British investments in the United States, but westerners
blamed the demonetization of silver. To their chagrin, President
Cleveland successfully sought the repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase
Act, hoping to secure the gold standard and prevent the collapse of the
treasury’s reserves. Silver reached new lows, and twelve Denver banks
closed. Moffat kept the First National Bank open by securing its debts
with his own resources. Within one year, 337 local businesses failed,
435 mines closed, and 45,000 regional residents lost their jobs. Tabor’s
fall from power epitomized the region’s tumble.52

Gold discoveries at Cripple Creek salvaged the regional economy
in the 1890s. Given its proximity to the new district, Colorado Springs
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emerged as a financial and wholesaling entrepôt for the mines, but
Denver and Moffat and Smith remained at the fore of corporate invest-
ments. They used systems of vertical integration, developed in earlier
camps, to control the profit-making machinery of mining and its atten-
dant industries. The partners first purchased the Anaconda and Victor
Mines with loans from the First National Bank. By overcapitalizing, or
establishing for their company a greater value than needed, they
recruited funds for additional projects. With absentee investors and
misconceptions about the costs of mining technology, this was a
common practice. Moffat and Smith owned two Cripple Creek banks,
sold town lots, stripped the surrounding forests, and participated in
some twenty companies engaged in mining, reduction, or drainage.
They realized their greatest success with the Florence and Cripple
Creek Railroad and Reduction Works Company. The pair refused to
ship, or allow any partners to ship, ore on the Colorado Midland, haul-
ing it instead two additional miles to their terminus. Smith, of course,
owned the dray line.53 At Cripple Creek, Moffat and Smith again
demonstrated the ability of local entrepreneurs to control capital by
controlling information. They “appropriated,” from a British company
awaiting a U.S. patent, a cyanide process that recovered almost 98 per-
cent of the gold. When their Metallic Extraction Company expanded
its stock in 1897 and British investors balked at purchasing more at
par value, the duo simply printed excess shares at lower prices to ensure
more smaller purchases and their majority control. After working the
Victor Mine for early dividends, Moffat and Smith sold it to Boston
investors. The First National Bank held liens against the mine that it
immediately exercised against the new owners to force a sheriff’s sale,
where Moffat and Smith repurchased the mine debt-free at a bargain
price.54

Moffat and his partners typified Denver entrepreneurs who
invested their own money, recruited outside capital, and utilized per-
sonal ties to financial institutions to dominate almost every Rocky
Mountain mining district. Walter Cheesman, a director of the First
National Bank and Moffat’s frequent investor, controlled the Smuggler,
one of Leadville’s most profitable mines. He also invested in Aspen,
Central City, and Creede, diversified in mills, smelters, and Leadville
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real estate, and served as president of the First National Bank of Aspen.
Reynolds, the financier who supported Hyman, owned or invested in
more than three hundred properties in most Colorado mining com-
munities and others across the Rockies. With Joseph Thatcher of the
Denver National Bank, he seized the Pueblo Smelting and Refining
Company from Boston investors. Reynolds, who began as a merchant
and rancher, succeeded because of his ability to mobilize outside cap-
ital.55 James Dexter first tried prospecting near Central City, but moved
to Denver in 1872 to form the Union Bank of Denver. In frequent part-
nerships with Thatcher, Dexter secured investments from distant cap-
italists who relied on his mining expertise and technological knowl-
edge.56 When properties opened in the southwestern San Juan
Mountains in the 1880s, Tabor underwrote the Bank of Gunnison and
the Bank of Crested Butte. A decade later, Dennis Sullivan used insider
information from the First National Bank of Denver to purchase aban-
doned Cripple Creek mines and others in receivership.57

As Denver expanded its population and financial strength, city
entrepreneurs reached beyond Colorado and mining. Denver banks
supported their ventures in urban subregions across the West. Travel
guides linked Santa Fe trade to Colorado’s front-range cities. Denver
realtor A. G. Bowes invested in Salt Lake City and Ogden real estate.
Kountze used his position with the Colorado National Bank and his
brothers’ Omaha and New York institutions to buy mines and other
land in Nebraska, Texas, Montana, Nevada, Alaska, and California.
Smith’s Mine and Smelter Supply Company operated plants in Denver,
Salt Lake City, El Paso, and Mexico City. Through purchasing Mexican
land grants, Porter owned ranches and general stores in New Mexico
and Arizona. He bought Mexican silver bonds and sold them to a
London concern. He developed orchards and residential lots in Los
Angeles in 1893, utilizing that city’s original charter regarding water
rights to double his land.58

While their international influence never matched that of San
Francisco’s elites, Kountze and other entrepreneurs organized coal,
timber, mining, and irrigation projects in Mexico and Nicaragua.59

Geographically centered within the United States, Denver’s railroads
gave the landlocked city access to foreign markets. In the 1880s,
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Evans organized the Denver & New Orleans, later known as the
Denver, Texas & Gulf, which shifted traffic away from East Coast
power centers toward the ports at Galveston and New Orleans.60

Before his financial collapse, Tabor’s investment company opened
offices in London, Amsterdam, Paris, and New York and organized
mining investments in Central and South America. Yet, like other
entrepreneurs grounded in nineteenth-century community values,
Tabor maintained a strong commitment to the Denver region. In addi-
tion to serving as president of the Chamber, he invested money locally
when greater profits were available elsewhere, and left a permanent
legacy with the Tabor Opera House in Leadville and the Tabor Block
in Denver.61

Tabor acted much like Moffat, Chaffee, Byers, Evans, and the other
entrepreneurs who initially secured Denver’s position atop the urban
hierarchy and continuously developed new tributary spheres for the
emerging metropolis. By controlling regional finances, communica-
tions, and transportation, the city surpassed urban rivals and domi-
nated mining across the Rockies. Market values underlay the
entrepreneurs’ decisions. They believed in redistributing wealth to
men like themselves who put natural resources to their most dynamic,
productive uses. They sought an autonomous economy, but also
hoped to bequeath a thriving, stable society as a testament. Many
committed their fortunes to the welfare of the community in the early
days when there was no guarantee of financial success. These entre-
preneurs, along with prospectors in the mountains, co-opted elements
of traditional societies that preserved local independence and self-
governance, initially created greater opportunities for fellow citizens,
and benefited society as a whole. On other occasions, such as the apex
fight, they encountered regional actors who possessed different
notions of an equitable society. As a consequence, the region
witnessed a gradual, frequently contested transition to a modern capi-
talist order.
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The benefit to Colorado of that massacre, as they call it, was
very great for it ridded the plains of the Indians.

John Evans, 1884

Gold provided the immediate impetus for the large migration to
Denver and its mining camps. Yet, from the city’s earliest days, its
boosters recognized that minerals alone would not ensure their pros-
perity nor their posterity. A diversified, and thus more competitive
and autonomous, economy required a viable agricultural sector.
Moreover, urbanites believed that farmers and their families provided
a social stability badly needed in their raucous frontier town. They
hoped to recruit farmers to the region, and to this end, began to
rethink the nature of the adjacent plains and to reconsider their rela-
tionship with the Native Americans who lived there. Once city resi-
dents believed Denver strong enough to expand its hinterlands, they
targeted the Indians. When the federal government hesitated to act,
they organized a territorial militia to control their own destiny. They
violently enforced their new regional vision that had no room for
Indians, as Evans revealed in subsequent comments about Sand
Creek. Denverites permanently altered the human landscape of the
plains, facilitating the entrance of agriculturalists whose crops and
livestock changed native ecosystems and linked the plains to distant
markets. While other historians have addressed the social and cultural
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tensions within the weakening tribes, this chapter addresses the rela-
tion between urban expansion and Indian removal and examines the
market values and communitarian aspirations that underlay Denver’s
strategy.1

Eastern Americans lacked a cultural context to understand the
varied life forms sustained by the plains or the socioeconomic systems
that Indians developed there. Zebulon Pike compared the grasslands
to “the sandy deserts of Africa.” Major Stephen Long described them
as “almost wholly unfit for cultivation, and of course uninhabitable by
a people depending upon agriculture for their subsistence.” His maps
bore the misnomer “the Great American Desert,” and textbooks
repeated it for generations. Emigrants to California and Oregon scur-
ried across the seemingly hostile terrain. Early travelers to Denver
echoed such assessments. Peter Scott found the plains “all alkali
having an appearance as if salt were sowed,” while Frank Hall judged
farming an unlikely activity. As he approached Denver, Nathaniel Hill
noted, “For the last 300 miles, the principal production of the soil is
the prickly pear.” Outside Pueblo, he wrote, “The soil is as dry as our
carpets.” Even William Byers, an early promoter of regional agricul-
ture, confessed, “the dry dusty plains were uninviting to all and
discouraging to the husbandman.”2

Denverites, however, quickly began to reinterpret the plains.
American traditions suggested that farmers vitalized a competitive
urban economy. Agriculture, Byers contended, offered “the only means
by which our mines can be developed, for unless we can become self-
sustaining, we may not hope that the necessities of life can be furnished
here at rates that will warrant extensive mining operations.” In the
decades that followed, new arrivals imposed their agrarian schemes,
filled with the rhetoric of manifest destiny, by introducing new animals,
plants, and irrigation systems to the plains. The Denverites who had
pushed for this diversification made the city their permanent home.
Farming would improve their economy, but of equal importance, they
accepted the common notion that farmers supplied what Byers called
the “conservative element of all national and political and social
growth.” Such sentiments stretched across the country and its history.
Thomas Jefferson, for example, opined that working the soil nurtured
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the virtue, competency, and independence essential to a free govern-
ment.3 Denverites assumed that tillers brought about a better civiliza-
tion through the productive taming of wilderness, the regenerative force
of land, and the construction of schools, libraries, and other institu-
tions of social maturation.4 Whether the myth matched reality, many
nineteenth-century Americans believed that a viable, egalitarian soci-
ety depended on widespread landownership by farmers.

Another aspect of the agricultural economy convinced Denver
residents that it would secure their community welfare. Frontier farms
involved families, and depended on women’s productive and repro-
ductive efforts. During the early gold rush, the region possessed a
predominantly male and transient white population. In June 1859,
one emigrant found only five white women in Denver. A 1860 census
identified sixteen hundred women in the territory, but men outnum-
bered them twenty to one.5 Bachelor societies, such as Denver and its
mining camps, engendered some violence. Disgruntled prospectors
filled the front-range city where the ready availability of firearms and
alcohol precipitated confrontations, although dime novels later exag-
gerated their frequency and mortality. In 1859, Byers personally rented
a building for the city jail, and with Denver’s founder, William Larimer,
established vigilance committees to address crime. With these commit-
tees standing in lieu of an official police force, Denver adopted the
antebellum era’s narrower, more organic conception of “police” as
governance for the public welfare.6 As entrepreneurs, these men
valued the protection of property, but their quasi-legal associations
also instilled habits of restraint and self-control, represented the
nascent origins of municipal governance, and attempted to reorder the
community by imposing a public morality. Denverites’ continuous
promotion of agriculture confirms the importance of these nonmarket
objectives. Farm families seemed to offer a benign, civilizing influence
as a counterpoint to the rowdy masculine frontier. Women and chil-
dren changed the moral climate as well as the demographics. Thus,
both market values and tenets of a regulated society defined Denver’s
drive for an agrarian hinterland.7

Frontier entrepôts became dynamic centers of social change. If no
hinterland existed for a city like Denver to dominate, it created one.
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Regional farming and ranching had begun almost immediately, but on
a small scale along the South Platte, the Arkansas, and their tributar-
ies. Some newcomers came west specifically to feed the miners. In other
cases, prospectors abandoned unproductive claims for farming. In
1859, David Wall grew vegetables outside Golden, drawing Clear Creek
water through an irrigation ditch. Thomas Skerritt settled two 160-acre
tracts three miles south of Denver that same year and bought more
farmland beside Cherry Creek. In 1861, Irving Howbert gave up
mining to farm near Colorado City. The Hodgson family claimed squat-
ters’ rights along the South Platte forty miles northeast of Denver, later
legalizing their homestead. George Hodgson remembered that “within
ten miles, the white population consisted of about ten pioneer fami-
lies.” Farmers prepared fields about one-half mile deep along streams
that flowed from the mountains and provided dependable water. Small
ranches fed cattle off the rich native grasses that surrounded creeks with
more erratic flows. Overall, however, production lagged. The region
depended more and more on Nebraska and Kansas agriculturalists.8

Urban boosters hoped to guarantee immediate sustenance, but
made grander plans for their hinterland. Believing commercial agri-
culture vital to long-distance trade, Denverites looked to the “empty”
plains east of their city, rethought the nature of this land, and took the
promotional lead, forming the first Colorado Agricultural Society as
early as 1859. Byers’s editorials extolled the newly discovered agrarian
possibilities of the plains. The Denver Tribune’s Robert Strahorn
published the Colorado Agricultural and Stock Journal celebrating (and
exaggerating) the limited successes of early farms and ranches. Books
and pamphlets designed to attract prospectors and mining investors
devoted chapters to the potential profits of piedmont and plains agri-
culture. The Denver Board of Trade joined the chorus shortly after its
founding, issuing a call to stock growers:

innumerable herds of Buffalo, elk, antelope and deer
which have from time immemorial subsisted by
pasturage alone on these plains, suggest that they will
not only be capable of furnishing stock and wool
needed for a dense population within the territory, but
also for a large portion of the continent.9
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These boosters rarely outlined the obstacles that the prospective farmer
or rancher faced. Despite the high prices their food brought, local agri-
culturalists struggled to turn a profit because of the small size of their
crops and herds and the difficulties of transport to mining camps prior
to the railroads. Climatic events also undermined their efforts. The flood
that hit Denver in 1864 washed away Skerritt’s Cherry Creek farm.
Observing the high waters of the South Platte, Hall wrote:

[T]he river is in ordinary times a very harmless
insignificant muddy stream . . . but [the flood left]
only a small tract of land [from] which our farmers
obtain their vegetables, hay, corn and other little arti-
cles of subsistence . . . Our agricultural resources are
very limited and owing to our tremendous floods can
only be cultivated with extreme care and much risk.

Engorged streams deluged narrow, steeply sloped piedmont lands
almost every spring, highlighting their finite capacities and the need to
expand agriculture onto the plains.10

At the same time, in the East and the Midwest, the Civil War
“siphoned off” young laborers and increased the demand for farm
products, raising both wages and prices. Denverites advertised the
benefits of the plains, but easterners saw little incentive in abandoning
profitable conditions for the uncertainty of farming in the “Great
American Desert.” More significantly, and regardless of the boosters’
protestations to the contrary, people already occupied the plains. The
Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians lived and worked on the land that
Denverites coveted. Consequently, to realize their metropolitan
dreams, local entrepreneurs faced two tasks. They needed to change
prevailing American perceptions of the plains and lure a large contin-
gent of farmers. Before they could embed the commercial agricultural
sector that might follow, they needed to rid the plains of the human
element that threatened their vision.11 To this end, the city orches-
trated a virulent rhetorical campaign against the Indians that culmi-
nated in violence and their removal.

In 1858, three primary Indian groups lived in the area that became
Colorado. They possessed strikingly different human geographies than
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the newcomers who soon wanted to supplant them. The Utes had lived
in the region the longest. Having long abandoned farming for hunting,
they frequently participated in the bison market and regularly traded
in Santa Fe. The western slope that the Utes called home initially held
little appeal to most Americans and Mexicans. Although the Grand
River (now the “Colorado”) drained the Colorado Plateau and the Rio
Grande flowed through Southern Ute territory, grasslands intermingled
with sagebrush, and areas distant from riparian zones appeared desert-
like. The Utes survived by hunting the mule deer and elk that fre-
quented the interspersed montane parks. The surrounding mountains
offered forests of aspens and ponderosa and lodgepole pines, and
allowed the Indians to supplement their diet with fruits, nuts, and other
plants. When the Utes ventured to the plains east of the Rockies in
search of more bison, they experienced a very disparate physical envi-
ronment, rarely seeing trees and shrubs. Grama and buffalo grasses
(shallow-rooted plants indigenous to areas with little moisture) domi-
nated the vegetation, feeding bison and antelope and providing forage
for horses.12

The Utes encountered two Indian societies there. The Southern
Cheyennes and Arapahos lived as one on the plains, between the
North Platte and the Arkansas in what later became southeastern
Wyoming and eastern Colorado. One Arapaho man observed that his
people joined with the Cheyennes against common enemies and
because “our religions, our stories, our way of doing things in camp
and on the hunt and the warpath were very much alike.” These Plains
Indians hunted in extended family units, relying on bison for food,
shelter, clothing, and tools. After 1820, the fur trade more than
doubled the human population of the plains, as revolutionary market
forces shaped new migrations. The Cheyennes and Arapahos fought
intermittently with the Utes or the Kiowas and Comanches for terri-
tory, but rarely with American, Mexican, or European trappers and
traders.13

With the appearance of American traders such as William Bent
and Charles St. Vrain, the Arapahos, Cheyennes, and Utes became
willing market participants and less dependent on the products of the
local ecosystems. In exchange for beaver pelts and bison robes,
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Indians received flour, textiles, liquor, lead, powder, axes, rifles, and
knives. When the beaver market collapsed in 1838, traders built forts
to treat and store bulkier bison robes. Indians performed all the labor-
intensive chores in this culturally stimulating economy, but the prof-
its flowed to the traders. Within the Plains Indians’ societies, many of
these new tasks became women’s responsibilities. Just as Denverites in
the 1860s thought the women of farm families would contribute to
their cultural development, Native American women played vital roles
in the economics and diplomacy of the fur trade. French, English, and
American trappers frequently married into Indian communities, creat-
ing what historian Elliott West calls “bridges of kinship” that stabilized
trade linkages.14

The bison economy, however, proved short-lived and under-
mined the herds. By the early 1850s, the market declined and traders
deserted the forts. The Arapahos and Cheyennes faced greater chal-
lenges, spending half the year in near-starvation while anticipating the
supernatural return of large numbers of bison. The gap between the
Indians’ faith and their reality was jarring. The animal no longer
provided a reliable food source. Incursions by overland emigrants
exacerbated the Indians’ desperation, and they periodically threatened
traffic on the Oregon and Santa Fe trails. The Indians viewed their
thefts and less frequent acts of violence as recompense for the destruc-
tion of bison and grass. Historians suggest a more complicated story
for the bison’s decline. Drought, market hunting, cow selectivity,
human migrations, bovine diseases, and increased grazing competi-
tion combined to diminish the herds.15

Isolated confrontations with emigrants prompted the U.S.
government, which gained control of the region following the war
with Mexico, to create the Upper Platte and Arkansas Indian Agency.
Agent Thomas Fitzpatrick, a veteran trapper and trader, helped organ-
ize the Fort Laramie Council in 1851 for more than ten thousand
Indians. Under the resulting treaty, the Southern Cheyennes and
Arapahos received the area from the Continental Divide to western
Kansas and Nebraska, and from the North Platte to the Arkansas.
Emigrants could still cross the Indians’ land, but in return, the treaty
required the agent to distribute to the Indians fifty thousand dollars in
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goods annually for fifteen years. Congress subsequently reduced this
to fifteen thousand dollars and rarely provided even that small
amount. The Arapaho and Cheyennes continued to hunt bison, rely-
ing on the resource even as this dependency undercut their society.16

The Utes signed a treaty in 1848 recognizing U.S. sovereignty in
exchange for unimpeded access to their traditional homeland.
Hispano and white settlers nonetheless moved north from New
Mexico to the San Luis Valley, frustrating the Utes with their usurpa-
tion of resources.17 Cattle stealing became a necessary occupation as
the fur trade ebbed. Tensions escalated, and on Christmas Eve 1854,
an episode known as the “Fort Pueblo Massacre” resulted in the death
of eleven settlers. When U.S. soldiers killed forty warriors in retalia-
tion, the Utes agreed to a new treaty that reduced their holdings to the
land west of the Continental Divide into Utah, north to the Yampa
River, and south to the New Mexico border. The Utes retreated farther
into the Rockies, relying on summer hunts for deer and antelope in
the high country to compensate for dwindling food supplies. Even
with Indians’ growing desperation, the region remained relatively
peaceful as the 1850s drew to a close.18

The gold rush and the cities it spawned challenged this peace. As
the fifty-niners charged across Indian lands and as the plains began to
play a prominent role in Denver’s agrarian promotions, the Cheyennes
and Arapahos felt the impact of the new activities more keenly than
the Utes. The latter’s western-slope home initially held less strategic
significance to the newcomers, but disruptions began on the plains
immediately. Prospectors worked along the South Platte in the
summer of 1858, where the Cheyennes and Arapahos frequently
wintered. These bands had dealt with Europeans and Americans for
decades, but gold brought greater numbers. The Indians worried
about sharing the limited resources of their winter sanctuary with
miners and the men laying out city streets. By the end of 1859, with
emigrants to and from Denver and the camps exceeding sixty thou-
sand, the Plains Indians found themselves “compressed into a small
circle of territory, destitute of food,” according to William Bent.19

Yet, under the strong leadership of their chiefs, the Cheyennes
and Arapahos offered restrained responses to the increasing pressure.
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Some engaged in an unbalanced roadside trade with emigrants. The
Indians sought things for survival; emigrants wanted souvenirs like
moccasins. At other times, some Cheyennes and Arapahos tried to
extract tolls from migrants who disrupted the movements of animals
and consumed large quantities of water and grass essential to the
Indians’ survival. Emigrants and Indian agents viewed the tolls as
extortion, but most fifty-niners cared more about finding mineral
wealth than combating Indians. As long as the Indians did not inter-
rupt the flow of commerce, Denverites left them undisturbed and
occasionally welcomed their trade. In May 1860, Byers observed:

[A] great number of Indians have been in and around
town for some days past. They are mostly Arapahos
and Cheyennes disposing of Buffalo robes and peltries.
They are very orderly and peaceably disposed, but we
learn are still able to obtain whiskey some place in
town. The man or men who furnish it to them, should
be taken in hand by the citizens and put through, as he
deserves.20

In the city’s earliest days, the Rocky Mountain News more quickly criti-
cized those who distributed liquor than the drunken Indians, although
it rarely mentioned Denver’s more frequently besotted white residents.

The new arrivals showed little respect for their Indian neighbors.
Interactions reflected the racial beliefs of most nineteenth-century
Americans. Before the Civil War, growing agitation over the place of
African Americans in the nation spilled into the ethnological study of
Indians. Some Americans believed in innate human variations, while
others argued that environments dictated actions, including mission-
aries who hoped to “civilize” the Indians. By midcentury, however,
many accepted pseudoscientific explanations of racial differences. For
example, Charles Caldwell, a professor of natural history, and Samuel
George Morton, a physician, contended that Indians’ biological defi-
ciencies marked them for extinction.21 While few Americans actually
read these authors, such works filled ideological needs by construct-
ing the illusion that human difference was preordained. Racial divi-
sions permeated American society and justified the self-serving
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aggression of manifest destiny. According to racist theories, nature
doomed nonwhites to subordination or extermination. Racism privi-
leged whites in the social order, as if God chose them to conquer the
continent.22

Colorado’s William Gilpin celebrated Aryan races “that have
acquired new territory and have planted new colonies, that have made
grand discoveries in the scientific world and have invented machines,
that have written books which the world will not willingly let die, and
have collected the wisdom of the ages in vast libraries.” The people
who joined Gilpin in the pursuit of gold assumed the truth of such
racist myths and scorned the interracial marriages that previously
stabilized the fur trade. These unions once defined power on the
plains, but also intimately linked the Indians to the more powerful,
less sympathetic white society that arrived after 1858. City builders
sought Indian assistance during their first difficult winter, but once
Denver and other towns took root, the protective purpose of white-
Indian marriages disappeared. The bison trade, which barely
sustained the Plains Indians in the preceding decade, sat on the
distant periphery of the region’s new economic order. Families
supported the social stability of both Native American and white
communities, but Denverites, anxious to show easterners that their
new town was civilized, derogatorily labeled white husbands “squaw
men.” The newcomers considered how to remove this blight and illus-
trate their mastery of their physical world and its indigenous people.23

In the Denver area, as throughout the nation, racist suppositions
vindicated the expropriation of Indian lands essential to domination.

Despite the racist assumptions of the white society, timing
remained important. As they built their towns and created trading net-
works, the emigrants initially lacked the strength and desire to sup-
press the region’s Indians, and saw no immediate reason to act. The
Utes mostly stayed on the western slope, and the impoverished
Cheyennes and Arapahos posed no threat to the city. Indians, as a topic,
appeared infrequently in the early editions of the Rocky Mountain News,
although the few references revealed common racist ideas and nation-
alist ideologies. The Indians would “melt away” before the “advancing
tide” of a “white empire” that replaced its “inferiors, physically, morally,
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mentally.” Samuel Mallory, the stamp-mill operator, concluded that the
Indians “all seemed friendly,” but he showed little empathy for their
dire condition. “They stand in fear of the whites, and seldom trouble
them except by their constant begging.”24

Byers initially argued for restraint and promoted “peaceful rela-
tions” with the Indians, suggesting that “a civilized and enlightened
people should avoid an aggressive and tyrannous course.” Shortly
after their arrival, Denverites hoped to encourage investments and
migration by diminishing eastern concerns about an Indian menace.
Byers squelched rumors about a supposed raid by Cheyennes and
Arapahos in August 1860. “We have no doubt that a large party of
Indians are in the neighborhood, but have no idea that they mediate
any harm, other than their natural dispositions to beg and steal.” Byers
blamed irresponsible individuals in the white community when
confrontations occurred: “[should] a few soulless miscreants, who
wish to make favorable bargains with half-drunken savages be permit-
ted to sow firebrands . . . over this now peaceful country?” As late as
1862, Fort Lyon’s Colonel Albert G. Boone reported that the new
settlers caused most of the Indian-white tensions. “If the government
would put a guard around the white people and keep them from
shooting Indians, there would be no more Indian troubles.”25

While hoping to allay fears that might undermine early economic
development, Byers and others laid the groundwork for the removal of
the Indians at a time when Denverites gained the capacity to control
the eastern plains. The Civil War presented them with this opportu-
nity. In an effort to keep the region’s gold firmly behind the Union,
President Lincoln appointed Gilpin the first governor of the newly
formed Colorado Territory in 1861. Gilpin, who explored the region
with Frémont in the 1840s and lectured on its viability in the 1850s,
was an avowed unionist. Gossip about a possible coalition between the
Plains Indians and the Confederacy began almost immediately, but
Gilpin worried more about a contingent of Texas Rangers supposedly
marching north to join local secessionists. These rumors proved
unfounded. More than 70 percent of the region’s non-Indian popula-
tion migrated from northern states and territories, and pro-Union
Republicans easily won the 1861 territorial elections. Neither
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Confederate guerrillas nor secessionists constituted a true threat. Yet,
despite the dearth of evidence concerning a Confederate-Indian alliance,
Denverites persistently suggested the possibility, failing to appreciate the
irony of comments such as these in the Rocky Mountain News:

We should not forget that there are a few tribes whose
restlessness and mischievous disposition may prompt
them to accept the propositions of unprincipled men
who claim to act on the authority of the Confederacy
. . . . A subtle and malignant agent of the Secessionists
might succeed in convincing the tribes around us that
we are infringing upon their rights.26

Roused by such concerns, Gilpin raised a militia in autumn 1861. The
First Regiment of Colorado Volunteers arrested a few suspected
Southern sympathizers, but saw action in only one battle and it
involved no Indians, guerrillas, or secessionists from the region. The
Confederates sent regular troops through New Mexico in an ill-fated
attempt to seize Colorado’s gold. Joining federal troops at Glorieta Pass
in March 1862, Major John Chivington and his Colorado Volunteers
ensured the Union victory when they cut off Confederate supply lines.
A former Methodist minister, Chivington had chosen command over a
chaplaincy. Gilpin, however, failed to obtain advance approval for the
militia, and when the federal treasury refused to honor bonds he issued
for its expenses, Lincoln replaced him with John Evans.27

Rumors persisted that Indians in league with the rebels hoarded
ammunition, even after the Plains Indians rejected the only known
Confederate overture. George Bent, William’s half-Cheyenne son, later
wrote that

[S]ome officers try to get Cheyennes, Arapahos,
Kiowas, Comanches and Osages to join Texas troops in
1863 to go up the Arkansas and take Forts Lyon and
Larned. Some Chiefs . . . had been to Washington and
had just got back in spring of 1863, and were told to
keep out of war and not to pay any attention to anyone
that would try to get them into it, so that stoped [sic]
the whole thing.28
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Although no realistic threat to Denver existed, the rhetoric directed
toward Indians changed. The Rocky Mountain News, the region’s most
popular newspaper, shifted from conciliation to antagonism. As the
Civil War progressed, Denverites grew more confident of their commu-
nity’s permanence, and focused on removing the Indians. The News
reprinted stories about Indian violence in distant places, especially the
Sioux conflicts in Minnesota in 1862. The Cheyennes and Arapahos
initiated no hostilities in the Denver region, but they became “treach-
erous vagabonds engaged in predatory operations.”29

Denver’s leaders supported Governor Evans’s initial plan to extin-
guish Indian land titles through treaties rather than violence, but by
1863, grew increasingly frustrated with the Arapahos and Cheyennes,
whom they perceived as an obstacle to agrarian development. More
virulent rhetoric emphasized the Indians’ naturally sordid character
rather than their corruption by immoral whites. The News regularly
discussed extermination. Confrontations in nearby New Mexico
received substantial attention. According to Denver papers, Americans
there fought the Pueblo Indians, “a dissolute, vagabondish, brutal and
ungrateful race [that] ought to be wiped from the face of the earth.”
Byers added that while Colorado’s Indians remained “on friendly
terms, those best acquainted with Indian character do not guarantee
[their] amity and goodwill.”30 When the Utes refused to negotiate a
new treaty, he used the occasion to criticize the Plains Indians. A few
had robbed some travelers, and although no one was injured, Byers
conflated the two events, arguing “the tribes have sworn to exterminate
all whites who dare to attempt to settle their country. There is reason
to apprehend serious difficulty with the redskin vagabonds, and we
cannot be too vigilant and guarded in all our intercourse with them.”31

The Cheyennes and Arapahos, in turn, worried about the expand-
ing front-range settlements. The new emigrants showed no interest in
forging socioeconomic bonds with the Indians. Passenger and freight
traffic repeatedly disrupted hunting, and the government rarely
provided necessary supplies despite its treaty obligations. The terri-
tory’s permanent non-Indian population remained around 35,000, but
more than another 100,000 crossed the plains to and from Colorado
during the Civil War. White hunters, for food or sport, depleted
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already dwindling game preserves. In response to food shortages, the
Cheyennes and Arapahos engaged in isolated episodes of theft from
wagon trains and ranches throughout 1863.32

Although the Plains Indians and the Denverites disagreed about
its provisions, Governor Evans tried to enforce the 1861 Fort Wise
Treaty. Evans contended that the pact extinguished the Indians’ title to
all land except for a small triangular-shaped reservation between the
Arkansas River and Sand Creek. He favored moving the Plains Indians
to this reservation and teaching them to farm. The Indians believed
that the negotiations included their traditional hunting grounds along
the headwaters of the Republican and Smoky Hill rivers, and assumed
that the government cheated them when Congress finalized the treaty.
Most rejected the small reservation. It held insufficient game and they
lacked the tools, seeds, skills, and inclination to be farmers.33 When
negotiations failed to secure a binding agreement, Evans besieged
Washington with reports of Indian hostility and unanswered requests
for military support. The News accelerated its rhetorical battle by early
1864. Unfavorable stories about livestock thefts in Colorado and new
rumors of a Plains Indian–Confederate alliance filled its pages. Local
newspapers regularly called for extermination. Ovando Hollister, the
publisher of the Black Hawk Daily Mining Journal, joined the campaign,
describing the Indians as “wasted creatures . . . baking human excre-
ment on shingles for food.” He suggested “utter and speedy extinction
as the only cure.”34

An early campaign for statehood by Republicans in Denver also
accelerated tensions. Evans called a constitutional convention as soon
as Congress created enabling legislation allowing Colorado, Nebraska,
and Nevada to petition for statehood. The Denver clique nominated
Chivington for the House and Evans and Golden’s Henry Teller for the
Senate, hoping the latter’s inclusion would mollify criticism of
Denver’s leadership across the region. In addition to seeking agricul-
tural lands, Evans, Chivington, and Byers promoted the “Indian”
problem in an effort to secure a greater federal presence and increase
the public’s confidence in statehood. Hollister, and his co-editor Frank
Hall, led the opposition, arguing that statehood would increase taxes.
They agreed that “if there be one idea that should become an axiom in
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American politics, it is That the Red Man Should be Destroyed,” but
accused the Denver trio of inciting fears to further its political ambi-
tions.35 The motives of the Denver clique, however, were more
complex than a simple grab for political power. Since arriving in
Colorado, Evans had pursued interests that dominated his career in
Chicago. In his first official speech, the governor foresaw the develop-
ment of a railroad and along its tracks, agricultural communities that
would supply food for the region’s populace and commercial products
shipped through Denver to distant markets.36 Despite a mild slump
during the war, Denverites believed their mines vast enough to secure
the city’s future. Confident of their power to attract more participants
and capital, they no longer felt compelled to assuage emigrants’ fears
or investors’ concerns by stressing the peaceful nature of their Indian
neighbors. By 1864, Denverites needed land for the large influx of
farmers they anticipated. The Indians posed an obstacle, and new
policies of violent suppression, relocation, and extermination found a
receptive audience in the racist society at the base of the mountains.

At the same time, the circumstances of the Cheyennes and
Arapahos worsened. Diphtheria and whooping cough epidemics
followed droughts in 1861 and 1863. Cut off from their normal front-
range sanctuaries, more militant Cheyenne Dog Soldiers fought with
the Utes in the mountains or the Pawnees and Otos to the east to
control dwindling resources. Desperate Indians took things from
white settlers with greater frequency. Indian Agent Samuel Colley
wrote that the only solution was to “place [the Indians] above actual
want. Remove from them the necessity of theft—we cannot success-
fully preach peace and patience to a starving savage.” When the
government failed to provide the requisite supplies, violence ensued.
The Colorado Volunteers who fought at Glorieta Pass had replaced
regular army troops at Fort Lyon (formerly Fort Wise). In spring 1864,
they clashed with Dog Soldiers accused of stealing four mules. Two
Volunteers died. Other minor skirmishes followed, generally when
Indian resources ran scarce.37

An incident on 11 June 1864 finally provided Denver’s leaders
with the basis to move decisively against the Cheyennes and
Arapahos. Although no one knows how the confrontation began,
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Arapahos traveling to a village on the North Platte killed Nathan
Hungate, his wife, and two daughters at their ranch thirty miles
outside Denver. Hoping to engender public approval and expedite
federal support for the creation of a militia, the city’s residents
displayed the bodies. Byers vividly described the gruesome exhibit:

It was a solemn sight indeed, to see the mutilated
corses [sic], stretched in the stiffness of death upon
that wagon bed, first the father, Nathan Hungate,
about 30 years of age, with his head scalped and his
either cheeks and eyes chopped in as with an axe or
tomahawk. Next lay his wife, Ellen, with her head also
scalped through from ear to ear. Along side of her lay
two small children, one at her right arm and one at her
left, with their throats severed completely, so that their
handsome heads and pale innocent countenances had
to be stuck on, as it were, to preserve the humanity of
form. Those that perpetuate such unnatural, brutal
butchery as this ought to be hunted to the farthest
bounds of these broad plains and burned to the stake
alive, was the general remark of the hundreds of spec-
tators this forenoon . . . 38

These images reinforced for Byers’s audience (which extended beyond
Denver) the immutability of Indian savagery. Such portrayals of white
victims ignored the atrocities committed against the Plains Indians
and justified the conquest that followed.39 The presence of a white
mother and children among the victims gave the episode greater
poignancy. The possibility of random violence scared Denverites and
disrupted economic activity, but the slaughter of white women and
children threatened the moral center of the new social order they
hoped to create.

Some contemporary observers, however, recognized the purpose-
ful manipulation of white fears in response to the incident. Recent
arrival Nathaniel Hill wrote his sister:

[B]ut the “big scare” (I use the language of the
Denverites) I am yet to describe. There is some tragedy
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mingled with it, but much that is comic. The day after
we arrived here, the bodies of a family of [a] murdered
ranchman were brought in and exposed to view in front
of the Post Office. It was done by authority to excite the
people, so most of them were incredulous in regard to
Indian troubles . . . Well, the Indians occasionally make
a raid on these ranchmen to steal their cattle. They do
not murder them unless they have some revenge to
gratify. The indian [sic] mode of revenge is peculiar. If
any of their men are killed by a white man, they will
kill the first white man they meet. A short time ago
they were attacked by some soldiers. Two or three indi-
ans [sic] were killed and 150 ponies taken from them.
It is supposed that they murdered the family from the
double motive of revenge and booty. All day long a
crowd of men, women and children gathered around to
see the dead bodies of the father, mother and two chil-
dren. They were shot with arrows and scalped. The
desired effect was produced. Everybody was swearing
extermination to the red skin.40

Stoking the rhetorical fires, the News repeatedly reported an imminent
attack on Denver. No organized Indian band contained enough
members to mount such an assault, but raids on the plains periodically
interrupted the movement of freight and food.41 Evans used the
Hungate affair to remind Washington that the region needed a greater
military presence, but he did not wait for federal authority to act. The
governor issued a message “To the Friendly Indians of the Plains” to
move to places of safety because “the war on the hostile Indians will
be continued until they are all effectively subdued.” At the same time,
Evans sent an “Appeal” to each settlement to organize for its own
protection and announced that “any man who kills a hostile Indian is
a patriot.” Evans lacked the authority to declare war or to deputize
urban guards, and he effectively sanctioned murder since he offered no
means to distinguish between friendly and hostile Indians. It also
remained unclear whether the governor’s message, printed in various
newspapers, ever reached the Indians. Byers supported the governor’s
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extralegal edicts: “Self-preservation demands decisive action, and the
only way to secure it is to fight them in their own way. A few months
of active extermination against the red devils will bring quiet and
nothing else will.” Finally, on 13 August 1864, Evans received federal
approval to organize a voluntary cavalry regiment for one hundred
days.42

Chivington organized the new Third Regiment as the territory
prepared for a 12 September vote on statehood. Despite agreement
with Evans’s long-range objectives toward the Indians, the Black Hawk
Journal and other newspapers undermined his credibility by opining
that he and Chivington politicized the issue. To counter this, Byers
printed the governor’s correspondence to show how long Evans
worked for a peaceful solution. Instead, the delays evident in the
letters raised questions about Evans’s influence and whether statehood
effectively guaranteed protection. Evans’s ticket lost three to one.
Events subsequent to the election, however, confirm that the state-
hood campaign alone fails to explain the antipathy toward the
Indians. Denverites continued to call for military action, even as Major
Edward Wynkoop, Fort Lyon’s commanding officer, escorted seven
Arapaho and Cheyenne chiefs to Denver for a peace conference on 28
September 1864. Cut off from the bison, the helpless Indians faced
starvation. Their chiefs sought peace. At the conference, Evans blamed
the Indians for all hostilities and offered little assistance. Wynkoop,
however, asserted his military authority and sent them to a winter
camp on the Sand Creek land reserved by the Fort Wise Treaty,
presumably under his protection. Denverites criticized Wynkoop’s
leniency, but with more militant chiefs and their followers at a Smoky
Hill camp in Kansas, no substantial nor imminent Indian threat to any
Colorado settlement remained by October 1864.43

Nonetheless, the region’s white population remained committed
to a violent resolution. Even citizens who opposed statehood
wondered why Chivington’s Volunteers, disparaged as the “Bloodless
Hundred Dazers,” saw no action. Racism comprised the kindling, but
Denver’s search for an agricultural hinterland provided the essential
spark. By 1864, the city possessed the power to absorb the plains, but
could not extend its reach to the western slope that the Utes called
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Figure 5. Camp Weld Council. In September 1864, just outside
Denver, Major Wynkoop (kneeling, front left) met with Arapaho
and Cheyenne leaders, including Black Kettle (sitting, center).
Wynkoop promised them protection at Sand Creek. Courtesy of
Denver Public Library, Western History Collection.



home. Byers distinguished them as friendly Indians.44 The continued
presence of the Plains Indians presented the immediate obstacle to
economic growth and community stability; the Utes did not.

Prompted by the quest for more agricultural land, the disparag-
ing comments, and Chivington’s desire to recapture lost glory, the
Third Regiment pushed into action. Chivington chose to march
against Sand Creek instead of the more militant Smoky Hill camp. The
Third might have lacked authority to act in Kansas, although
Denverites had exceeded their jurisdiction before. Sand Creek
presented an easier military target. Over the objections of Fort Lyon’s
officers, the Third launched a dawn attack against the peaceful camp
on 29 November 1864. Chivington claimed 500 Indian casualties, but
George Bent, who managed to escape, estimated 163 deaths, includ-
ing 110 women and children. Outgunned, the few warriors in camp
tried to flee. According to Bent, “Black Kettle had a [American] flag up
on a long pole, to show the troops that the camp was friendly; then
the soldiers opened fire. . . . Men, women and children were lying
together and many had already been scalped and mutilated by the
Colorado One-hundred-days men. . . . The killing went from dawn to
dusk. No prisoners were taken.” The Third Regiment raced home
where Denverites accepted Chivington’s contention that Sand Creek
teemed with armed warriors prepared to initiate hostilities. Byers
called the attack “the most effective expedition against the Indians
ever planned and carried out.” Merchant George Kassler remarked
that “there were four or five hundred of the copper colored race killed.
I do not believe any regiment of hundred day men have done much
better.” The territorial assembly praised Chivington, and Denverites
enthusiastically displayed the Indian scalps.45

The members of the First Colorado Cavalry from Fort Lyons who
witnessed the event offered a different perspective on the carnage.
Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Tappan noted that the Indians “were to all
intents and purposes, in law, in equity—prisoners of war, on parole.
An attack upon them was in defiance of all law, justice and decency .
. . a wanton breach of military discipline and courtesy.” With respect
to Denver’s celebration, he testified, “Nearly, if not all, the women in
Denver, approve the massacre of Sand Creek, and applauded the
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horrible cruelties practiced. If their words and threats could be
compounded into deeds, they would excel the most savage of the
Indians in brutality and torture.”46 Reports from the First Cavalry,
such as James Clancy’s accounting of a Third Regiment lieutenant who
scalped three women and five children already in custody, prompted
an investigation by the Congressional Commission on the Conduct of
the War. Wynkoop averred that Chivington incited his troops to
“diabolical outrages” and physically threatened officers who tried to
intervene. Chivington’s aide, Captain Silas Soule, testified against
him.47 Condemned by the commission for having “deliberately
planned and executed a foul and dastardly massacre which would
have disgraced the veriest savage,” Chivington escaped a court-martial
by resigning his office before the investigation ended. Although
Governor Evans was away from Denver in November 1864, the inves-
tigators criticized him for provoking hostilities. President Johnson
requested his resignation.48

Most Denverites read Byers’s summary of the commission’s
report, which only included statements supporting Chivington. They
believed that Sand Creek served a larger purpose. Denying indiscrim-
inate killing, the Third’s Irving Howbert argued for the appropriate-
ness of “a few cases of summary punishment such as we gave them at
Sand Creek.” He correctly saw Sand Creek as part of an organized
program to remove the Indians from the plains at any cost, even
extinction. Morris Coffin confirmed that he and the other Hundred
Day Volunteers understood this objective:

At the time the 3rd Colorado regiment was raised, the
idea was very general that a war of extermination
should be waged; that neither sex nor age should be
spared . . . and one often heard the expression that
“nits make lice, make a clean thing of it.” . . . Officers
and soldiers but carried out the general sentiment.49

Some historians have suggested that Denverites erred in attacking
Sand Creek because Cheyenne Dog Soldiers retaliated two months
later. They attacked the northeastern Colorado settlement of
Julesburg, killing forty whites, and temporarily blockading Denver.
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Assessing the success of Sand Creek by this immediate aftermath,
however, assumes that Denverites sought peace. As Howbert and
Coffin recognized, they maintained other ambitions. Grounded in the
racism that precluded the Cheyennes and Arapahos from their expan-
sionist plans, urbanites wanted the plains emptied. Denverites viewed
Sand Creek as necessary to gaining this land and effectively realized
their objective by 1865. The Plains Indians lacked the resources and
population for a sustained battle. For a few years, Dog Soldiers used
“hit and run” tactics, rarely slowing Denver’s expansion.50 The city’s
leaders understood something else. Although federal officials
condemned actions at Sand Creek, they would not tolerate Indian acts
of vengeance, particularly those that threatened gold shipments. The
army returned in full force to contain the few remaining Dog Soldiers.
By October 1867, almost all Cheyennes and Arapahos lived on a reser-
vation in Indian Territory.51

Sand Creek and its consequences reveal the complicated nature
of white-Indian relations in Colorado. Pervasive racism contributed to
violence only when the people of Denver prepared to regenerate their
socioeconomic order. By the mid-1860s, they had the capabilities to
pursue the plains, but lacked the capital and population to draw the
western slope within their network. The Utes avoided significant crit-
icism at that time, but Denverites laid the groundwork for future
usurpations. The Utes’ reservation covered almost one-third of
Colorado Territory, and they soon felt new pressures. In 1863, Evans
obtained the Utes’ cession of the San Luis Valley where small farming
communities long vexed the Indians. U.S. geological surveys in the
late 1860s identified agricultural and mineral lands on the western
slope. Colorado’s formal policy banned white settlers from the reser-
vation, but as information about resources circulated, even before
publication of the surveys, prospectors launched speculative forays.
Denver capitalists wanted to invest in new lodes. Recognizing the
inevitability of white settlement, the most visible Ute leader, Ouray,
sought peace. The Utes repeatedly ceded smaller portions of their
reservation, trying to preserve some presence in their traditional
home. A 1868 treaty guaranteed the Indians the San Juan Mountains,
which supposedly would “belong to the Utes forever.”52
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Five years later, mineral discoveries in these mountains prompted
new migrations. With increased pressure on food sources from squat-
ters who illegally poured across their lands, the Utes struggled to feed
their people and relinquished part of the mountains that belonged to
them “forever” in exchange for annual subsidies. By the 1870s,
Denver’s entrepreneurs prepared to incorporate the entire western
slope into the regional economy, and in the absence of provocative
acts by the Utes, looked for other means to seize the Indians’ land.
Byers and other city residents promoted resources within the reserva-
tion, while simultaneously launching a rhetorical campaign, calling
the Utes “queer specimens of humanity [who] live dirtily.”53 The
Denver Tribune reported on the Indians’ lack of productivity and the
sin of wasting valuable commodities. “The Utes must go” became the
rallying cry in Denver. After statehood in 1876, San Luis Valley settlers
and state officials in Denver repeatedly petitioned the federal govern-
ment to purchase the reservation and ensure the development of the
western slope.54 When the government failed to act, local residents
initiated conflict. Farmers illegally settled in the Grand Valley in
December 1877. Leadville prospectors founded Aspen by illicitly
entering the Roaring Fork River Valley. By 1880, the census revealed,
“miners have spread over the whole mountain region, till every range
and every ridge swarms with them.” At the same time, white farmers
and prospectors accused other bands of Utes, who had not signed the
treaties, of unlawfully killing game and setting fires outside the reser-
vation.55

Cultural tensions escalated when Nathan Meeker, the inexperi-
enced agent at the White River Agency, promised to starve reservation
Indians who resisted farming. Meeker questioned whether the Utes
appreciated their dismal future:

I doubt that they understand what is to be their fate,
that is, to be overrun by prospectors and others. It is
impossible for them to hold so large a territory,
especially when they are off it so much of the time. A
railroad will come through here soon and other inroads
will be made all of which really is of more interest to
Colorado than to the Government.
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Violence erupted in 1879 when Meeker sought military assistance to
overcome lingering renitency. As Major Thornburgh’s column
approached the agency, some Utes ambushed it, killing thirteen men.
The Indians returned to the agency, killed Meeker and eleven white
men, and took five women and children captive. Ouray quickly
arranged the release of the hostages and the culpable Indians’ surren-
der, but it was too late. Non-Indian residents had lobbied Congress for
three years, and the Meeker incident ignited a more insidious rhetor-
ical campaign. Denverites revisited the recurrent theme that white
women and children played a redemptive role in their society.
Menacing them laid the foundation for the white retribution that
followed. Within weeks of the tragedy, the Denver Tribune published
The Ute War: A History of the White River Massacre and the Privations and
Hardships of the Captive White Women among the Hostiles on Grand
River.56 By early 1880, the United States forced a treaty which reduced
Ute land in Colorado to a small strip in the southwest corner of the
state, and relocated most bands to reservations in Utah over the next
two years. The treaty prohibited homesteading prior to 1882, but
whites continued to ignore Indian rights. Well in advance of opening
day, town promoters, fruit growers, and irrigators flooded the valleys
of the Grand, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison rivers as Denver
expanded its agrarian hinterland once again.57

To vitalize their new urban-based economy, Denverites attempted to
diversify through commercial agriculture. Farms also promised the
moral gravity of families and white women. From the perspective of
the gold-rush emigrants, the Cheyennes, Arapahos, and Utes repre-
sented, at best, relics of the past and, at worst, impediments to future
growth. When their capabilities allowed them to do so, Denverites
used incidents of violence against white women and children to
launch nonconcordant acts of retribution and seize larger swathes of
Indian lands. Racist theories justified episodes like Sand Creek, by
focusing on the “innate” deficiencies of their Indian neighbors. Albeit
with less mayhem and expediency, Denverites succeeded in marginal-
izing the Utes and all but eliminating “the last traces of Indian blood”
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from the region.58 The front-range entrepôt gained land for agricul-
tural development, and set about to attract the farmers whose produc-
tion could help Denver emerge as a metropolis and whose families
could make the city a community.
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Northeastern Colorado has changed from an arid plain to one
of the garden spots of the world.

George A. Hodgson, 1932

With the Civil War over and only a few scattered Plains Indians
remaining, Denverites prepared to convert the Great American Desert
into “one of the garden spots of the world.” Complex motives
compelled this ecological transformation. Regional farmers and the
urban entrepreneurs who recruited them believed in the market, but
their commitment to laissez-faire capitalism was neither constant nor
all-consuming. Boosters also wanted yeoman farmers to provide
William Byers’s “conservative element of all national political and
social growth.” Governor Alva Adams later observed: “Gold was the
germ of this mountain empire but agriculture is to be its abiding nour-
ishment. . . . The miner was John the Baptist of a new dispensation,
the farmer the herald of the home. The one represents the radical, the
other the conservative; one pioneers, the other perpetuates.”1 Regional
farmers engaged in commercial production, but also settled in coop-
erative societies in the 1870s and formed mutual stock companies in
the 1880s to guard against corporate interlopers. Extralegal livestock
associations established standards that enhanced the marketability of
regional beef while protecting members from others’ injurious acts.
Laws transformed natural resources into commodities, but their
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enforcement by state courts frequently reflected a commitment to local
interests over outsiders’ more dynamic uses of resources. A contested,
protracted transition to agrarian capitalism accompanied the environ-
mental conversion of the plains.2

As they had with the mining frontier, Denver’s entrepreneurs
shepherded the region’s agricultural community toward maturity
through their own investments, the direction of local trade associa-
tions, and the recruitment of farmers and outside capital. As early as
1859, the Rocky Mountain News promoted winter grazing and Denver
formed a short-lived agricultural association. When the Colorado
Agricultural Society reorganized in 1863, only three local farmers
joined its directors and officers. The others included a newspaper
editor (William Byers), a mining lawyer, a manufacturer, and three
merchants, all from Denver. From its inception, the Board of Trade
posted committees to research and promote new crops.3

Despite earnest desires to attract the more “conservative element,”
the first large-scale agricultural activities involved ranching. In 1859,
John Dawson drove the first cattle herd from Texas to Denver. Trailing
cattle to Colorado remained profitable throughout the Civil War.
Blockades closed off Confederate markets, while Texas beef sold at
inflated prices in Denver due to its growing population and constant
food shortages. After the war, the national cattle market boomed, and
ranchers looked to western ranges to feed their herds. With the land
cleared of Indians, they saw economic potential in Colorado’s plains.
Its low-growing grama and buffalo grasses provided nutritious winter
fodder and survived trampling, close grazing, and drought. In 1861,
John Wesley Iliff, who sold his Denver grocery store to start a small
ranch outside town, bought eight hundred head from Texan Charles
Goodnight and moved his operations onto the plains. Although they
still hoped to attract farmers, Denverites aggressively advanced the
open-range livestock industry that Iliff typified. The Board of Trade
boasted that “these plains [are] capable of furnishing stock and wool
needed . . . for a large portion of the population of the nation.” Evans’s
Kansas Pacific echoed the Board’s assessment of Denver’s hinterland.4

These promotions reflected a commitment to market principles.
One emigrant noted:
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I could easily make myself independent in five years
out here by hard work and economy in raising stock.
It is the best paying business in Colorado and requires
the least labor . . . I can commence here with $1000
and in five years clear $15,000 and that is more than a
man can do in the states with that amount of capital.
Stock requires no feed in the winter or summer and
the cost per head to keep them here $1.50 a year.

While these comments underestimated the requisite amounts of capi-
tal and labor, Denver’s cattle industry offered relatively inexpensive
entry. With an abundance of Texas cattle, ranchers obtained herds with
small investments. A cow and calf needed forty pounds of grass and
twelve gallons of water a day, free for the taking on the public domain
not yet preempted.5 Although its use of a cash-generating policy sug-
gested the influence of free enterprise, in dispersing federal lands, the
government hoped to increase opportunities for Jeffersonian farmers
in the arid West. Whatever their intended purposes, the laws initially
expanded options for ranchers. Luke Cahill remarked, “Land did not
interest me, for all the earth was mine.”6

A man could legally claim 160 acres, an inadequate amount for
maintaining a commercial herd. Consequently, stockmen imple-
mented extralegal systems to control larger sections of the plains.
Dummy entrymen, usually ranch hands, filed claims, swearing the
land was for their own use. In reality, employers provided the
purchase money and ultimately received the property. Once farsighted
ranchers seized sections bordering streams, adjacent rangeland
possessed little value. “On my own ranch (320) acres I have two miles
of running water,” observed a local stockman. “The next ranch down
from me in one direction is 23 miles; now, no man can have a ranch
between these two places. I have control of the grass the same as
though I owned it.” And contrary to popular myths, cattlemen used
barbed wire first to illegally fence usurped public lands.7 This extrale-
gal system reflected regional ranchers’ desire to control their destinies.
For them, the federal system was untenable. To legitimately purchase
land required more capital than local actors possessed and would have
involved outside investors. Although an expansive industry became
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dependent on eastern and British capital in the 1880s, this system
initially rewarded local ambitions. Despite Denver’s many promotions,
eastern farmers were slow to change their perceptions of the Great
American Desert and arrived in great numbers only in the 1870s. In
the interim, ranchers learned how to produce wealth from the plains.

The open range involved a diffusion of market values, but also
followed regulatory traditions begun in the absence of a territorial
government. Early small farmers, imitating squatters on frontiers to
the east, formed claims clubs to secure public acceptance and quasi-
legal endorsement of their titles. The Colorado Agricultural Society
attempted to regulate land on a larger scale, but proved inadequate for
ranchers. Roaming herds mixed together, complicating individuals’
sales. Rampant theft and disease undermined the industry. In
November 1867, ranchers organized the Colorado Stock Growers
Association to self-regulate their activities. The association headquar-
tered in Denver, “the trading center of the high plains regions.” The
largest ranchers managed operations from Denver because it remained
the biggest city along the front range. Urban entrepreneurs secured
the association just as they organized the Denver Pacific, and used
their market connections to distribute the region’s beef. Association
minutes reveal both the power of the marketplace and the persistence
of regulation. Big operators dominated, imposing rules that facilitated
private economic gain. The association also fostered cooperation
between participants and protected their interests vis-à-vis outsiders
for the community’s welfare with brand books, communal roundups,
and quarantines.8

Colorado’s largest operators realized great profits. From Denver,
Iliff managed fifteen thousand acres of the public domain, running
thirty-five thousand head along the South Platte River from the
Rockies to Kansas. John Wesley Prowers learned the grazing value of
the plains when he drove the Santa Fe Trail for the Bents. Starting with
one hundred Herefords, he eventually owned 80,000 acres on the
Arkansas, allowing him to control another 320,000. Jared Brush aban-
doned prospecting for ranching in 1862, earning success that later
brought him the lieutenant-governorship. These cattle kings and
smaller stockmen played a new variation of an old theme, introducing
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domestic grazers just as the Plains Indians did with their horses. And
like the Indians, their dependence on a precariously balanced ecosys-
tem foreshadowed environmental disaster. In the interim, however,
Denver-based ranches experienced tremendous growth. Some
147,000 cattle roamed Colorado’s plains by 1867. Mining towns and
front-range cities provided local markets, while occasional drives to
Kansas railheads made the region a competitive force, although it still
trailed Texas’s production. The arrival of Denver’s railroads in 1870
sparked more growth. Within two years, 355,000 cattle fed on nearby
grasses. Denver annually shipped forty-six thousand cattle alone,
valued at one million dollars.9

At the same time, Denver entrepreneurs exploited old Mexican
land grants to push their stock industry beyond territorial borders. To
protect Santa Fe commerce in the 1830s and 1840s, the Mexican gov-
ernment granted loyal citizens and influential foreigners lands from
Mexico’s northern border to the Arkansas, with many grants exceeding
the ninety-six thousand acres allowed by its law. The Maxwell grant
(originally Beaubien and Miranda) covered some 1,700,000 acres,
while the Sangre de Cristo encompassed another 1,000,000. These
larger grants overlapped communal grants in which most New Mexican
farmers held diminutive individual plots. When the United States took
possession of New Mexico in 1848, Congress agreed to protect estab-
lished property rights there, and removed these millions of acres from
the public domain without recognizing the potential for conflicting
claims, setting the stage for large capital takeovers. William Gilpin and
Englishman William Blackmore organized local, British, and European
investors to purchase the Sangre de Cristo in 1865. To facilitate land
sales, Gilpin directed the Trinchera Estate Company that controlled the
northern half of the grant. A Dutch group held the Costilla Estate
Company, although Denver-based managers supervised its southern
half. These companies traded livestock, sold irrigation rights, and
extended Denver’s reach. Backed by American courts, Gilpin and his
fellow investors treated established Hispano community settlers as
squatters, forcing them to buy property that some had worked for
decades. The arrival of Denver-based railroads and irrigation compa-
nies in the 1870s brought a large influx of white farmers.10
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Mining entrepreneur Jerome Chaffee aimed for the Maxwell
Grant with its existent grist mill, mines, and toll road and its rich
timber, coal, and grazing resources. In 1870, he formed the Maxwell
Land Grant and Railroad Company with Stephen B. Elkins, a lawyer
and member of the infamous Santa Fe Ring, to buy the property. The
pair dominated the new First National Bank of Santa Fe, which
handled their company’s securities along with Chaffee’s First National
Bank of Denver. They used the latter institution to secure a mortgage
from Dutch investors. When the Secretary of the Interior ruled that
the Maxwell grant covered only the 96,000 acres allowed under
Mexican law, rather than the 1,700,000 Chaffee and Elkins claimed,
the company declared bankruptcy in 1875. A cooperative judge,
however, permitted a “friend” to purchase the company in a govern-
ment sale to cover tax debts, and then sell it back to Elkins, allowing
him and Chaffee to avoid foreign creditors and retain control. While
representing New Mexico and Colorado in Washington, respectively,
Elkins and Chaffee resubmitted their case to the land commissioner in
1879. Congress confirmed a new survey reinstating the 1,700,000
acres.11

Numerous “squatters” sued the Maxwell Land Grant Company
over the years, but the challengers lacked unifying objectives. Oscar P.
McMains, a minister who organized white farmers, ranchers, and
miners in the Anti-Grant Mutual-Protective Association, hoped that
their claims would be recognized under preemption laws. Hispanos
living under communal grants asked the courts to uphold their rights
under Mexican law and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Margaret
McBride, a white rancher’s daughter, recalled:

Settlers from the states had come in and homesteaded
lands in good faith, but heirs and derivative claimants
of the Maxwell-Beaubien estate appeared and claimed
the lands under the old Spanish title. . . . The two
factions finally came to open war. The homesteaders,
called “squatters” by some, organized the White Caps
. . . The Maxwell Land Grant faction had its night
riders also, and there was shooting on both sides.12
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Map 2. Mexican Land Grants. This map highlights three large land
claims over which Denverites asserted financial control. They faced
court challenges from Hispano communal grant holders and white
squatters over the size of the Sangre de Cristo, Beaubien and Miranda
(Maxwell), and Vigil and St. Vrain Grants, but these properties
allowed them to expand the city’s influence and gain personal wealth.
U.S. v. Maxwell Land Grant Co., Appeal from the Circuit Court of
the United States for the District of Colorado, T. A. Schomberg
Collection. Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society, Denver, Colorado.



The challengers ultimately lost when the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
the larger patent in 1887, ruling that since the original grant deviated
from Mexican law, Congress made a grant de novo by confirming the
1879 survey. The company intensified agricultural, mineral, and
timber land sales, and forced the squatters to pay or leave.13

Similar to other conflicts in the Denver region, the land grant
struggle failed to present clearly defined lines between ruthless corpo-
rate capitalism and the common man. Small ranchers and farmers who
purchased property from the Maxwell Land Grant Company in good
faith championed its claims and the Supreme Court’s decision. While
men like Chaffee and Elkins exercised influence, other grantholders
did not equal their success. The federal government offered more than
lockstep support of those who seemingly presented the best potential
for productive wealth. Colorado’s Vigil & St. Vrain Grant passed
through a series of wealthy owners who ordered surveys to support a
four-million-acre claim, but in 1861, Congress limited the grant to
ninety-six thousand, and over time, Pueblo’s surveyor general,
President Grant, and the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the smaller
acreage. In the 1870s, when Trinidad’s citizens decided to incorporate
their town, they discovered that the remaining Vigil & St. Vrain grant
covered the townsite, but Pueblo’s land office rejected the owner’s
claim.14

Henry Porter typified Denver’s participants in Mexican land
grants. An investor in the original Maxwell Company in 1870, he
owned and operated the Cimarron, New Mexico, store and bank that
served as its local headquarters. Following the company’s reorganiza-
tion, Porter loaned substantial sums and managed its cattle operations,
which he later absorbed into his other ranching interests. Porter also
managed the Red River Cattle Company, which purchased the
400,000-acre Nolan Grant, although later surveys reduced it 75
percent. The triumphs of Porter and others attracted more ranchers
and investors, despite litigation over the Mexican grants.15 At the same
time, cattlemen encountered new competition for the open range they
had seized through extralegal means.

Local boosters gradually attracted farmers to the plains as Denver’s
first decade drew to a close. Removal of the Indians seemed to
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guarantee safety. Rail transport for perishable products eliminated an
imposing obstacle to commercial farming. Well-circulated
advertisements argued that the success of cattle dispelled the myth of
the Great American Desert. The final task involved overcoming the
cost of irrigation, which was beyond the means of individual farmers.
Making an analogy to railroad lands, regional entrepreneurs lobbied
Congress as early as 1864 to authorize grants from the public domain
to irrigation companies. These efforts embodied notions of economic
liberalism. Denverites asked the federal government to create property
rights for businesses that only conveyed water to those who used it.
Local leaders hoped to attract farm families and their morally superior
white women, but prepared to privilege irrigation corporations that
seemingly offered more productive wealth.

These Denver men acted as pragmatists. When Congress rejected
their grant scheme, they returned to the communitarian traditions of
more regulated societies to draw farmers. They highlighted Mormon
experiences in Utah and Midwestern settlement projects to boost agri-
cultural colonies as the most viable option for the plains. Under coop-
erative ventures, individuals could combine their money and talents
in expensive, time-consuming irrigation construction and mainte-
nance. Denverites who owned land most suitable for irrigation, such
as the National Land Company, which Byers and others formed to sell
Denver Pacific and Kansas Pacific properties, negotiated higher prices
with colonists who pooled their capital or attracted outside investors.
Land companies more easily sold sections distant from waterways
because colonies possessed adequate money and technology to irri-
gate it. In the 1870s, the National Land Company located more than
twenty colonies in eastern Colorado and western Kansas.16 Colonies
were not new to Colorado; New Mexicans founded Guadalupe Colony
in the San Luis Valley in 1854 and dug irrigation ditches still used
today. The first of the new cooperative communities, the German
Colonization Society, settled in March 1870 thirty miles southwest of
Pueblo. Its failure within a year revealed what survival required. These
colonists hoped for a congressional land grant, and failed to pool their
resources when it did not materialize. Individual land purchases
captured inadequate water supplies. They lacked a binding moral
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imperative and the social cohesion that might have allowed them to
overcome these land-tenure problems.17 The more famous Union
Colony soon launched a larger, more permanent agricultural migration
by avoiding these errors.

Nathan Meeker, whose death in 1879 sparked the Utes’ removal,
was Horace Greeley’s agricultural editor when he traveled to Colorado
ten years earlier. His famous employer advocated the Homestead Act
as “a reform calculated to diminish sensibly the number of paupers
and idlers and increase the proportion of working, independent, self-
subscribing farmers in the land evermore.” Agreeing with most
Denverites, Greeley accepted as truth Jefferson’s proclamation that
“those who labor in the earth are the chosen people of God.” For them,
the open spaces of the West defined the nation’s destiny and offered
redemption after the Civil War. Utopian colonies also appeared in
California and around Puget Sound.18

Meeker asked Greeley to support an agricultural colony that
blended market values with a cooperative community spirit. Greeley,
who visited Denver in 1859, quickly backed Meeker’s plan. Byers con-
vinced them that the confluence of the Cache la Poudre and the South
Platte rivers offered the best opportunities for growth given its prox-
imity to the soon-to-be-completed Denver Pacific. Despite Greeley’s
faith in the Homestead Act, Union Colony members obtained only a
small portion of their property through preemption. The National Land
Company sold the colony twelve thousand riverfront acres for its town
and storage facilities. To maintain cohesion, individual members bought
from Byers sixty thousand acres surrounding the town. A substantial
investor in the railroad, Byers became the local manager of the National
Land Company in 1869. Since his arrival ten years earlier, he consis-
tently promoted the region’s agricultural potential, founding booster
organizations and publishing articles that exaggerated the production
of local farms. Denverites, who voted 500,000 dollars in railroad bonds
and invested in the Denver Pacific, urged Byers to sell more and more
land grant property. The News and other local papers quickly celebrated
Union Colony, his first important buyer.19

Almost three hundred Union colonists arrived by June 1870,
including many experienced farmers from New York and other eastern
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and midwestern states. They paid a 155-dollar admission fee and
accepted farmland of five to eighty acres depending upon their initial
contributions. Guided by past participation in commercial agriculture
and with the help of outside investors, they established the town of
Greeley as the colony’s market center. They shared beliefs in temper-
ance, Protestantism, and the Republican Party. The colony’s constitu-
tion emphasized cooperation and prohibited artificial membership
tests, although it excluded African Americans and Irish Catholics, who
supposedly went “in harmony” with whiskey. And work on outlying
lands did not excuse members from supporting schools and town
improvements.20 With its families and potential for profitable farming,
Union Colony seemed to strike a balance between market values and
the associative spirit of a regulated society that Denverites hoped to
engender in their agrarian hinterland.

Morality partially shaped Union Colony and other cooperatives,
but community settlement also provided in this arid climate the prac-
tical means for irrigation, the expensive basis of plains agriculture.
Union Colony’s first ditch followed the bottom lands of the Cache la
Poudre for ten miles. Reflecting rapid technological advances, the
colony’s second canal, finished in 1871, lifted water from the flood
plain onto higher bench lands removed from streams, stretched
twenty-seven miles, and watered twenty-five thousand acres through
elaborate lateral canals. Union farmers harvested crops for local and
remote markets in these first years. A regional agricultural revolution
had begun, and Denver remained at its forefront. The National Land
Company sent circulars across the country. Byers responded to distant
inquiries about climate, soil, and stockraising. To illustrate the “unlim-
ited” opportunities, he pointed to Union Colony’s success, the avail-
ability of land, and the region’s continuing need for more flour, corn
and oats.21

The Chicago-Colorado Company soon imitated Union Colony’s
efforts. This association’s promotions suggested that Denver’s new
human geography had taken hold. Favorable perceptions of the plains
proliferated. The Chicago Tribune observed that with irrigation in the
Great American Desert, the new colony had “the richest farm land in
the world.” Colonists built Longmont on part of fifty thousand acres
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Figure 6. Plains Irrigation Ditch. Viewed from downstream, water
flows through the wood-slatted sluice in this irrigation ditch
typical of Colorado’s eastern plains. Fenced farmland occupies the
flat, nearly treeless horizon. Photograph by Louis Charles
McClure. Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History
Collection.



from the public domain and the National Land Company in the Big
Thompson River system. Byers managed the colony’s affairs until
Denver’s William Holly, secretary of the Colorado Stock Growers
Association and owner of Arkansas Valley ranches, assumed those
duties.22 Longmont’s farmers struggled their first year, failing to
complete an irrigation ditch. A few inadequately watered acres yielded
a poor harvest. Colony men worked in mines or cut timber to support
the community while wives and children ran the farms. By the next
season, they completed a ditch, conducting water eight miles from the
South St. Vrain River. Longmont developed more slowly than Greeley,
but gradually prospered.23

The National Land Company sold property to Denver rancher
and future governor Benjamin Eaton to establish the St. Louis-
Western Colony at Evans, but it always remained in the shadow of
Greeley, its prosperous neighbor four miles away. Union Colony
member David Boyd attributed the St. Louis-Western Colony’s limited
growth to its allowance of alcohol. He blamed “suitcase farmers” who
lived in town and “neglected” their farms. The new colony lacked the
social cohesion that marked Union Colony’s early years, but proxim-
ity to Greeley retarded its development. Farming communities
supported one supply center, and the Denver Pacific designated
Greeley the local stop. Short of capital, its members claimed only
thirty-two hundred acres, fewer acres with access to water, and conse-
quently, less success.24

These different colonies reflected the complex mix of values and
the struggles for control that shaped the Denver region. They simulta-
neously incorporated social-regulatory elements and economic-
promotional dimensions. Public jurisdiction over the American
infrastructure, prevalent for a century, emerged on the plains. Citizens
constructed ditches that promoted the economic needs of private
landowners. Yet irrigation benefited the entire community and associ-
ations of colony members, acting with the authority of the law, regu-
lated its use. This self-government involved what historian William
Novak calls “a broader, more substantive understanding of the free-
doms and obligations accorded citizens as contributing members of
self-regulating communities.” It required at times the submission of
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individual interests for the welfare of the community, and existed in
various forms in New England towns, Wisconsin lumber camps, and
Denver’s mining hinterland. Self-government encompassed more than
the water system. In Union Colony, it touched upon the community’s
character through temperance policies and religious and racial restric-
tions. This self-regulation of morals was omnipotent and omnipresent
in nineteenth-century America.25

New farm towns appeared across the plains at Sterling, Fort
Collins, and Lamar in the 1870s. Denver entrepreneurs seeking quick
profits often used the rhetorical label “colony” to lure more farmers.
The Platte River Land Company, in which Byers was a major investor,
boosted its Platteville “colony,” but did not establish membership
requirements that enhanced social cohesion. “Fountain Colony”
became the tool to sell town lots in Colorado Springs, a fledgling
resort. “Southwestern Colony,” a speculative venture twenty-seven
miles downstream from Greeley failed after its boosters attempted to
sell five thousand lots in Green City, but never developed farmland.
Pamphlets included a picture of a steamboat, suggesting Green City’s
commercial possibilities and ignoring its location on the South Platte,
an unnavigable river.26 At the impetus of Denver businessmen, the
territorial government created the Colorado Board of Immigration.
Headquartered in Denver, the Board proved instrumental in drawing
new farmers as its promotions diminished problems such as the
limited types of cash crops available, internal social tensions, and the
increased cost of irrigation on less arable land. Some contemporaries,
focusing on the welfare of the community, criticized the Board for
attracting and then failing to help poor, unprepared immigrants, but
expansion continued. The number of farms in Colorado almost tripled
in the 1870s. With farming and stockgrowing to supplement mining
revenue, Denver’s population grew sevenfold, reaching thirty-six
thousand by 1880.27

A closer examination of Union Colony, however, illustrates the
obstacles that even successful farmers encountered and confirms that
Denverites, impatient to sell land, created an unrealistic image of
regional agriculture. The colony immediately abandoned plans to
grow lucrative tropical fruits that floundered on the plains even with
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irrigation. To sustain the colony in its early years, they cultivated less
profitable potatoes. Discontent also spread over water. Based on east-
ern experiences, Meeker and the other officers anticipated expenses of
twenty thousand dollars to irrigate twenty thousand acres. Their first
canal cost fifty thousand dollars and watered only three thousand
acres. Colony officers repeatedly asked members for more money and
sought additional outside capital, threatening to undermine local
control. When the colony completed its irrigation system for 400,000
dollars in 1883, the value of its water rights increased tenfold, but the
officers oversold them, leading to litigation. Cooperative irrigation
constituted the colony’s economic and social foundation, and these
mistakes shook the community. In the midst of these troubles, Meeker
had left for the White River Indian Agency. Union Colony members
hoped to finance cooperative agencies that controlled banks, feed and
hardware stores, and sugar refineries; instead, revenue from town sales
went to ditch construction. Eager newcomers provided these other
enterprises, but not as cooperatives. Many newcomers rejected the
colony’s morality. The officers faced a common problem of such
utopian communities—balancing the benefits of cooperation and
group cohesion against the profits of individual initiative. Like most
colonies, Greeley also had its share of malcontents who had been
unhappy in their old homes and constantly complained in their new
one. As members turned to the courts to resolve water rights, the
colony’s synergetic nature faded away.28

Eastern farmers were accustomed to riparian rights that permit-
ted owners of land adjacent to streams to use as much water as neces-
sary as long as they did not unreasonably injure downstream users. In
the Denver region, they encountered the law of prior appropriation,
which gave the first person who put water to a beneficial, continuous
use a permanent right, regardless of the proximity of his land to the
stream or the impact on downstream users with later priorities. Used
sparingly in California, this system took hold in Colorado’s mountains
where miners diverted often plentiful waters. The territory extended it
to the arid plains. When Colorado garnered statehood in 1876,
Greeley and other established agrarian communities successfully
sought Article 16 which protected appropriative rights and favored
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agricultural uses over manufacturing, reflecting persistent beliefs in
the need for stable, prosperous farming communities. Four years
earlier, the territorial court outlined similar priorities. Chief Justice
Moses Hallett concluded that the arid environment created appropria-
tive rights; statutes only confirmed them. “Rules respecting the tenure
of property must yield to the physical laws of nature, whenever such
laws exert a controlling influence.” Based on this opinion, some histo-
rians conclude that appropriative rights flow from nature.29 In this,
they echo John Wesley Powell and Walter Prescott Webb, who
believed aridity defined the West. Prior appropriation, however,
developed in response to local efforts to balance tensions between
community welfare and unrestricted capitalism, not as a monolithic
natural entity predestined to triumph. The great diversity of western
laws captured under the prior appropriation umbrella corroborates
the power of localism. Laws served the needs of particular partici-
pants. Hallett employed “aridity” to justify elevating one user’s rights
over another’s. When Colorado’s supreme court upheld Article 16 in
1882, it dropped this artifice of environmental necessity and legiti-
mated the state’s regulation of resources through its police powers.30

With Article 16, the framers hoped to resolve existing debates
over water. During the dry summer of 1874, for example, Union
Colony sought an injunction against Fort Collins’s farmers twenty-five
miles upstream on the Cache la Poudre. Greeley’s farmers drew insuf-
ficient water for their crops, while canals at Fort Collins stayed full.
Union colonists possessed prior rights, but in a compromise, dropped
their injunction when upstream competitors agreed to release more
water. The potential for conflict remained, however, and the early
years of statehood revealed that Article 16 left many questions unan-
swered. Courts allowed the most profitable use of water to determine
priorities as frequently as the age of appropriations. In 1878, the
Colorado Mortgage and Investment Company began construction of
the fifty-three-mile Larimer & Weld Canal to irrigate fifty thousand
acres in the Cache la Poudre watershed. Known as the “English
Company” due to heavy British investments, it headquartered in
Denver and its incorporators included many of the city’s agricultural
entrepreneurs, including Eaton. Fearful of the big canal’s implications,
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downstream irrigators at Fort Collins and Greeley joined other farm-
ers in an irrigation convention in Denver. They recommended that the
Colorado legislature abandon prior appropriation and attach water
rights to land because a riparian system seemed to favor local farmers
over large corporations.31

The state legislature rejected the convention’s recommendations
and, instead, created irrigation districts to distribute water according
to priorities established by the courts. Under this litigious system, the
wealthiest, most political district members exerted great influence
over its officers. For example, Eaton easily obtained more water from
the “overappropriated” Cache La Poudre for his farms. The legislature
failed to place limits on the amount an appropriator could take and to
measure the volume of rivers and canals. Courts frequently granted
more water than necessary in anticipation of expansion. Farmers
accepted the maximum for fear that they would be limited in the
future. Problems arose as farmers turned to more profitable crops with
longer growing seasons and greater water demands. In choosing the
courts to determine priorities, the legislature rejected an alternative
recommendation from the convention for the appointment of a
statewide water commissioner to sort out rights. Denver entrepreneurs
and foreign capitalists, who made increasingly greater investments in
irrigation companies, successfully lobbied against the convention’s
recommendations. It seems unlikely that the legislature would have
overturned the existing water system or stripped courts of their
distributive powers under any circumstances, but the debates exposed
the different opinions in the Denver region over control. Farmers
opposed the authority of concentrated capital. Denver investors who
still participated in local management seemed willing to adopt the
more liberal approach to water distribution.32

California experienced a similar debate in the 1850s. On one
side, miners claimed water as a fundamental right and advocated a
position of free access. Corporations that dug ditches alternatively
argued that providing water constituted a legitimate profit-making
enterprise. When California’s supreme court tacitly recognized that
water rights could be separated from mining rights, water became a
commodity.33 In Colorado, as farming colonies completed their first
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projects, they often found the construction and maintenance of larger
canals beyond their means. Without more extensive irrigation, distant
arid lands hovered outside Denver’s reach. At the same time, front-
range cities needed to quench the thirst of their growing populations
by tapping rivers at their mountain sources. Regional water systems
became the targets of wealthy outsiders. Incorporation records reveal
the extent of new investments. Before 1880, only 338 water compa-
nies incorporated in Colorado. Most involved limited city works or
small canal and well companies that captured local water. After 1880,
twice as many corporations formed and aggregate capitalization grew
sixfold. Corporate dollars made a profound impact. In addition to the
Larimer & Weld Canal, which sparked the convention, the English
Company built the 2,500,000-dollar High Line Canal from the South
Platte Canyon to Denver and the Loveland & Greeley Canal from the
Big Thompson River to new farms. Other companies searched the
western slope for water to bring east through transmontane tunnels.
Most companies located in Denver, but power began shifting away
from its entrepreneurs.34

These new corporations anticipated substantial profits with state
courts supporting their more dynamic use of limited water resources.
They were disappointed. Despite substantial migrations, settlement
proved insufficiently dense to ensure steady dividends. Moreover, the
Colorado Supreme Court rejected companies’ claims for priorities in
the water they transferred. Instead, it elevated the rights of local farm-
ers and other users over the absentee owners of canal companies.
Article 16 provided that “the waters of every natural stream, not hereto-
fore appropriated, within the state of Colorado, are hereby declared to
be the property of the public.” Since water belonged to the public, it
could only be converted to private property when used beneficially.
Canals only carried water, and thus, ditch companies could not become
proprietors of water rights. The court concluded, “The carrier becomes
the consumer’s agent, and its labors clearly inure to his benefit.”35

Canals generated wealth, but Colorado prioritized the needs of
the local community. The inability to own and thus transfer water
rights diminished the profit-making power of these irrigation compa-
nies. As investors shied away, companies tried to offer better rates of
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return by imposing higher charges on farmers for the transportation
of water to their crops. When these charges failed to return adequate
dividends or cover maintenance costs, corporations imposed royalties,
reserving perpetual shares of the farmers’ profits. Denver entrepre-
neurs, who worried about their diminished roles and the irrigation
companies’ use of imperious methods, joined local farmers in seeking
legislative and judicial relief. The Denver-based Colorado Agricultural
Society pushed through an antiroyalty law in 1887, prohibiting
surcharges on the water supplied, although companies employed
inflated assessment fees to hide extra charges. With advance knowl-
edge, these enterprises created subsidiaries that claimed, through
entrymen, properties that would benefit from the new water projects.
Sales of these lands remained their most lucrative source of income.36

Efforts to curtail the power of outside capitalists illustrate the
ambiguous coexistence of market values and tenets of a regulated soci-
ety in the region—what Donald Pisani describes as the balance
between enterprise and equity. The Chicago-Colorado Colony, for
example, initially celebrated “parties with capital and experience” who
helped in its early days, but its members later condemned the English
Company. The state legislature’s rejection of the irrigation convention’s
recommendations seemed to signal an end to a regulated approach to
water usage. The supreme court recognized water as a commodity, but
then secured its availability at lower prices for farmers and limited
corporate ownership of appropriative rights, emphasizing the welfare
of the local community. Restrictions on fees and water rights
combined with high overhead to curtail profits, and corporate activity
in irrigation declined by almost 50 percent in the 1890s. Other private
irrigation systems reorganized as cooperative mutual stock companies,
developing by-laws to determine the amount of water each stock-
holder earned through assessments.37

Despite these unresolved tensions, Denver’s agricultural hinter-
land grew. After the Utes’ removal, the city’s private land companies,
its Chamber of Commerce, and the Board of Immigration recruited
new farmers to the San Luis Valley and the western slope.
Emphasizing the benefits of irrigation, Denverites promoted these
areas as agricultural havens even as ditch corporations abandoned the
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region.38 The protected valley of the Grand River proved particularly
attractive. It held 250,000 acres adjoining streams, seemingly suffi-
cient irrigation water for distant acres, and a climate and soils suitable
for horticulture. Always the entrepreneur, Byers “homesteaded” claims
at Hot Sulphur Springs, and officials named his small town the county
seat. Grand Junction, originally known as West Denver, stood at the
favored confluence of the Grand and Gunnison rivers, and the arrival
of the railroad in 1887 secured its position as the western slope’s
urban center and Denver’s primary trading partner.39 The Grand
Junction Fruit Growers Association, a cooperative organization,
combined the produce of its members for transport and imposed
quality standards. As fruit production boomed, Denver agents guided
the association’s distant shipments and mediated prices. The Colorado
State Horticultural and Forestry Association emerged in 1884 to
promote and regulate western-slope orchards. Confirming Denver’s
dominance, the entire executive committee and all but five of its forty-
eight life members hailed from the metropolis.40

Horticulture represented just one of Denver’s expanded market-
ing functions. Its residents established flour trusts and other agricul-
tural cartels to engender growth and secure higher prices for regional
products. In 1870, for example, the value of flour manufactured in
Denver was 75,000 dollars; twenty years later, it reached 1,800,000
dollars. Only production from Denver’s smelters exceeded its flour
mills.41 With its members heavily invested in the agrarian hinterland,
Denver’s Chamber of Commerce published bulletins on milling, fruit
growing, dairying, and cattle canning. The number of farmers
increased 300 percent in the 1880s and the bulk of their products
flowed through Denver. Fruits and potatoes traveled on regional rail-
roads to Mexico and New Orleans, and on transcontinental lines to
Chicago, New York, and San Francisco. The Chamber’s standing
committees researched new crops and irrigation to avoid the happen-
stance of Union Colony’s discovery that the plains did not abide fruit
trees.42 The Chamber selected the sugar beet as its primary research
experiment. As early as 1866, the News promoted cultivation of the
plant. No region in the country dominated the national sugar market
or challenged Europe’s near monopoly on worldwide production.
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Figure 7. Irrigated Fruit Orchard. Mature pear trees, watered by
an extensive irrigation system, bloomed near Grand Junction, the
leading agricultural community of the western slope. Photograph
by Louis Charles McClure. Courtesy of Denver Public Library,
Western History Collection.



Beets required significant water, but since 70 percent of the world’s
manufactured sugar came from beets, Denverites thought the crop
offered the region a unique, profitable niche. With the completion of
extensive irrigation systems, farmers planted more beets, believing
they now controlled the key to production: water. The industry spread
from Grand Junction to the South Platte and Arkansas River settle-
ments. Sugar-beet cultivation proved so lucrative that numerous
processing plants appeared by 1900. Along with Cripple Creek gold,
the beet revitalized the regional economy, and the Chamber claimed
credit for its success.43

The growth of farming and the increase in irrigated acres exerted
a competitive impact on ranchers who shared agricultural lands.
Following the 1873 depression, cattle prices dropped and sources of
credit dried up, forcing ranchers to ship young cattle and depressing
prices further. Many small operators failed. By 1880, however, the
industry experienced an influx of corporate capital similar to the one
in irrigation. As the economy improved, the relatively low overhead
and the large profits once earned on the range made the industry an
attractive investment to wealthy outsiders. Denver-based cattlemen
eager to expand their base and limit their liability welcomed them.44

More than one million cattle and other grazers crowded Colorado’s
range, with more spread out across the adjoining grasslands of
Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Texas, and New Mexico. Porter’s career
once again emblematized developments. With new corporate financ-
ing, he associated with the Cimarron Cattle Company in Colfax
County, New Mexico, and the Red River Cattle and the Meso de Mayo
Land and Livestock companies near Magdalena, New Mexico, among
other properties. Porter used his vice-presidency at the Denver
National Bank and partnered with the First National’s David Moffat to
seize Trinidad’s Pawnee Cattle Company when it fell into receivership.
Other Denver entrepreneurs followed suit.45

This influx of capital, however, also represented a shift toward
greater foreign control of the industry. The Prairie Cattle Company
bought out smaller ranchers and cattle king Jared Brush. Organized in
1881 in Scotland, it became the largest regional operation, controlling
two million acres in Colorado, Texas, and New Mexico. Another
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Denver-managed operation sold its Arkansas River holdings in 1882
to the Arkansas Valley Land and Cattle Company, an English
Company subsidiary. Scottish investors founded the Matador Land
and Cattle Company that same year, merging ranches in Texas, South
Dakota, Montana, and Canada, all managed from Denver and
Trinidad. Denver offered the best rail connections, and remained “the
central trading point for western livestock [where] many large deals
have been made within recent times.” But people outside the region
increasingly made key financial decisions.46

Open-range ranchers soon faced greater dilemmas, although they
tended to blame neighboring farmers for their problems. Farmers, in
turn, made ranchers the targets of their lobbying. Just as Denverites
once vilified the Plains Indians, farmers labeled stockmen as trespassers
on the public domain. Colorado Congressman Thomas Patterson com-
plained of ranchers’ “baronial estates.” The Laramie Sentinel made bib-
lical analogies. Virtuous farmers would triumph when Cain, “the tiller
of the soil,” replaced Abel, “the stock grower.”47 Ranchers had more
than rhetorical concerns. Irrigation canals cut off access to water. Union
Colony constructed a large community fence in 1872 after range cattle
trampled early wheat crops. The Chicago-Colorado Colony and other
communities similarly enclosed their acres. In the 1880s, the federal
government sought payment for lands that stockmen illegally fenced,
albeit at less than market value. The Arkansas Valley Land and Cattle
Company paid only 145,000 dollars for 700,000 acres. Since ranchers
continued to misappropriate land, Congress finally forbid any fences
on public lands in 1885, denying them much of the range they cov-
eted.48

In other ways, the boundaries between ranchers and farmers
blurred. Denver entrepreneurs like Eaton diversified their agricultural
interests. In addition to founding farming colonies and the towns of
Evans and Eaton, he managed the English Company’s local properties
and owned the Cross Ranch. While committed to commercial pro-
duction, Eaton fought for regulation of the cattle industry as governor,
promoting inspections and quarantines. With the crowding of the
plains, he worried that land, feed, and water might dissipate without
judicious conservation. He supported fencing laws and lobbied against
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federal policies that privileged speculators and ranchers at the expense
of farmers. The Timber Culture Act of 1873, for example, allowed filers
to claim an additional 160 acres if they also maintained 40 acres of
trees. Based partially on mistaken theories that assumed rainfall fol-
lowed trees, the law was inherently flawed. Drought, grasshoppers, and
the inability of settlers to care for saplings led Congress to reduce the
required plantings to ten acres within five years, but ranchers fre-
quently blocked farmers by having their employees file false timber
claims. Local speculators lured farmers to the San Luis Valley by prom-
ising 100,000 acres of “timber” lands, which could be developed with
irrigation by Denver’s Colorado Land and Trust Company. Given the
aridity, this never represented a viable option.49

Moreover, federal policies ultimately contributed to the collapse
of open-range ranching by encouraging corporate participants to
overextend. Ranchers overstocked the range to take advantage of
higher prices, increasing competition for grasslands already
compressed by farms. A cycle of summer droughts and severe winters
between 1884 and 1887 depleted the available beeves for market. In
November 1886, the Matador’s manager advised his Scottish investors
of the calamitous conditions:

The year opened inauspiciously with severe snow &
storms, rumors of losses subsequently verified, low
prices for corn-fed cattle, and absence of all the usual
enterprise in contracting & general despondency.
Rains came early & spring was for a time, very prom-
ising, but the water to which this gave rise did not last
long; the drouth [sic] which followed covered the
whole area west of the Mississippi to the Rocky
Mountains.50

When declining prices followed this inclement weather, investors
dissolved corporations and fled the industry. The remaining ranchers
abandoned large, open-range operations. Boosters told potential
investors, “The new plan is a tendency to smaller herds and a better
breed, a system of protection from the weather.” Forced to adopt new
methods, they claimed that “the fattening of stock for the market is
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one of the gratifying innovations of recent years.” And as the industry
gradually recovered, regional associations and railroads promoted
Denver as the favored western location for meatpacking.51 The Denver
Union Stock Yard opened in 1886 at the impetus of the Chamber of
Commerce, which reported that the yard “means much more to
Denver than a substantial profit to the stockholders of the company,
for the reason that kindred and dependent enterprises, promoted by
local capital, have sprung up in the shape of packing houses and other
plants.” Western ranchers grew more dependent on markets that
Denver created. By 1900, Denver’s packing companies slaughtered
fifty thousand cattle each year, with more than half coming from feed
lots in Kansas and Nebraska. Other cows fed on corn at the Union
Stock Yard to increase their weight and quality.52 Denver entrepre-
neurs found new means to expand and dominate large parts of the
West’s agriculture.

Regional agriculture changed dramatically in the decades follow-
ing the discovery of gold. Perceptions of desertlike conditions and the
presence of Indians initially left Denver’s plains underused by market
standards. Denverites altered the human geography of the plains by
violently removing their human occupants and endlessly promoting
their agrarian possibilities. Over time, Denverites similarly cleared and
developed the western slope. Regional entrepreneurs recruited farm-
ers, sold land, founded colonies, researched more profitable crops,
built canals, and managed ranching properties throughout the West.
They guided the enactment of water laws that seemingly promoted the
most productive use of arid lands and made water a commodity.
Within the agricultural hinterland, however, localism and regulation
persisted. Ranchers formed extralegal organizations to regulate the
open-range industry when unrestricted market principles threatened
chaos in the fledgling industry. Urban entrepreneurs helped farmers
halt distant corporate interlopers’ efforts to secure appropriative
rights, and the Colorado Supreme Court supported their cause.

Despite the booms and busts experienced by farmers and ranch-
ers, Denverites wove their agricultural and mining hinterlands into an
increasingly far-reaching, integrated, diversified regional economy.
One booster observed:
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Figure 8. Denver Union Stockyards. The stockyards, nearby
meatpacking plants, and railroad tracks facilitated Denver’s
expansion of its agricultural functions in the 1890s. The Omaha
and Grant smelter smokestack, a symbol of Denver’s industrial
might, is visible in the background. Photograph by Louis Charles
McClure. Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History
Collection.



Colorado is the nucleus, the kernel of the great
commercial empire stretching from the Missouri River
to the Pacific Slope, from Canada to the Gulf, in which
Denver reigns without a possible commercial rival. . . .
Silver, you say and gold; with agriculture leading them
both, and irrigation, with its magic touch and tremen-
dous possibilities back of it.53
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Climate and scenery are valued beyond many natural
resources that have a dimension and gravity. Some day this
climate will be recognized as an asset, as real and tangible as
the product of field or mine.

Governor Alva Adams, 1887

The region’s farmers did more than change its landscape and expand
its economic bases. They fulfilled important notions of social good,
occupying the middle state between the savage and the refined.1 In
1894, historian Frederick Jackson Turner argued that across a series of
primitive frontiers, pioneers became both part of nature and its
conquerors, and in the process, learned to be Americans. His essay
captured long-standing national lore about the frontier’s regenerative
importance and new fears about overcrowded, industrial cities as
wilderness seemed to fade away. Citizens wanted the United States
viewed as a maturing nation with a sense of gentility, but also longed
for “authentic” frontier experiences and looked for ways to re-create
them. In this context, tourism in the American West assumed greater
cultural meaning than simple recreation. Many Americans imagined
that the wilderness experience could only be found there, even if their
excursions rarely matched the reality of its inhabitants. The tourist
became an important participant in the West after the 1860s, when
the nation, free from its sectional crisis, periodically awash in
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industrial prosperity, and teeming with new railroads, could afford to
send consumers in search of adventures.2 A western city that
controlled the tourist trade created a viable economic niche. The
people of Colorado Springs seized this opportunity.

Denverites recognized the tourist’s value and quickly jumped into
the trade. Their city became the transfer point for visitors seeking the
natural wonders of Colorado and the Rocky Mountains. Yet, while
tourism formed a small part of this metropolis’s economy, it defined
Colorado Springs.3 Its founders envisioned a resort that combined the
advantages of nature and civilization. Colorado Springs existed for
consumers seeking the gracious amenities and genteel qualities of an
elite city and the primitive, sublime wilderness of its environs. Its
entrepreneurs proved particularly adept at marketing to wealthy
consumptives the restorative powers of climate, altitude, and other
natural resources lacking “dimension and gravity.” A few denizens of
Colorado Springs considered challenging Denver’s hegemony, but a
rivalry never developed. As a visitor observed in 1892, “Denver and
Colorado Springs pretend to be jealous of each other; why, it is impos-
sible to understand. One is a city, and the other a summer or health
resort; and we might as properly compare Boston and Newport, or
New York and Tuxedo.”4

Cities existed in relation to each other, and the residents of
Colorado Springs, founded twelve years after Denver, hoped to create
a community that contrasted markedly with perceived notions of fron-
tier boomtowns, avoiding the social and environmental problems
associated with Denver and the region’s extractive industries.
Although Colorado Springs became the headquarters of the Denver &
Rio Grande Railway, the company’s subsidiaries in steel and coal called
other towns home. Colorado Springs proffered a new way of living to
its inhabitants and visitors.5 Its organizers invested heavily in regional
mining and transportation, but foresaw for Colorado Springs a unique
position within the urban hierarchy, complementing the larger, more
diversified metropolis. Long before Governor Adams mentioned the
value of such assets, Colorado Springs entrepreneurs packaged amor-
phous natural elements, and sold them as commodities like the ores
of the mountains or the crops of the plains. In the process, market
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values came to dominate the development of Colorado Springs’s
hinterlands more than other segments of the regional economy.

The emergence of Colorado Springs is inevitably linked to
William Jackson Palmer and his vision of a regional empire. While
scouting a possible southern route for the Union Pacific Eastern
Division in the 1860s, Palmer traveled through southern Colorado
and neighboring New Mexico. He became convinced of their
economic potential, and by 1870, began to execute his plan for the
“material conquest” of this wilderness. Palmer told his fiancée of his
“wide awake dream”: “I thought how fine it would be to have a little
railroad of a few hundred miles length all under one’s own control
with one’s friends.”6 He had big ambitions for the Denver & Rio
Grande. His scheme departed from accepted railroading principles in
two ways. First, the Denver & Rio Grande ran over narrow-gauge
tracks. Palmer easily attracted local stockholders, but eastern investors
grew skittish after small regional railroads failed in other parts of the
nation and a tightening English money market limited overseas
options for capital. Palmer and his British-born colleague, William
Bell, proposed narrow-gauge tracks, which cut construction costs by
a third and allowed them to successfully recruit British investors.
Narrow gauge also proved well suited for steep mountains and narrow
passes, and soon became the region’s norm.7

The second departure from railroading principles lay in its
geographic perspective. Railroads generally ran along an east-west axis
to support exploitation of western resources by eastern industrial
centers. Having witnessed the Denver Pacific, Palmer believed that
another north-south line opened alternative avenues for intraregional
trade. He shared his vision with potential British investors in The
Denver and Rio Grande Railway of Colorado and New Mexico. His “little
railroad” would skirt the Rockies, exploiting gypsum and coal
deposits along its route, while branch lines penetrated mining camps
and traversed cattle ranges as far away as Texas. Palmer and Bell
contacted William Blackmore, Gilpin’s partner in the Sangre de Cristo,
to exploit investments in Mexican land grants. They established a
“pool” to finance the railroad’s initial construction from Denver to
Colorado Springs, while Blackmore pursued additional British and
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Dutch investors. Jerome Chaffee and other Denver financiers invested
in the Maxwell Grant in anticipation of the railroad’s north-south
route and installed Palmer as their first president in 1870 to ensure
that it reached their property.8

Palmer elaborated his intentions in the railroad’s First Annual
Report. The thousand-mile haul from St. Louis, he argued, served as a
“natural tariff protection for the native production of the Colorado-
New Mexico area. Thus, a self-sufficient western empire would
develop around Colorado whose natural commercial orientation
would be toward Mexico City by way of settled communities at the
base of the Rockies and down the Rio Grande Valley.” His “Mountain
Base Railroad” would be “a natural economic unit in a long longitudi-
nal productive area marked off from the east by the 400-mile strip of
wasteland and from the west by a mountain wilderness. Thus, the new
road will have an adequate commercial area to serve and natural
features to protect it from competition.” Palmer hoped to trade
Colorado fuel, manufactures, and produce for the riches of semitrop-
ical Mexico, and added, “The heart of that republic with its 9 millions
of people (and 110,000 in New Mexico) is as naturally our objective
point, as the Pacific slope of the United States with its 700,000 popu-
lation was the proper objective of the Pacific Railroad when it started
across the plains from the banks of the Missouri.” To complete his
vision, Palmer later organized the Mexican National Railway with
ambitions of shipping Mexico’s tin, zinc, silver, cotton, and corn to
Colorado’s front range for processing there.9

For Palmer, the railroad offered more than a mode of making
money. He planned to solve “a good many vexed social problems.”
Employees of every rank would share in the company’s stocks and
profits. Growing prosperous with the railroad, workers would live in
model towns without class strife.10 Market values, which required the
most productive exploitation of resources, shaped Palmer’s regional
vision, but his aspirations for improved labor relations, albeit never
realized, suggested a concern for equity and community stability. Like
Denver’s entrepreneurs, Palmer hoped to establish a lasting legacy. If
his railroad stood as a testament to capitalism, Colorado Springs
would mark his commitment to a better social order.
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A series of cities along the railroad undergirded Palmer’s plan. He
anticipated that population would follow Denver & Rio Grande expan-
sion, and understood the importance of strategic urban locations in
controlling resources and accessing markets, although Palmer and his
associates faced a difficulty other railroads did not experience. The gov-
ernment awarded substantial land grants to the transcontinental lines,
the Denver Pacific, and the Kansas Pacific; Palmer’s road received only
a narrow right-of-way. Consequently, the Mexican land grant interests
of Palmer, Bell, Gilpin, Chaffee, and other entrepreneurs frequently dic-
tated the railroad’s route. In addition to the Maxwell and Sangre de
Cristo grants, Palmer and his associates held shares in the Nolan, Las
Animas, Conejos, and Tierra Amarilla properties at different times.
Following common nineteenth-century railroad practices, the Denver
& Rio Grande purchased proposed townsites through affiliated land
companies, often bypassing existing communities. Under duress, other
established towns ceded property for depots and yards before the rail-
road agreed to lay tracks to their borders.11

Construction began in Denver in the spring of 1871, and by
autumn, the Denver & Rio Grande reached the vicinity of Colorado
City, a supply town built at the base of Pike’s Peak in 1859. Its resi-
dents never offered Denver any meaningful competition, and the rail-
road’s subsidiary, the Colorado Springs Company, dashed any hopes
for a fresh start when it platted a new city next door. The first in a
series of towns, Colorado Springs offered natural amenities, as Palmer
explained to his fiancée. “When I found the magnificent Pike’s Peak
towering immediately above me . . . I could not sleep any more with
all the splendid panorama of mountains gradually unrolling itself . . .
Near here are the finest of soda springs—and the most enticing
scenery. I am sure there will be a famous resort here.” Confident in his
vision, Palmer purchased, from rancher Irving Howbert and others,
some ninety-three hundred acres for the townsite even before he
secured construction capital.12

In planning a resort, Palmer recognized a trend launched in the
late 1860s. The transcontinental railroad and a nascent advertising
industry exploited the West’s scenic wonders, while modern mass
leisure made a viable tourist trade possible. In an industrializing United
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States and Europe, the emerging middle classes and the “nouveau riche”
often turned to long-distance travel. Local entrepreneurs tried to seize
their share of this disposable income by comparing the region to
Europe. A guidebook boasted, “all the sublimest glories of the Swiss
and Italian Alps, all the picturesque savagery of the Tyrol, and all the
softer beauty of Killarney and Como and Naples dwindle to insignifi-
cance by comparison with the stupendous scenes that meet the gaze at
every turn in Colorado.” At the same time, these pristine scenic won-
ders offered a counterpart to a European cultural past that the younger
nation could not match.13 The ecological damage caused by mining
failed to dim the lure of Colorado’s mountains. To the contrary, an ado-
ration of technology dominated the region in the late nineteenth cen-
tury and facilitated tourism. Entrepreneurs, who invested in mining,
tourism, and the railroads that served both industries, advertised as a
sightseeing attraction the unique technology employed to conquer
Colorado’s high peaks. Travel guides promoted the mountainous
narrow gauge as a nineteenth-century thrill ride: “It doubles in, it dou-
bles out, leaving the traveler in doubt whether the engine on the track
is going on or coming back.” Even the scarred mountains offered the
adventurer abandoned gold mines and ghost towns. Engineering mar-
vels, like the Rockies themselves, offered alternatives to Europe’s his-
torical landmarks.14

Palmer selected a fortuitous location for his resort in the shadow
of Pike’s Peak. Colorado Springs residents easily commodified the
western monument made famous by Long, Frémont, and other
American explorers who climbed (or in Pike’s case, tried to climb) the
mountain. The peak gave its name to the 1859 gold rush, although
few successful early mines lay in its vicinity.15 Palmer and his associ-
ates situated “Fountain Colony,” as they temporarily called Colorado
Springs, at the confluence of Monument and Fountain creeks under
the mountain, and carefully considered each aspect of their promo-
tional campaign. First came the issue of a name. Palmer favored call-
ing the city “Monument Dells” and the nearby soda springs “La Font,”
but the company’s agents, emulating eastern spas, identified the resort
as Colorado Springs, a moniker vaguely associated with an area
encompassing the confluence, the springs, Garden of the Gods, and
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Colorado City. Colorado Springs stuck, although the mineral waters
lay five miles away. In August 1871, Blackmore encountered some
Utes at the springs. Assuming that they used the water ceremonially,
he suggested the name Manitou in honor of the spirit in Longfellow’s
Hiawatha. Robert Cameron, the Colorado Springs Company manager,
realized that the Utes used the water to ease indigestion and rheuma-
tism, and probably knew nothing of the Algonquin deity, but the
company’s public-relations man recognized both Blackmore’s impor-
tance and the advertising value of this name, easily identified by the
more literate visitors they hoped to attract. La Font became Manitou.16

As marketed across the United States, the new settlement catered
to the well-to-do. Palmer hoped to spawn a community whose mem-
bers would invest in his other ventures, and make Colorado Springs
“the most attractive place for homes in the West.” The entrepreneurial
classes that emerged during the Gilded Age treasured proper manners
and good breeding as signs of their social status. Eager to attract such
people, Palmer cultivated the image of a genteel resort on the edge of
wilderness.17 The Colorado Springs Company issued broadsides, Our
New Saratoga and Villa La Font, for readers inclined to go west in style.
The company checkerboarded town lots, offering alternate “villa sites”
for wealthier prospects, and holding the remainder in anticipation of
rising prices as the adjacent properties sold. In 1872, the town com-
pany received nearly four thousand inquiries, and that summer, fifteen
hundred visitors arrived, many staying at the new Colorado Springs
Hotel, which the local newspaper billed as “the most elegant hostelry
between Chicago and San Francisco.”18 Palmer and his associates also
recruited the better classes of Europe. Investor and former governor
A. C. Hunt suggested sending agents to Switzerland, Sweden, and
Germany to seek out emigrants, but their greatest success came in the
British Isles. R. B. Townsend, a visiting Englishman, praised Colorado
Springs as a “very high-toned sort of new town.” Known as “Little
London,” some two thousand English immigrants elevated Colorado
Springs’s social tone in an Anglophilic age. Colorado Springs blos-
somed; Colorado City wilted away.19

As Colorado Springs experienced this initial boon, it provoked
criticism from others in the region. The egalitarian editor of the
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Greeley Tribune observed that the resort’s wealthy residents lived off
the interest on investments. He complained that “while the people of
Greeley are engaged in creating wealth, the people of Colorado
Springs are spending it.” The Colorado Springs Gazette’s editor worried
about the implications of citizens “who are really better off out of it,
people who would stay at home if there were only the prospect of an
ordinary settler’s life before them.” Their perceived selfishness created
a moral crisis for traditional, republican-minded farmers and middle-
class merchants. Could American values of individualism, self-suffi-
ciency, and democracy appear, he wondered, in a place catering to
those who never experienced a pioneer’s challenges? Moreover, the
high cost of living in Colorado Springs excluded many Americans who
preferred urban living. In the early 1880s, for example, an average
furnished room rented for twenty-five dollars per month, compared to
ten dollars in Denver. Tourists in Colorado Springs expected to spend
money, a notion most local merchants endorsed, although a few resi-
dents warned against exploitation. The Denver Tribune cautioned, “Be
satisfied with a moderate share of the tourist’s spare cash, assured that
he will give you another chance to pluck him.”20

Such admonishments proved the exception as local businessmen
began to develop the tourist trade. The Denver & Rio Grande stood at
the forefront, just as other western railroads drew visitors to national
parks. It offered attractive excursion rates to Colorado Springs and
enticed travelers with brochures containing photographs of nearby
scenic wonders, idealized etchings of Colorado Springs, and testimo-
nials to its luxuries, often by visitors “converted” into residents.
Frequent analogies to established eastern resorts such as Saratoga
produced a veneer of respectability in the early days.21 Colorado’s
Frank Fossett attributed the city’s popularity to “a greater number of
wonders and attractions easily accessible and within a short distance
than any other single locality”—scenic resources sold as commodities
to the touring public. Rainbow Falls and Ute Pass offered “abundance
of romantic scenery.” Just a few miles north sat the famous Garden of
the Gods, “a set of massive, irregular sandstone formations.” Within
an hour’s drive, picnickers found the “sparkling brooklets, streams
and beautiful waterfalls” of Cheyenne Canyon. A day’s ride brought
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visitors to the Royal Gorge of the Arkansas River, where they gazed at
“the appalling view from the main walls . . . overcome by awe at the
magnitude of nature’s handiwork.” The venerable beacon of Pike’s
Peak towered over everything.22

The ideology of capitalism pervaded this tourist trade. Capital
property involved both appropriating and allocating resources. In
some ways, it was impossible to own scenery or climate or altitude,
but Colorado Springs entrepreneurs appropriated such resources by
establishing a high standard of living for residents and visitors that
limited access to the natural vistas the area offered. For a price, they
allocated these resources to the wealthy. Like their counterparts in
regional agriculture and mining and their competitors in California’s
travel industry, local resort owners relied on the national marketplace
for capital and consumers. They aimed promotional materials at
investors and tourists alike.23 And like the agricultural and mining
areas, the tourism hinterland involved altering perceptions of the
region. A self-conscious creation, tourism required a reimagined land-
scape. In the search for the “authentic” western experience, middle-
and upper-class travelers helped change the human geography once
again. Pike and Long had described the land around Pike’s Peak as a
home to indigenous peoples. White trappers and traders saw a world
rich with beaver fur. The early days of the gold rush presented failed
placers and lodes. Under the promotional efforts of Palmer and his
associates, this land became both a place of gentle amenities and a
wilderness for those seeking the withering frontier.24

Hotel and railroad managers exploited a booming eastern market
for western stories to reach these travelers. The frontier captured the
collective cultural imagination of the nation, and local businessmen
and their literary visitors found ways to serve each other. Palmer and
his associates sought favorable reviews by inviting and catering to
writers. Exploiting the national interest in the West, these travel
authors used terminology common to popular guidebooks and spread
the word about Colorado Springs. The city and its environs were
“enchanting,” “thrilling,” “majestic,” “spectacular,” “awe-inspiring,”
and “uplifting in the presence of God; such dwarfing of the mortal
sense.”25 The Rocky Mountain Directory and Colorado Gazetteer, in turn,
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praised the writers as “celebrated travelers, learned tourists, versatile
newspaper correspondents, poets, authors and editors [who] have
exhausted the vocabulary of laudatory phraseology in attempting to
describe the grandeur, beauty and sublimity of the mountain and
valley scenery.”26

Helen Hunt Jackson, best known for her critique of the nation’s
Indian policies, A Century of Dishonor, and the novel Ramona, arrived
in 1873 seeking a cure for chronic bronchitis. She became a perma-
nent resident after marrying William Jackson, the Denver & Rio
Grande treasurer and El Paso County Bank president. Hunt Jackson
searched for transcendence in nature; she found it at Colorado
Springs: “It was in the east that the wise men saw the star; but it was
westward to a high mountain, in a lonely place, that the disciples were
led for transformation!” Cheyenne Canyon became one of “nine places
of divine worship” in the Colorado Springs environs. She saw the
preservation of the world in the wildness of nature, much like Henry
David Thoreau. In the sacred landscapes, she and other writers hoped
to glimpse God, but like the elite tourist who came west as a consumer
for both recreation and sublimity, they brought urban notions of
“wilderness.”27 Looking for authentic western experiences, early visi-
tors welcomed peaceful meetings with Utes who used Manitou until
the dint of the tourist traffic forced them away in 1874. To find the
sublime, wilderness travelers increasingly desired a return to a pristine
nature. The Utes’ departure helped tourists accept the illusion that
they saw original nature as God created it. Of course, few landscapes
remained untouched by human civilization. Pristine nature was a
romantic invention of nineteenth-century writers such as Jackson,
Thoreau, and Longfellow, but it suited the material needs of Colorado
Springs’s entrepreneurs and the metaphysical longings of their wealthy
visitors.28
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Figure 9 (opposite). South Cheyenne Canyon. Staircases
facilitated visitors’ encounter with wilderness near Colorado
Springs in Cheyenne Canyon, which Helen Hunt Jackson
described as one of “nine places of divine worship.” Photograph
by Louis Charles McClure. Courtesy of Denver Public Library,
Western History Collection.
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Other travelers joined Helen Hunt Jackson in seeking cures for
their respiratory ailments. Since 1858, emigrants had written of gentle
winters along the front range, the absence of extreme temperatures,
and the region’s dry air. Samuel Bowles told his readers, “here would
seem to be the fountain of health; and among these hills and plains is
surely to be many a summer resort for the invalid.” The Territorial
Board of Immigration and other booster organizations echoed
Colorado’s role as a sanatorium. The migration to Colorado Springs
and other southwestern spas represented one of the last expressions of
medical geography that began in antiquity, a revival in the belief that
the environment improved civilization and altered individuals’ chem-
istry.29 Tuberculosis, a disease with different meanings based on class
and race, centered the new medical migrations. Before the Civil War,
the rich perceived the deaths of their tubercular relatives and friends
as transcendent moments between the harsh modernizing world and
eternal peace. With new understandings of bacteria, romantic notions
surrounding the disease changed. Tuberculosis became a degrading
but treatable disease, instead of a spiritual burden. A commensurate
shift from the construct of invalidism with home care to a notion of
health-seeking followed. A change of residence provided the preferred
treatment. The mountainous West became a restorative sanctuary, a
healthful, idyllic retreat from overcrowding and industrialization.
Eastern urbanites led this new migration to cities on the edge of the
frontier, as historian Earl Pomeroy explains. Colorado Springs
competed with Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, and others for
consumptives, and by 1879, emerged as a favored destination.30

A group of enterprising physicians moved to Colorado Springs to
exploit this health market, and often joined with Palmer’s investors in
other ventures. The doctors asserted that Colorado’s dryness reduced
the capacity of the air to conduct heat and electricity, and therefore
cured pulmonary diseases. High altitudes supposedly reduced the
oxygen content and replaced it with a purifying, antiseptic ozone,
exciting respiration and increasing capillary circulation. The climato-
logical elements of sunlight, aridity, and altitude could not be shipped
east for industrial development, but could be marketed to those who
could afford to travel to Colorado Springs. Although entrepreneurs
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could not take possession of such elements, they still claimed owner-
ship. For example, in Colorado Springs, a visitor might purchase
“sunshine insurance” from the hotels and receive a rebate if there was
too much rain.31 While exploiting wealthy health seekers, few seemed
concerned about the preservation of these natural resources for the
common good.

Dr. Samuel Solly, who recovered his own health at Colorado
Springs, was among the first to market its medicinal resources and the
restorative qualities of Manitou’s waters, which supposedly relieved
dyspepsia, flatulence, nervous exhaustion, and general debility. Solly’s
Manitou, Colorado, U.S.A. launched a cottage industry of similar pub-
lications. In what became the standard nomenclature, Solly included
his chemical analyses of the mineral waters and detailed meteorologi-
cal information to illustrate that the region offered the invalid the best
opportunity for recovery. He shared inspiring testimonials from cured
patients, and over time, added essays describing cultural advantages,
scenic photographs, and hotel advertisements.32 These medical boost-
ers belonged to a nineteenth-century culture that placed unlimited faith
in science for the solutions to human problems. Gilpin believed sci-
ence divine, and joined the regional chorus on health, proclaiming “the
miracle of these broadly expanded altitudes is their climatology.”
Charles Denison, a Denver physician with financial interests in
Colorado Springs, made a pointedly elitist pitch, arguing the region
offered “a salutary influence on the class of overworked brains, which,
in the intensity of political, professional and business life, is quite
numerous nowadays.” He organized the American Climatological
Association in 1884 to develop supportive scientific data, and recruited
Solly and other doctors to contribute to its publication, aptly titled
Transactions.33 Dr. F. J. Bancroft graphically described how the aseptic
atmosphere caused “the narrow in chest to become broad, the relaxed
in muscle to grow strong, the thin in flesh to gain weight, and thor-
oughly regenerates those suffering from the bilious diseases caused by
prolonged residence in malarial districts.” Recognizing the market
value of noncorporeal elements, Dr. Samuel Fiske added, “there is a
wealth of life stored up in the dry, sunny climate of this State, more
precious than the hidden treasures which the mountains contain.”34
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Sanatoriums opened in Denver despite the fact that its factories
left its skies polluted, and other local communities competed with
Colorado Springs for the region’s tourist and health dollars. Colorado
Springs entrepreneurs quickly countered their promotions with unfa-
vorable comparisons. They boasted that their city’s air lacked indus-
trial debris, while as Solly emphasized, Denver, “the chief
manufacturing city of this region— . . . is colder, has more snow . . .
and in summer is hotter.” Pueblo, an emerging rival to the south,
experienced excessively hot summers. Denver and Pueblo pumped
muddy, polluted water from the Platte and Arkansas rivers, respec-
tively, necessitating a “filtering process before it is fit to use, and then
it is strongly alkaline, having no comparison with the exceptionally
pure water of Colorado Springs and Manitou.” By 1880, the flood of
visitors to Colorado Springs reached 30,000 annually, and by 1890,
some 200,000 arrived. Still an elite community, the city’s permanent
population only grew from 4,200 to 11,100 over that same decade.35

Other regional tourist sites saw their popularity rise in the late
1870s and 1880s, when they copied the successful methods employed
in Colorado Springs. The Idaho Springs Chamber of Commerce, for
example, introduced the Georgetown loop on the railroad trip from
Denver, and offered sojourns to the summit of Mount Evans. Its natu-
ral setting produced “a medicinal water that is released steaming on the
surface, for the cure of thousands who find no relief from other
sources.” In Glenwood Springs, the owners of the hot springs presented
“for the Medical Profession, Invalids and Tourists, comprehensive data
and information in regard to the Springs, the Climate, Medicinal char-
acteristics of the water.” The Colorado Hotel in Glenwood Springs
promised the same luxuries as Colorado Springs’s best facilities. Denver
mining entrepreneur James Dexter developed the Inter-Laken Hotel at
Twin Lakes near Aspen, boasting of its hot and cold baths, billiards,
and other refinements.36 These competitors, however, possessed nei-
ther the skills nor financial resources of Colorado Springs’s entrepre-
neurs. And Colorado Springs rarely rested while its rivals developed
their tourist attractions. Railroads, hotels, and information services
stoked the promotional fires so well and invested so heavily in elabo-
rate advertising campaigns that by the 1890s, one easterner observed,
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“Colorado Springs is becoming so well known and famous that no trip
to the West or the Pacific Coast is considered complete without a visit
to the Springs.” The city anchored Colorado’s travel industry, as the
state competed with California for western tourism dollars. The two
easily outdistanced other western states.37

During the final quarter of the nineteenth century, American hote-
liers offered elegant amenities while emphasizing the scenery of a par-
ticular location. The West introduced monumental natural landscapes
to the industry. Solly and the physician-authors moved beyond the
realm of science to join Palmer and his associates in developing such
aspects of the Colorado Springs economy. To compete with established
resorts in the East and in California, many urban boosters believed that
Colorado Springs needed a grand hotel in addition to its health spas.
Solly presided over a town meeting on 1 April 1881, advising the com-
munity of Palmer’s scheme to build the finest western hotel. After the
Colorado Springs Company contributed four acres, Palmer arranged a
fifty-thousand-dollar construction loan, and offered to buy twenty-five
thousand dollars of stock in the new enterprise if the town matched
him. By evening’s end, other residents pledged almost the full amount.
The next day, the Gazette encouraged more citizens to join the enter-
prise “for the benefit of the entire community.” Within a few weeks, the
municipality took an interest, floating the business a loan. The Antlers
Hotel opened in June 1883, “a new, attractive and elegantly appointed
hotel, situated in the most noted of Colorado’s health resorts, and
affording unsurpassed accommodations.” It even provided a modern
hydraulic elevator.38 An urban hotel situated at the end of Pike’s Peak
Avenue, the Antlers offered a panoramic view of the mountain that first
gave meaning to the resort town. Palmer adopted a vigorous national
advertising campaign to promote his luxury hotel, and garnered the
cover of Harper’s Weekly within three years. Colorado Springs’s palaces
imparted a sense of sublime wilderness blended with stylish amenities
for the elite traveler.39

The essential development of Manitou complemented the
progress of Colorado Springs’s health spas and luxury hotels. Palmer
and his associates invested heavily there. In the 1870s, mineral water
springs carried a mystique of supernatural healing powers for differ-
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Figure 10. The Antlers Hotel. The monumental scenery of Pike’s
Peak frames William Jackson Palmer’s luxury hotel, the Antlers,
offering tourists the amenities of a genteel civilization and the
sublimity of nature in the city’s environs. Photograph by William
Henry Jackson. Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society.



ent maladies. A short-lived rivalry between Colorado Springs and
Manitou resulted in mutual dependence. Colorado Springs enjoyed
greater name recognition and rail connections, but Manitou possessed
the waters. The Denver & Rio Grande’s William Bell organized a
consolidation of Manitou hotels under a land company “so as to
concentrate their divided efforts . . . and provide against injurious
competition either between hotels or the owners of the property for
sale as building lots.” The Colorado Springs Company owned a large
portion of the association’s land and managed the hotels through
1900. Although not completely successful, Bell’s interests in the
Manitou Mansion Hotel, the Manitou Avenue Hotel, the Manitou
House, and the Manitou Park Hotel, as well as the Antlers in Colorado
Springs, allowed him to quell much intracity competition. Bell and
other investors also formed the Manitou Mineral Water, Bath and
Parks Company to enclose most of the springs and control their flow.
The company marketed Colorado’s health resources across the coun-
try through its bottled water.40

Having established their city as a favored resort, local merchants
and entrepreneurs exploited excellent rail connections to expand its
functions within the urban hierarchy, while attempting to keep the
actual industries at a distance. Colorado Springs supplied nearby
mining districts, local coal fields, and ranchers on the adjacent plains
and became the shipment point for products from these hinterlands.
Many of its wealthier residents, such as Jerome Wheeler, the owner of
the Aspen sideline claim, speculated in various Rocky Mountain
mining frontiers. The Durango Trust, which developed railroads, land
companies, smelters and mines in southwestern Colorado,
headquartered in Colorado Springs. Yet the city’s tributary sphere
remained smaller than and often overlapped Denver’s realm of
influence.41 A railroad battle in the 1880s demonstrated Colorado
Springs’s inability to offer more than limited challenges to the
metropolis’s hegemony. Like Wheeler, who initially left New York City
for health reasons, James Hagerman came to Colorado Springs in
October 1884 on the advice of his physician, who believed his
tuberculosis would kill him if he remained in Milwaukee. He soon
invested in regional silver mines, and became president of the
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Colorado Midland Railway, incorporated by Colorado Springs men,
including Wheeler and Howbert, to establish the first front-range link
to Aspen and the only standard gauge line over the Continental
Divide. Hagerman recruited eastern investors who previously joined
his profitable ventures in Michigan’s iron-ore fields. The Denver & Rio
Grande had fallen into receivership in the early 1880s, and by this
time, Moffat and other Denver interests managed it. They wanted to
claim Aspen. Denver’s superior financial resources and political
influence within the state and the nation allowed their enterprise to
pull ahead. Hagerman’s railway arrived in Aspen in February 1888,
three months after the Denver & Rio Grande.42

Colorado Springs could not overcome the behemoth, but it
supplemented Denver’s activities in transportation, and its entrepre-
neurs’ investments created new sources of regional capital. By 1890,
Colorado Springs was a stable, wealthy community. Driven by its
multidimensional resort industry and smaller economic activities, it
benefited from the many “capitalists, not only of this state, but of the
far East and North, and even from old England, who have come here
to make their homes,” according to Colorado Midland promotions.
Although Denver led the region’s silver boom in the 1880s, Colorado
Springs still profited from it. The region’s denizens spent more money
on leisure activities at its resorts, while these resident capitalists
successfully speculated in mining ventures and expanded the city’s
influence. Hagerman’s stock in the First National Bank of Colorado
Springs, for example, gave him access to inside investment informa-
tion. In addition to his railroad and Aspen silver mines, he invested in
coal mines at New Castle and Elk Creek, Colorado and irrigation proj-
ects in New Mexico and Texas.43 Having carved a profitable economic
niche, Colorado Springs and its residents occupied a privileged posi-
tion. It allowed them to capitalize on the last and greatest Colorado
mining bonanza when gold was found in their backyard at Cripple
Creek. Denver’s entrepreneurs dominated this new hinterland, but
Colorado Springs emerged in the 1890s as a more versatile, more
influential player.

Pike’s Peak gave its name to the gold rush in 1859, but when
miners combed the area with little luck, the nearby mountain parks of
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Cripple Creek had been turned over to cattle grazing. Only a few men
persisted in prospecting. One of them, Robert Womack, brought gold
samples to Colorado Springs for assaying, and by May 1891, consid-
erable prospecting began anew. On the Fourth of July, Winfield
Stratton, a Colorado Springs carpenter, marked the Independence and
Washington claims and launched a new gold rush. Concentrated in
ten square miles on the southwestern side of Pike’s Peak, the Cripple
Creek fields required only a four-hour wagon drive from Colorado
Springs. A feverish race erupted to establish key town sites in the
fields and Colorado Springs merchants and bankers prepared to assert
their leadership. They laid out the town of Hayden Placer adjacent to
Fremont, a town built by local miners. Like Denver and Auraria in
1860 or Colorado Springs and Manitou in the 1870s, residents of both
communities recognized that continued urban competition under-
mined their efforts and quickly merged. Incorporated in 1892, their
new town of Cripple Creek had almost ten thousand inhabitants (plus
many transients) and became the focus of the district, although the
new community of Victor and Florence, a local ranching center, also
buzzed with mining investments. Hoping to avoid the busts experi-
enced by older mining camps, these new towns formed associations,
such as the Victor Chamber of Commerce, designed to promote a
more permanent populace and diversified economic activity.44

Miners found Cripple Creek gold locked in compound tellurides
that required complex chemical reductions through cyanidation or
chlorination, much like the silver alloys from Leadville and Aspen.
While Colorado Springs entrepreneurs eagerly utilized their proxim-
ity to the new mining districts and their superior rail connections to
seize the supply lines, they did not provide other attendant services
within their city’s boundaries. By 1891, Denver and Pueblo already
possessed large, technologically superior smelters. Colorado Springs’s
residents knew that they could not compete for this urban function,
and claimed little desire to do so. Palmer later observed:

When this town was started, the thought of manufac-
tures, mills, furnaces, etc., was not at all in the minds
of the founders . . . Until the development of Cripple
Creek, the question came up occasionally, but was
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scarcely raised with any seriousness. Those gold mines
have of course added greatly to at least the rapidity of
our growth here. Fortunately for us, they are forty
miles away, and we have enjoyed the benefits without
the self-evident drawbacks.45

Colorado Springs added to its fortunes as a financial center for Cripple
Creek, avoiding its polluting processing industries. Financing was a
significant task. Cripple Creek gold production began with a value of
200,000 dollars in 1891, but within six years, reached 10,800,000
dollars, and in 1900, topped 20,000,000 dollars annually, represent-
ing one-fourth of the nation’s output. In 1893, the newly established
Colorado Springs Mining Exchange traded more shares than any other
exchange in the world. Bank deposits in the front-range city increased
ninefold. Its population doubled, and millionaires in residence
jumped from three to fifty. Physical proximity alone does not explain
this expanded function; Pueblo was nearly as close to the mines.
Colorado Springs garnered its new role, in part, because the entrepre-
neurs who founded it twenty years earlier had successfully recruited
their elite classes. Its wealthy residents, who chose the city because of
its high standard of living or its restorative reputation, grabbed the
initiative in Cripple Creek speculations and held tight. 

George Buckman owned hotels and other businesses, and served
as secretary for the Colorado Springs Chamber of Commerce. When
gold was discovered, he invested earnings from these enterprises in
Cripple Creek and became vice-president of the Exchange. Charter
members of the Exchange also included Hagerman, Howbert, and
William Jackson.46 State incorporation records confirm Colorado
Springs’s emergence as a financial center. In 1883 and 1884, for exam-
ple, only twenty-six new corporations headquartered in Colorado
Springs or Manitou, with only 2.8 percent of the state’s authorized
capital. Few engaged in mining. By 1896, with Cripple Creek produc-
tion soaring, some 350 new corporations identified Colorado Springs,
representing 27 percent of authorized capital. Another 259 corpora-
tions called Cripple Creek home. The bulk of the capital came from
shares traded on the Colorado Springs Mining Exchange.47
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With its new role and its residents’ investments in Cripple Creek
gold, Colorado Springs remained relatively untouched by the depres-
sion that rocked the nation and the region in the 1890s. While indi-
vidual Denverites such as Moffat and Smith succeeded, Denver
profited less proportionately from Cripple Creek than Colorado
Springs because many of Denver’s entrepreneurs invested more heav-
ily in Leadville and felt the impact of declining silver prices. F. W.
Crocker, president of Denver’s Chamber of Commerce congratulated
Colorado Springs “for her sense of seeing and faith in investing in
Cripple Creek. Colorado Springs, with a very few from Denver,
opened Cripple Creek. We wish them a continuance of all the pros-
perity they have had and more.” Unwilling to concede the competi-
tion, however, he added, “Nevertheless, although they have blazed the
way, it is not for Denver to say that she will not partake of the feast
provided.” Denver still commanded the key control exchange func-
tions and the bulk of corporate investments in the region.48

In defining their city’s role in the regional urban economy
through elite tourism, Colorado Springs’s residents acknowledged
Denver’s primacy, but they believed that they created a better environ-
ment than their front-range counterparts. Like Denver, Colorado
Springs’s growth depended on linking the natural resources of its
hinterland to human elements in distant ecosystems. Prior to the
Cripple Creek discoveries, however, its commerce involved moving
people from more heavily populated areas to those resources rather
than extracting and shipping raw materials eastward. Because beauti-
ful scenery supported the tourist trade, the physical alterations of the
land that accompanied Colorado Springs’s initial development were
more subtle and less destructive than those in Denver’s mining and
agricultural hinterlands, but they still had serious implications.

For example, in early 1871, an eleven-mile irrigation ditch from
Fountain Creek quenched the new city’s thirst. The absence of indus-
trial activity left the water relatively clean and the proximity to its
mountain source minimized the silt and mud. But this first ditch
immediately proved inadequate. More than Colorado Springs’s boom-
ing population prompted construction of a second ditch in 1873. The
Colorado Springs Company, in its effort to create “an oasis of culture
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and refinement in the wild and undisciplined west,” hired a British
landscape architect to beautify the town. Following traditions from the
eastern United States and England, where rainfall was more regular, he
introduced deciduous trees and formal gardens that catered to British
migrants. Having observed cottonwood groves along the region’s
rivers, the architect lined city streets with five thousand indigenous
trees. These aesthetic additions overburdened finite water sources.
The planners failed to appreciate, for example, that cottonwoods natu-
rally gathered near streams because of their enormous water
consumption, transpiring some fifteen hundred gallons daily. Before
1870, recurrent prairie fires and flash floods limited the spread of
cottonwood saplings. Converting the plains into towns, farms, and
ranches, however, eliminated these natural checks. As demands for
water increased, the city moved higher and higher up neighboring
peaks, and by 1900, constructed reservoirs to tap distant montane
aquifers.49

Constant efforts to enhance the city’s status as the premier west-
ern resort further depleted the region’s limited water. In the 1880s,
Colorado Springs pumped Cheyenne Creek, which flowed from
Cheyenne Mountain to the south and ran through the Broadmoor
Dairy. The city lacked appropriative rights. Willie Wilcox, a wealthy
scion who came to the springs for his health, and James Purtales, a
German-born landowner, purchased the dairy. Modeled on European
resorts, they planned a hotel and casino, but needed to remake the
environment. They began with construction of an artificial lake by
channeling and damming a portion of Cheyenne Creek, but struggled
to maintain water levels. The city continued to steal water until the
partners proved in court that a prior right attached to their property.
Another problem was natural. Indigenous prairie dogs dug holes that
drained the lake. The partners found a simple solution; they elimi-
nated the prairie dogs with poison and explosives. The company,
which reorganized as the Broadmoor Land and Investment Company
after bankruptcy, sold its interests in August 1893 to the London and
New York Investment Company, which completed the hotel and lake
three years later. Gardeners selected decorative plants for their
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aesthetic value and contoured playing fields, erasing the natural
terrain and its native grasses. Visitors gambled, played golf or polo,
and shot pigeons within the Broadmoor’s artificial world.50

Similarly, the Manitou Mineral Water, Bath and Parks Company
manufactured an environment in which an admittance fee allowed
visitors to enjoy the natural wonders. Its bathhouses enclosed the
springs, while the company drilled artificial wells to extend the use of
the mineralized waters. It called them “springs,” with no distinction
made as to whether humans or nature hewed the conduit. Natural
springs diverted within well casings became part of an elaborate
system of underground pipes that allowed the company to control the
flow of Manitou water. As the popularity of the resort declined in the
twentieth century, many springs fell into disrepair. Artesian pressure
throughout Manitou decreased as water leaked through damaged well
casings into the alluvium or fractured rock.51

Some of the most extensive physical transformations resulted
from efforts to improve access to the scenic wonders. The technology
that facilitated participation became an attraction in all its destructive
power. George Crofutt’s Grip-Sack Guide of Colorado celebrated beauti-
ful vistas while introducing easterners to tours that snaked through
precarious mountain passes on the narrow gauge. Industrial marvels
at Cripple Creek offered travelers diversions from the gentility of
Colorado Springs. Scenery and technology came together in one
tourist enticement—the Manitou & Pike’s Peak Railway. The
company’s founder, Zalmon Gilbert Simmons, arrived from Kenosha,
Wisconsin, for a vacation in 1884. Exhausted from hiking up the
peak, he proposed a cog railway to conquer the steep gradient that
covered 7,518 feet in nine miles. Simmons also recognized the lure of
the railway’s machinery in his promotional brochures:

The roadbed . . . is most substantial, being cut from or
built upon solid rock in many places. There is no tres-
tle work whatever; the four short bridges on the line
are of iron, resting on solid masonry. To prevent the
moving or sliding of the track . . . 146 anchors are
imbedded into the solid rock.
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Figure 11. The Broadmoor Casino. This European-styled casino
and resort catered to Colorado Springs’s wealthiest guests. It sits
on a large artificial lake created by diversions from Cheyenne
Creek and the removal of indigenous prairie dogs. Photograph by
H. S. Poley. Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History
Collection.



When the cog railway opened in 1891, hikers all but abandoned Old
Bear Creek Trail to the summit. The railway reached the apex in two
hours, but tourists found themselves farther removed from nature.
They viewed famous Lake Moraine or Mount Hiawatha from a train
window. With wilderness seemingly slipping away once more, some
young men sought other adventures by sliding down the cog rails.
Reaching speeds of sixty miles an hour, several perished.52

These celebrations of engineering revealed the devastation that
technology wrought on the physical environment. To create a twenty-
two-foot roadbed for the cog railway, crews graded steep mountain
slopes and obliterated any rock formations, native plants, or animal
habitats that blocked the most fortuitous route. This was nothing new.
Dynamite swept away Rainbow Falls during the construction of the
Colorado Midland. Ironically, in their effort to promote a “sublime”
world for the weary traveler, local entrepreneurs destroyed innumer-
able natural structures and replaced them with the permanent infra-
structure of a new human-made terrain. To make nature viable for
tourists, they removed the “wild” from the wilderness. As early as
1871, Palmer donated nature areas to the city, attempting to maintain
some of the natural beauty he first encountered. Thirty years later, he
donated a 753-acre mesa overlooking the community, and created
parks around Colorado Springs, Manitou, and Pike’s Peak by redeem-
ing areas that had become unregulated garbage dumps.53 Palmer
attempted to restore a natural environment lost forever in the
Colorado Springs he helped launch.

In Colorado Springs and its hinterlands, perhaps more than elsewhere
in the region, residents clearly and consistently applied the logic of the
marketplace with few inhibitions. Amorphous natural resources, like
altitude, climate, and sunshine, became commodities as the town sold
both civility and wilderness. Its higher standard of living attracted
wealthy residents who expanded the functional roles of Colorado
Springs and controlled large parts of the Cripple Creek gold rush just
as they dominated the resort industry. Perhaps Palmer best captured
the prevailing attitude toward the utility of nature, even for those
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Figure 12. Manitou & Pike’s Peak Railway at Minnehaha Falls.
Rather than gaining firsthand experience with nature by hiking
Pike’s Peak, visitors increasingly enjoyed it and the technology of
the cog railway from the comfort of a car. Minnehaha Falls and
Mount Hiawatha, scenic wonders visible from the train, continued
the misapplied Longfellow references. Photograph by William
Henry Jackson. Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society, Denver,
Colorado.
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interested in its scenic and restorative values: “Never mind if Railroads
and tunnels abolish poetry in some few instances, they introduce a
higher and deeper and more permanent poetry into the lives of whole
communities and States.”54 Nature served tourism. If natural elements,
such as prairie dogs, obstructed or destroyed visitors’ experiences with
the pristine wilderness of their imaginations, they became expendable.



Obeying the laws of gravitation and attraction, the drops of
rain gather . . . running into natural channels down the steep
inclines of our mountains . . . So are the products of our mines
brought down from the mountains to these grand channels
prepared by human ingenuity and enterprise known as rail-
roads, then unloaded by them on platforms of the great ore
market of the West, the Pueblos, to be distributed to our large
metallurgical works . . . the railroad is the principal agency
that carries to Pueblo the mineral resources of the Great
Southwest.

Pueblo Board of Trade, 1883

While its founders quickly defined Colorado Springs’s role within the
regional hierarchy, other towns struggled to find their places. Urban
careers were rarely stable or continuous.1 From its trading post begin-
nings through its emergence as “the great ore market of the West,”
Pueblo’s fortunes waxed and waned in response to local events like the
gold rush and broader national developments like the movement
toward capital consolidation within the United States economy.
Pueblo’s entrepreneurs attempted to control complex hinterlands of
agricultural, mineral, and fuel resources, and competed, albeit unsuc-
cessfully, with Denver for regional leadership. In the process, Pueblo
supplemented the activities of the metropolis. Pueblo coal and steel
reached across the West and into Mexico, frequently along the north-
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south arc of the Rocky Mountains and the Rio Grande Valley, which
its residents increasingly viewed as a natural phenomenon.

Before 1859, various settlements existed near the confluence of
Fountain Creek and the Arkansas River, where Pueblo now stands. In
1833, trader John Gantt raised Fort Cass, but unsuccessful in brutal
competition with Bent’s Fort, abandoned it two years later. In 1842,
George Simpson and Robert Fisher constructed a building called “the
Pueblo.” A group of independent traders soon owned it, living there
with their families, tending livestock, cultivating bottomland, and
bartering with Indians. More a New Mexican ranch than a fort, its
location possessed numerous geographic advantages. The nearest
point in the United States to Taos, it offered easy access to the Santa
Fe Trail. Routes south to Mexico and north to posts on the South
Platte joined at the mouth of Fountain Creek. An abundance of water
and grass seemed capable of sustaining these settlers and their crops
and animals, but mismanagement and overgrazing, the declining fur
trade, and emigrations to Oregon and California shifted the Pueblo
from prosperity to decline. New settlers, primarily from New Mexico,
arrived at an almost derelict Pueblo in 1853 following news of
congressional approval of a transcontinental rail route through the
Arkansas River Valley. Sectional tensions, however, distracted
Washington from organizing the line. After violent confrontations
with the Utes, settlement along the Arkansas came to a halt in the
mid-1850s and migrants again deserted the Pueblo.2

The gold rush renewed interest in the confluence of the Arkansas
and Fountain Creek. Two hundred Kansans claimed the east side of the
creek, near the ruins of the old Pueblo, and christened their commu-
nity Fountain City in February 1859. Ten months later, a new camp
across the creek adopted the name Pueblo. The fledgling settlements
merged within two years under the latter’s name. Pleased with the mild
winter climate, some prospectors opted for farming near town, while
other emigrants established mercantile stores. They supplied and fed
prospectors moving up the Arkansas to California Gulch and other dig-
gings just as their counterparts in Denver serviced Clear Creek’s miners.
Pueblo’s initial importance came as a central marketplace, a point of
trade for these farms and mining districts.3 Its founders hoped to make
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Pueblo the front range entrepôt. They first sought a piece of the polit-
ical pie. When the territorial legislature initially convened in 1861,
George Chilcott and Jesús Barela led southern Colorado in urging
Pueblo as the permanent capital, while Jerome Chaffee and other
Denver leaders pushed for their northern city. Pueblo simply could not
overcome Denver’s urban primogeniture. The government temporarily
assembled in Colorado City as a compromise, but soon returned to
Denver where it remained permanently except for one three-year
period. Pueblo also lagged in the performance of the control exchange
functions that secured Denver’s early dominance. For example, Pueblo
obtained the telegraph more than a year after Denver. Nathaniel Hill
summarized this urban competition: “You ask about the cities of
Colorado. Denver is a city . . . Colorado City contains about twelve
houses, several of them deserted. It is a city only in name. Pueblo is a
city about like Colorado City.”4

Other intraregional and external factors undermined Pueblo’s
goals. An initial boon, its proximity to the Santa Fe Trail soon worked
to the town’s disadvantage. New northerly trails to Denver allowed
that city to maintain a more consistent trade during the Civil War.
Pueblo, to the contrary, established its early linkages with areas in
Kansas and Missouri where connections to the Confederacy hindered
economic activities and outward migrations. With Colorado Territory
pledged to the Union, travelers to the new gold fields generally chose
the Platte River or Republican River route to Denver. From there, they
took a shorter, albeit more difficult path to California Gulch across the
11,200-foot Weston Pass and bypassed Pueblo. As the social and
economic effects of the war waned, Pueblo still trailed Denver and
other front-range cities because the Arkansas Valley mining camps
provided an insubstantial hinterland. As many as ten thousand
prospected in California Gulch during the early 1860s, but within five
years, placers played out and Oro City, the primary camp, stagnated.
Miners located few significant lodes of gold. Lacking technological
knowledge, the first prospectors failed to appreciate the value of
silver-bearing lead carbonate ores that later made Leadville the center
of the mining world. By 1870, only five hundred souls resided in Lake
County, home to California Gulch and Pueblo’s backyard.5
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The loss of a railroad cemented Pueblo’s secondary status. When
William Palmer surveyed Pueblo’s countryside for the Union Pacific
Eastern Division, he recommended a route along the Arkansas River
similar to the one contemplated in 1853. Lacking Denver’s strong
entrepreneurial leadership and financial connections, Pueblo never
organized a promotional campaign to support Palmer’s suggested
route. John Evans and other Denverites, however, responded to the
railroad’s financial struggles and reorganized it as the Kansas Pacific.
Denver became the terminus; Pueblo’s options within the urban hier-
archy became more constrained.6 The remaining residents of nearby
river valleys intensified their focus on agriculture. In the Huerfano
Valley, eighty Anglo and Hispano farms produced corn, barley, and
oats. East and south of the town, a few Anglo and Hispano stockmen
maintained herds of cattle, sheep, and horses. With no other signifi-
cant towns on the southern plains, these farms and ranches stayed
within Pueblo’s tributary sphere, although the town now operated
only as a local wholesaler, providing supplies for these agriculturalists
and nearby Fort Lyon. Such rapid changes in functional rank occurred
regularly.7 In Pueblo’s case, external change brought about by war and
intraregional factors, such as the loss of the railroad and diminished
mining production, forced the transition. Denver’s ascendancy seemed
unchallengeable.

Pueblo’s prospects appeared to improve with the incorporation of
the Denver & Rio Grande and the announcement of its projected route:
south from Denver near Pueblo, westward through the canyon of the
Arkansas into the San Luis Valley, and down the Rio Grande to El Paso.
As the county seat and largest town, residents assumed that Pueblo
would be part of the new rail system. At a March 1871 meeting, they
learned the startling truth: Pueblo would be bypassed. Cañon City
responded to these circumstances by approving a fifty-thousand-dollar
bond in an effort to draw the railroad and usurp Pueblo. Confronted
with these challenges and in a new demonstration of organized boos-
terism, Pueblo’s citizens pledged 100,000 dollars in municipal bonds
to support construction to their community. The railroad sent A. C.
Hunt to Pueblo in November 1871 to negotiate. If the town assumed
another fifty thousand dollars in bonds, Hunt advised, the narrow
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gauge tracks would reach Pueblo. Residents agreed, and the Denver &
Rio Grande approached Pueblo by June 1872.8

In anticipation of economic expansion, Pueblo’s population
jumped to thirty-five hundred, and construction began on 180 new
buildings. Soon thereafter, however, the Denver & Rio Grande
followed its customary practices. It moved the depot across the
Arkansas River to its new town, South Pueblo, occupying a small
portion of the Nolan Grant that Palmer, Bell, Hunt, and Blackmore
purchased. Palmer and his associates formed the Central Colorado
Improvement Company (“Improvement Company”) to make “a
Railway Centre of our town site at the General Railway Junction oppo-
site old Pueblo, and for its growth to as great importance as Denver,
or even greater.”9 Angry that the company reneged on the agreement,
the Pueblo County Commissioners refused to honor the bonds. The
railroad unsuccessfully sued to recover the 150,000 dollars, and
Pueblo rebounded with the court victory. Unlike Colorado City’s expe-
rience with Palmer and Colorado Springs, Pueblo’s distance from the
Denver & Rio Grande depot was measured in yards instead of miles.
Pueblo, like Denver, had a history of urban consolidation. Its boosters
correctly anticipated the eventual merger with South Pueblo in 1886.
And a rail connection, even on the “wrong” side of the river, meant
new business. With the railroad, Pueblo reemerged in the 1870s as a
manufacturing center and a significant secondary entrepôt.10 This arti-
ficial transportation system allowed the city to regain the “natural”
advantages it enjoyed at the start of the gold rush. Pueblo expanded
its tributary sphere and made new forays into southwestern Colorado
and northern New Mexico.

One natural advantage—coal—helped secure Pueblo’s future. Its
residents previously developed some nearby sources, but the Denver
& Rio Grande aggressively exploited “coal lands [which] were unques-
tionably well selected and secured in advance of the railroad plans
being made public, at a very low cost.” This fuel source proved essen-
tial to burgeoning industrial expansion on regional and national
levels. The government placed a higher sales price (twenty dollars per
acre) on lands containing coal and excluded these fields from the
Preemption Act. Despite these limitations, intrepid regional entrepre-
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neurs found ways to access large coal beds. For example, Evans
secured for the Denver Pacific a land grant that contained sources
along the front range between Denver and Cheyenne, although of a
lesser quality than the coal near Pueblo. The Improvement Company,
following the pattern of ranchers and speculators, used dummy entry-
men to purchase fields and sell them back to the company.11

By the time the Denver & Rio Grande reached coal fields near
Florence in October 1872, the Improvement Company owned large
plats in the Arkansas Valley. Under the Arkansas Pool, Palmer, Bell,
and their partners raised 1,500,000 dollars to purchase more coal
lands and to encourage settlement that produced a large volume of
traffic for their railroad. One year later, a new federal law permitted
associations as many as 640 acres of coal land for only ten dollars per
acre if it was located more than fifteen miles from an established rail-
road, or for twenty dollars if it was within that distance. Persons
already in possession of coal mines, such as the Arkansas Pool,
received preferential rights. The officers of the Denver & Rio Grande
initially arranged routes slightly farther than fifteen miles from the
designated land so as to minimize the cost, and then simply built spur
lines to the fields after their purchases.12 Few objected to such tactics.
The government and most regional actors agreed that coal should be
harvested rapidly. Despite their reliance on outside investors in the
Arkansas Pool and various Denver & Rio Grande subsidiaries, control
remained local. Palmer, Bell, and Hunt identified and negotiated the
properties, such as the Nolan Grant, the Florence coal fields, or
eighty-four thousand valley acres for agriculture. They secured the
necessary bonds and credit.13

Anticipating Pueblo’s eventual consolidation with South Pueblo,
the Denver & Rio Grande and its subsidiaries promoted a united
community that would become “the central town of a vast manufac-
turing district in the near future.” Coal from its hinterland would
anchor these new activities and provide Colorado and the surround-
ing states with more reliable, badly needed fuel sources. Denver and
its railroads already overtaxed Boulder’s coal fields. The Canon Mine,
for example, shipped forty-three tons a day, with one-third consumed
by the Denver & Rio Grande. The Improvement Company developed
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new mines at Wet Mountains and Coal Creek, emphasizing the supe-
rior quality of its coal in promotions aimed at investors. According to
a Denver & Rio Grande mining engineer, his railroad burned only a
ton of the more efficient Pueblo coal every 85.29 miles, while the
Kansas Pacific fired a ton of Boulder coal every 39.87 miles.14

By 1876, Pueblo’s functional role metamorphosed once again.
The Improvement Company told potential investors that both Pueblo
and Denver represented “local centres of trade and capital through
which the great energetic North will always transact business.” As the
effects of the depression waned, eastern and English capitalists consid-
ered new investments. The Denver & Rio Grande provided the oppor-
tunities. Its officers organized the Trinidad Pool to facilitate the
injection of outside capital, and incorporated the Southern Colorado
Coal and Town Company to complete the railroad’s southern exten-
sion. They built the town of El Moro five miles from the established
Hispano community of Trinidad to usurp nearby coal sources.15 Other
railroads recognized the value of Pueblo’s coal, but the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad (“the Santa Fe”) stalled at the edge of
Colorado when the national economic crisis constrained construction
capital. With residents anxious to secure another rail connection,
bond issues in both Pueblo County and neighboring Bent County
supported the Santa Fe’s completion. This second railroad reached
Pueblo in March 1876. Denver’s leaders fretted about the expansion of
Pueblo’s tributary sphere. John Evans wrote, “There is some trepida-
tion in Denver business circles for fear the extension of the Atchison
& Topeka road to Pueblo will divert trade from Denver.” The Santa Fe
next challenged the Denver & Rio Grande by building a line to
Trinidad. Pueblo benefited from their competition. Evans observed:

Denver is quite dull and there is a general feeling that
Pueblo is to be the city of growth this year. The
competition of the A. T.& Santa Fe Railroad to that
point . . . and the extension of the Rio Grande road to
Trinidad which will soon be accomplished will direct
attention to Pueblo very largely—we see it here
already.16
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From Pueblo, the two railroads competed for access to Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and the rest of the state. The Santa Fe Railroad sent the first
construction crews to the Raton Pass in February 1878, presumptively
blocking the Denver & Rio Grande from the traditional route to New
Mexico. In response, Palmer and his associates built toward the San
Luis Valley, reaching its town of Alamosa, 120 miles from Santa Fe, in
1878.17 While anxious to connect with Santa Fe, El Paso, and Mexico,
Palmer also understood the agricultural potential of the valley and the
mineral wealth of the San Juan Mountains he visited a decade earlier.
His railroad wove a path across southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico through the Mexican land grant properties controlled by him
and other entrepreneurs, spurring emigration there and rapidly draw-
ing their natural resources into Pueblo’s marketplace. The railroad
seemed to be making their dream of a regional empire a reality.

Pueblo’s fortunes also improved with the rejuvenation of
California Gulch. News of lead carbonates rich in silver spurred
renewed interest there. Lake County’s population soared from five
hundred to twenty-four thousand within a few years, with most
settling in the shadow of old Oro City at Leadville. Yet California
Gulch remained a difficult destination. Denver lay physically closer,
but a trip from that city required traversing the Highline wagon road
over the twelve-thousand-foot Loveland Pass and trudging through
swampy low ground at Fremont Pass. In a minor reversal of their Civil
War roles, people looked to Pueblo’s longer but less arduous route to
Leadville. Emigrants arrived there on the Santa Fe or the Denver &
Rio Grande, stockpiled supplies, and continued on the latter’s branch
line to Cañon City. From there, freighters and prospectors took the
Fremont County road paralleling the Arkansas.18

Great profits awaited the first railroad that reached Leadville and
the front-range city from which it originated. Palmer, Bell, and others
heavily invested in Pueblo refused to concede the prize to Evans’s
Denver, South Park Railway, but also faced competition within south-
ern Colorado from the Santa Fe. Palmer assumed that a line through
the Arkansas Valley would effectively thwart his rivals.19 The Denver
& Rio Grande, however, soon clashed with the Santa Fe when both
railroads sent crews to the Royal Gorge of the Arkansas, a narrow
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ravine with little space for tracks. Isolated skirmishes gave way to liti-
gation, but Palmer needed quick access to Leadville to placate
investors. He advised Bell, “Any peace that stops A.T. & S.F. at South
Pueblo and gives us Leadville and San Juan, [and] prevents coal and
coke competition westward, will put D&RG on stock dividend paying
basis.” In February 1880, the railroads compromised out of court. The
Santa Fe forswore plans for Leadville and Denver, while the Denver &
Rio Grande permanently abandoned Raton Pass and delayed
construction to Santa Fe, New Mexico. In the interim, Evans’s Denver-
based railway, which once seemed poised to move on Leadville, ran
out of construction funds for the mountains, and instead connected
with the Denver & Rio Grande. At the end of 1880, Palmer’s railroad
arrived uncontested in Leadville.20

The Leadville link opened new industrial possibilities for Pueblo,
although Denver-based money developed most mines there. Pueblo’s
success depended on the fuel supplies that littered its hinterlands,
resources that suggested the possibility of a viable smelting industry.
Before the Leadville bonanza, Colorado miners and Denver smelters,
with few exceptions, focused on gold ores. Leadville’s carbonate silver
required new smelting processes. Initially, ores went to St. Louis or
Omaha via Denver and the Kansas Pacific, but with low grade ores
and high transportation costs, mine owners wanted local refining
plants. Fifteen smelters appeared around Leadville, but eight failed
within two years, primarily due to fuel shortages. Coke from Trinidad
cost too much to transport up the mountains, and fields near Leadville
provided an inferior alternative. Leadville smelters turned to charcoal,
an inefficient option that left swaths of forests denuded. Only three
Leadville smelters remained by 1885. Industry participants recog-
nized that the front range offered greater economies of scale. It cost
less to bring ores down the mountains than to ship fuel up. Both
Denver and Pueblo prepared to seize the smelting industry, although
the former possessed distinct advantages. Denver railroads headed in
all directions. Smelting required substantial capital, and Denver
remained the region’s financial center and home to its leading mining
entrepreneurs. Denverites enjoyed access to Boulder’s coal and
Trinidad’s more efficient product via the Denver & Rio Grande.
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Figure 13. Carbonate Hill, Leadville. Leadville’s ores paid tribute
to Pueblo’s smelters and expanded the city’s urban role. Home to
some of the richest mines in history, Leadville’s Carbonate Hill
bears the typical scars of nineteenth-century mining:
deforestation, ramshackle wooden buildings, piles of mine
tailings, and polluted skies and waters. Photograph by William
Henry Jackson. Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society, Denver,
Colorado.



Nathaniel Hill, who launched regional smelting in 1867, relocated on
Denver’s northern edge and already gathered ores from Clear Creek
and Summit counties and Leadville in Colorado, and as far away as
Arizona, Nevada, and northern Mexico. Since the process he appro-
priated from Wales required copper, Hill also organized the Colorado
and Montana Smelting Company, incorporated in Colorado with facil-
ities in Butte.21

James Grant, Leadville’s only successful smelter operator, built
the second largest facility in Denver, merging with a Nebraska firm to
form Omaha and Grant Smelting and Refining Company. Grant
cornered a large share of the Colorado ore market by establishing
sampling agencies that controlled assaying in the camps. He drew ores
from Utah, Montana, and Idaho, and helped Denver edge out Omaha
in smelting. The third big Denver operation, Globe Smelting and
Refining, began in 1887. The Globe’s production never matched the
other two, but it reached silver markets in northern Idaho, California,
Utah, Nevada, New Mexico, and Mexico and drew platinum from
Wyoming. Among its Denver investors, Charles Kountze held almost
five thousand shares, but the Globe’s most significant contribution to
regional smelting, and eventually to Pueblo, was the presence of
Meyer Guggenheim as a partner.22

Even before Guggenheim’s involvement, Pueblo competed with
Denver to refine ores. Pueblo offered its own advantages. It
commanded rail connections to the new silver towns, along the front
range of the Rockies, and across the plains to eastern markets. Pueblo’s
Board of Trade advertised its railroads as if they were creatures of
nature, “obeying the laws of gravitation and attraction” and “running
into natural channels down the steep inclines of our mountains.” Most
important, Pueblo lay near Trinidad’s coal fields, the best source of
metallurgical fuel in the region.23 Seizing the opportunities created by
Leadville, partners Alfred Geist and Joseph Mather constructed
Pueblo’s first silver smelter in June 1878. Mather soon sold his inter-
ests in the Pueblo Smelting and Refining Company to men with
substantial mining interests: Thomas Nickerson, former president of
the Santa Fe, and Mahlon Thatcher, a prominent Pueblo and Central
City banker. Grant’s Denver operation still controlled the lion’s share
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of Leadville ores, but Nickerson and Thatcher secured access to
Aspen, Breckenridge, Clear Creek, and the San Juans within Colorado,
and mining towns in New Mexico and Arizona. The company
dispatched agents to Idaho and Mexico. By 1884, the Colorado
Smelting Company and the New England & Colorado Mining and
Smelting Company thrived in Pueblo. With each mining discovery in
the 1880s, small refining plants, as many as three hundred, appeared
across different mining frontiers, but most quickly faded, unable to
duplicate the front range’s agglomeration advantages. Once railroads
reached the camps, mine owners returned to Denver and Pueblo
smelters that refined large quantities of ores more economically.24

Pueblo’s tributary sphere in smelting overlapped with Denver’s,
and competition between the front-range cities intensified at the end
of the 1880s. Guggenheim and James Holden, his main partner in
Globe Smelting, decided to erect a significantly larger facility. They
preferred Denver, but found no suitable site. In an unusually weak
demonstration, Denver’s Chamber of Commerce failed to facilitate
their search. The people of Pueblo responded in an aggressive, organ-
ized fashion more typical of their rival. Local entrepreneurs first deni-
grated their competitors. Leadville’s location necessitated higher
freight charges and possessed inadequate fuel supplies. Denver’s
higher wage scale increased operating expenses. The metropolis, they
argued, was too far from the best coal, lime, and coke resources.
Pueblo, by contrast, offered every competitive advantage: transporta-
tion, proximity to Trinidad, plentiful labor at lower wages, and a
shorter commute to Mexico, whose ores became increasingly impor-
tant in processing regional silver. Pueblo’s Board of Trade invited
Holden and Guggenheim’s son Benjamin. To clinch the deal, A. H.
Danforth, a local man with ranching and manufacturing interests,
offered them free land (overgrazed and useless to him), while the city
and county granted property tax exemptions and paid the partners
twenty-five thousand dollars in cash. Construction on the Holden
Smelting Company, as the new enterprise was initially known, began
almost immediately.25 With the increased capacity of the city’s
smelters, its assaying firms sought a larger market share. Charles
Ruter, who participated in the newly aggressive Pueblo Board of Trade,
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sent agents from his Pueblo Sampling Works Company to New
Mexico, Arizona, and Texas, challenging established relationships
with local and Denver smelters.26

Denver smelters still outproduced their southern competitor by
43 percent in 1891, but Pueblo’s operations earned substantial profits,
employed thousands, and generated investments in the local econ-
omy. The permanent population of the region’s most important
secondary entrepôt grew to almost twenty-five thousand by 1890.
Pueblo’s Board of Trade tied the town’s future to the smelters.
Promotional materials displayed images of their smokestacks billow-
ing furiously, a symbol of the community’s productivity.27 And
anchored by the two front-range cities, smelting expanded the influ-
ence of regional entrepreneurs up and down the Rockies to almost
every mining camp in the U.S. West and Mexico.

Although Pueblo’s usurpation of Denver seemed unlikely, the city
gathered other heavy manufacturing that guaranteed it a preeminent
role. In 1879, three Denver & Rio Grande affiliates (the Improvement
Company, the Colorado Coal and Town Company, and the Colorado
Coal and Steel Works Company) consolidated as the Colorado Coal &
Iron Company with ten million dollars in capital. Outsiders held the
majority of the stock, but local men such as Palmer and Bell filled
corporate offices and directed the new company’s affairs. This enter-
prise continued town and farm sales, coal production, and coke
manufacturing, like its predecessors. More important, it launched the
only plant west of the Mississippi to manufacture steel.28 With fuel
and iron ore in the vicinity, Pueblo seemed the ideal location, as its
first general manager, A. H. Danforth, explained, “to erect iron and
steel works to supply and control the growing markets of that portion
of the country.” The works rose up just beyond South Pueblo, at the
company town of Bessemer, and drew on six iron mines within 140
miles, all part of holdings that Palmer and his associates garnered
through Mexican land grant purchases.29

Denver continued to perform more diversified functions, but
Pueblo emerged as a leading western industrial center when the steel
works opened in 1882, although few of the Colorado Coal & Iron offi-
cers called it home. The city now attracted more conventional manu-
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facturers whose heavy capital needs might be met by the new opera-
tion. Consumers from a wider area sought a greater variety of goods
and specialized services in Pueblo. Within two years, mercantile enter-
prises and the value of real property grew fourfold, while purchases of
household goods climbed 2,300 percent, reflecting both the increased
population and the presence of more people with greater personal
wealth. The ability of nineteenth-century cities to prosper also
depended on their ability to secure and extend credit, as historian
William Cronon demonstrated with Chicago. Credit in Pueblo County
more than quadrupled between 1881 and 1883.30

Colorado Coal & Iron garnered profits in nine of its first twelve
years, and its iron and steel department helped attract these new busi-
nesses to Pueblo. Yet this department earned profits in only five of
those years and failed to return the substantial investment made in its
construction and maintenance. Given the nascent stage of its indus-
trial development, the West offered only limited markets for the firm’s
steel. The company sold pig iron, pipe, spikes, and steel rails through-
out the West, but its only reliable customer remained the Denver &
Rio Grande. Moreover, Colorado Coal & Iron frequently encountered
freight charges on raw materials five times higher than rates in
Pennsylvania. Consequently, its eastern competitors sometimes
supplied western lines with rails at lower prices despite the greater
distance. On three occasions, Colorado Coal & Iron closed its works
due to inactivity.31 The company survived on profits from fuel and real
estate sales within the old Mexican land grants. Merging the holdings
of its predecessor companies, Colorado Coal & Iron immediately
became the region’s most prolific coal producer and generated better-
quality coal than any Colorado company just as the state emerged as
the West’s leading producer. With additional purchases near Crested
Butte and Durango, it controlled almost 17,500 acres of coal and
shipped two thousand tons a day by the late 1880s, while its ovens at
El Moro and Crested Butte manufactured the coke for smelters in
Pueblo and Denver. The company’s markets included Kansas, Texas,
Utah, Nebraska, California, and Nevada.32

Coal, steel, and smelting reinforced Pueblo’s industrial base and
augmented regional manufacturing as a whole. With its production
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Figure 14. Coke Ovens at Crested Butte. Essentially a company
town of the Denver & Rio Grande Railway, Crested Butte and its
ovens extended Pueblo’s manufacturing interests to western
Colorado. Boxcars carry coking coal. The smoke from the ovens
almost obscures the 12,172-foot butte in the background.
Photograph by George L. Beam. Courtesy of Denver Public
Library, Western History Collection.



and profit imbalances, however, Colorado Coal & Iron soon faced
challengers. John Osgood’s Colorado Fuel Company, backed by
investors from Denver and Iowa, won contracts with regional railroads
and emerged as the most significant rival, although the two companies
rarely allowed the mechanisms of the marketplace to solely dictate the
result of their competition. Colorado Coal & Iron reached an agree-
ment in 1887 with the Grand River Coal and Coke Company, a
Colorado Fuel affiliate, to divide disputed lands in Garfield and Pitkin
counties, fix sales quotas, and establish minimum prices for coal and
coke where they shared common markets. In 1889, a similar pooling
agreement limited competition around Leadville.33

Even while these companies conspired to reduce the possibility
of self-defeating price wars, Colorado Fuel’s aggressive practices cut
into Colorado Coal & Iron’s market share. In 1891, the Denver-based
Colorado Fuel snagged large contracts with the Missouri Pacific and
the Union Pacific, and showed net earnings of 352,002 dollars. The
Pueblo-based Colorado Coal & Iron’s fuel resources netted only
149,620 dollars, while its iron and steel department lost 77,091
dollars. At the same time, some Denver entrepreneurs even considered
challenging Pueblo with their own steel works.34 In an effort to avoid
further diminishing profits through unrestricted competition for new
Kansas and Nebraska markets, the local directors merged their two
companies in 1892 as the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. Physical
operations remained in Pueblo, contributing to the city’s employment
ranks and its ability to attract other manufacturers. But Denver
secured the corporate offices. The Board of Directors consisted of
seven men from Denver, four from New York, and only one from
Pueblo. The Executive Committee included five Denverites with
Osgood as president. The directors looked to Denver’s financial insti-
tutions, including the First National Bank of Denver, for capital,
credit, and mortgages.35

Colorado Fuel & Iron’s regional impact extended beyond Denver,
Pueblo, and Colorado’s borders. With the merger, it owned sixty-nine
thousand acres of coal lands. Over the next ten years, the company
acquired smaller operations, and accounted for 75 percent of
Colorado’s output as it became the third largest coal-producing state in
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the nation.36 Colorado Fuel & Iron modernized its steel works, leased
Wyoming iron lands, and organized the Colorado and Wyoming
Railway, a wholly owned subsidiary, to transport ore. With these
improvements and more favorable rail rates, it emerged a more effec-
tive competitor in the national steel industry, and by 1900, employed
fifteen thousand workers across Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, and New
Mexico. Colorado Fuel & Iron sold its products on the Pacific Coast,
as far east as the Missouri River, and internationally in Mexico, fre-
quently following the north-south path envisioned by Palmer and
others.37 Colorado Fuel & Iron made these capital improvements just
as the silver crisis and the 1893 depression limited regional credit
options and the 1894 railroad strike undercut coal profits. John Jerome,
the company’s treasurer, worried that overcommitment could lead to
receivership, but Colorado Fuel & Iron avoided foreclosure. Its once
lagging steel fortunes ameliorated, although again laissez-faire compe-
tition did not secure the improvement. In 1895, it joined a pool of steel
manufacturers that set prices and established production quotas. The
eastern giants that organized the pool, such as Carnegie Steel or 2nd
Federal Steel, valued the much smaller Colorado Fuel & Iron because
its location gave it potential supremacy in a West slowly awakening to
manufacturing. Osgood’s well-recognized business acumen and his
skill in modernizing the Pueblo works made him a better partner than
competitor from the perspective of these eastern manufacturers, many
of whom invested heavily in western railroads.38

Given the scope and visibility of these industrial activities, most
historians focus on Pueblo’s manufacturing and the emergence of
smaller industrial towns throughout its southern Colorado hinterland,
echoing contemporary authors who observed that “it is as a manufac-
turing city that Pueblo has become famous and by which she will ever
maintain her supremacy. Her iron and steel works are the concerns
which entitle her to the title of the ‘Western Pittsburgh.’”39 Smaller
smelters and coke-production facilities appeared in Durango,
Gunnison, and Crested Butte, towns built or developed by the Denver
& Rio Grande, Colorado Coal & Iron, or their successors.

As before, the evolution of these small manufacturing towns came
at the expense of established communities. Animas City developed in
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Figure 15. Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. The company’s steel
works helped secure Pueblo’s position as a secondary entrepôt
within the region and a western manufacturing center. Fumes
pour from two smokestacks, a common image utilized by Pueblo’s
boosters to promote their town’s productivity. Photograph by
Joseph Collier. Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western
History Collection.



the late 1870s as a central marketplace for local farmers who fed San
Juan miners. When its residents refused to accept the railroad’s extor-
tionary terms, Palmer, Bell, and their associates organized the Durango
Trust to purchase property near Animas City. The arrival of the railroad
in its company town of Durango overwhelmed the older community
and Silverton, a larger but one-dimensional mining camp nearby. The
railroad also redirected trade and communication away from towns
along the old toll roads, like Highland Mary, Stony Pass, and Lost Trail.
They either disappeared or shrank to the point that they were no longer
found on Colorado maps. With its rail connection and nearby coal
fields, Durango became a small smelting center and shipment point for
a growing Animas River Valley cattle industry.40 Crested Butte began
differently, but shared a similar destiny. A local millman, Howard Smith,
and the regional smelterman, James Grant, founded the town, but the
Denver & Rio Grande’s 1881 arrival made it an industrial hub and retail
trading center. The Durango Trust purchased town, agricultural, and
coal properties there, while the railroad line allowed Colorado Coal &
Iron to develop extensive coal beds. These fields offered the only
anthracite coal west of the Allegheny Mountains. After 1892, its suc-
cessor, Colorado Fuel & Iron, guided the town’s future as the largest
employer and landowner.41

Pueblo’s agricultural hinterland emerged immediately in 1859, but
since its growth was slower and less spectacular than in the city’s man-
ufacturing sector, its productivity and the variety of its organizational
forms received little attention. Following the original gold rush, this
tributary sphere first expanded east along the Arkansas River when the
railroad reached Pueblo in 1872. Dependent upon expensive irrigation,
these farmers attempted cooperative ventures, like their counterparts
along the South Platte and its tributaries. The mutually owned Rocky
Ford Ditch Company, for example, maintained one of the oldest water
priorities in the basin by buying and improving an irrigation ditch the
U.S. Army originally constructed for the Arapahos and Cheyennes
under the 1861 Fort Wise Treaty. The Maxwell Land Grant Company
sold some property to individual farmers, but conveyed most to land
and irrigation companies. These often used the term colony to draw
farmers, but eschewed the cooperative principles that defined Greeley’s
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Union Colony. The Improvement Company constructed a reservoir for
South Pueblo in 1874 and formed Pueblo Colony to sell agricultural
lands watered by its canal. Strictly a profit-making venture, Pueblo
Colony offered no communal irrigation. Colorado Coal & Iron’s
Bessemer Irrigation Company later promised cooperation to farmers in
the same area, but maintained the rights to build reservoirs and dis-
tribute water. Under the Bessemer Ditch, farmers competed with indus-
trial and urban users for water.42 Even with these restrictions on water
access, the agrarian sector’s growth and diversification complemented
industrial expansion in the late 1870s and the 1880s. As regional pop-
ulation grew, increased demands to produce food for local consump-
tion and distant markets followed. Pueblo-area agriculturalists
responded, even if many contemporary boosters who focused on man-
ufacturing underestimated their contributions. In Pueblo County
alone, farming acres increased from 21,731 in 1881 to 39,908 in 1883,
and their value doubled. Yet Pueblo’s manufacturing reputation
obscured these developments. Even the 1894 National Irrigation
Congress, a body dominated by agriculturalists, observed that “the
(agricultural) advantages of Pueblo County have been shown very
briefly that more space might be given to the City of Pueblo, which is
the center of population of the middle section of the State, and ranks
next to Denver in importance.”43

Market culture values guided white farmers in the Arkansas River
Valley during the formative years, according to historian James Sherow.
Desirous of growth, they hoped to conquer nature by constructing
dams, reservoirs, and conveyance structures. They followed priority
laws that made water a commodity, all the while undermining natural
water systems and degrading farmlands through salinity and siltation.
Local entrepreneurs seeking more commercial participants exploited
these irrigation complexes:

The vast area of agricultural and horticultural land in
the Arkansas Valley tributary to Pueblo [is] watered by
the greatest system of canals and irrigating ditches in
this country, and is capable of supporting a population
of a half million people. All kinds of fruit, from
peaches to apples, grapes to raspberries, can be and are
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successfully grown here. Vegetables from the Dutch
cabbage to the Irish or sweet potato, from the juicy
tomato to the peanut, are grown in the rich lands of
the Arkansas Valley in Colorado.44

Yet Pueblo’s agricultural hinterland revealed a mixture of communities
and social values as it extended westward with the Denver & Rio
Grande to the San Luis Valley in 1878. William Gilpin had been
among the first Anglo-Americans to appreciate the potential of the
valley when he traveled there in the 1840s. Long before he and other
Denver entrepreneurs purchased Mexican land grant properties there,
Hispanos from New Mexico established small settlements, including
the first cooperative project, Guadalupe Colony in 1856. Within two
years, Hispano settlements contained sufficient population and gener-
ated enough production to support flour mills near the towns of
Conejos and San Luis. The army built Fort Massachusetts, later
known as Fort Garland, to protect them and a few Anglo-American
emigrants. Hispano settlements covered almost 100,000 acres, under
old community grants from the Mexican government. The U.S.
government subsequently reduced those claims almost 75 percent.
Congress or the courts frequently concluded that the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo did not apply and distributed their lands to others
under the Homestead Act, or they upheld the larger individual
Mexican land grants that superseded communal holdings. Nonethe-
less, the Hispano population grew, and by 1873, some twenty-six
Hispano communities, or placitas, called the San Luis Valley home.45

Anglo-American settlers initially showed less interest in the valley
despite the protestations of Gilpin and his fellow speculators. In addi-
tion to the absence of coal and precious metals, white farmers perceived
the plateau as desertlike. The Army Corps of Engineers described
“barren wastes of rock and sand; nowhere continuous forests or car-
pets of herbaceous vegetation.” The German Colonization Company,
the first of the white farming cooperatives in 1869, failed within a year
there due to internal tensions, inadequate irrigation, and poor land
purchases. With the Denver & Rio Grande’s expansion and the arrival
of irrigation companies, however, other Anglo-Americans began to
rethink the area. Seventy-two Mormon converts from the American
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South arrived in Pueblo in November 1877. They intended to migrate
to New Mexico, but settled in the southern San Luis Valley upon learn-
ing of the impending rail connection and available land near Conejos.
The relative remoteness of the area helped assuage their fears over the
antipathy that Brigham Young’s followers encountered elsewhere.
Within thirteen years, some four hundred Mormons built four towns
and irrigated forty thousand acres. Instead of applying strict market
values, they adopted communal approaches similar to those employed
in Salt Lake City.46

Alternatively, Denver entrepreneurs with substantial holdings,
eagerly took advantage of the railroad, the development of nearby San
Juan mines, and new irrigation systems, particularly since land sales
slowed before 1880. Through their recruitment of farmers and land
sales, they helped develop more intensive agriculture, but given
Pueblo’s proximity, the two cities’ hinterlands overlapped. Denver’s
Colorado Land and Immigration Company, for example, handled the
sale of the large Daigre & Moore Ranch outside La Veta, sixty miles
south of Pueblo, emphasizing timber, meadow lands, and early water
rights under an existing irrigation ditch. At the same time, industrial
development at Pueblo and other manufacturing centers from
Bessemer to Durango provided ready markets for San Luis produce
and meat.47

Expanded agriculture in the San Luis Valley and mining in the San
Juan Mountains altered the physical landscape with profound impli-
cations for Native Americans and Hispanos who had long occupied the
area and brought different values to the land. Ute lands had continued
to shrink until their eventual removal from all but one small south-
western Colorado reservation. In addition to pressure from Denver’s
western-slope expansion and the metropolis’s virulent rhetoric, the
Utes faced the relentless extension of railroads from Pueblo and the
search for coal and coke to feed the city’s industries.48 An American
notion of progress underlay these changes, an assumption that the new
settlers put the region’s resources to more productive uses. Although
the Mormon colonies and their neighboring Hispano communities
cooperated with each other, the latter suffered as a consequence of
Pueblo’s growth. Groups led by Palmer, Chaffee, Gilpin, and other
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entrepreneurs from Denver, Colorado Springs, and Pueblo gained
access to water through purchases of the old Mexican land grants, while
most Hispano settlers lacked the capital to invest in these large prop-
erties. In other circumstances, racism contributed to their decline. One
rancher later remembered that “the Greasers spent their time loafing
about their camp.” Before 1859, greater intermingling occurred
between whites and Hispanos, but civilization required a form of ethnic
separation similar to what the Plains Indians experienced.49 When
Nathaniel Hill’s 1864 survey of Gilpin’s properties brought him to
Culebra and Costilla, he easily assumed the primitiveness of Hispanos’
communal farming practices: “It is said that these people live just as
their ancestors did hundreds of years ago . . . They think themselves
well off with a piece of land 25 yards by 2 or 3 yards . . . They abound
in superstitions . . . They take out a wooden God.”50 Other efforts to
marginalize Hispanos were more subtle, but equally devastating.
Culebra and Costilla, cities of one thousand and twenty-five hundred,
respectively, appeared on none of the maps provided for Hill’s survey.
He criticized Mexican architectural traditions, and in describing the res-
idents of these cities, failed to even appreciate their inclusion in the
United States since 1848. He reported that Costilla’s “population is
entirely Mexican and a mixture of Mexican and indian [sic].”51

Urban entrepreneurs envisioned replacing subsistence-oriented
agriculture with commercial farming and mining. Palmer, Gilpin,
Chaffee, and their associates anticipated substantial profits would flow
to them and their cities through these activities. Few expressed
concerns for Hispano farmers whose underlying land-tenure system
left them susceptible to degradation. This Spanish and Mexican
system of community grants and small individual holdings imposed
collective constraints that encumbered private property. It offered
communal pasturage, woodlands, and water to increase opportunities
for all and to ensure that no community member fell by the wayside
during difficult times. These communities rarely cultivated marginal
lands along mountain slopes or distant from streams. With the influx
of capital via Denver and Pueblo, however, irrigation seemed to make
arid land arable and attracted homesteaders, preemptors, and specu-
lators. Hispano settlements and individual landholders, whose prop-
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erty had passed over generations through the social structures of
community and family, possessed sufficient documentation to chal-
lenge the newcomers in court, but their concept of common lands
held little favor under American law. Judges rarely sympathized with
Hispano claims, rejecting the majority on technical grounds. Having
lost their land, most Hispanos remained in the region as laborers or
lessees. The few Hispanos who succeeded in U.S. courts owned some
of the unusually large Mexican land grants. These ricos initially
enjoyed some social acceptance from their new neighbors, but saw
their influence decline over the century’s final decade.52

Palmer’s development companies issued reports that patroniz-
ingly suggested that “American” ownership of Pueblo’s hinterlands
saved the Mexicans by creating day-labor jobs that suited them better
than property ownership. He contended that residents of the Cuchara
Valley were “anxious to sell their land and find such employment.”53

The Denver & Rio Grande used the supposedly inefficient nature of
Hispano communities to justify building its own towns and bypassing
established communities such as Trinidad. The Improvement
Company told potential investors that “all Mexican towns” were
“poorly situated.” Their functional role in the regional economy
undermined and their mere presence marginalized, residents aban-
doned many communities. A Pueblo Board of Trade pamphlet
summed up the attitude of many whites toward the Native Americans
and Hispanos they replaced or marginalized: “all these [post-1859]
pioneers seemed to be sanguine in their search for speedy fortune; and
the Indian and the Mexican speedily receded before this tide of
emigration until ranches, mining camps, cities and towns sprung up
to give solidity, strength and beauty to one of the most inviting
sections of America.”54

Perhaps more than any other town, Pueblo’s history reveals the undu-
lations that cities experienced as members of a hierarchical system and
the types of internal and external tensions that shaped functional roles
within it. In its early days, Pueblo joined a string of front-range towns
that unsuccessfully challenged Denver for regional leadership. Over
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the next forty years, entrepreneurs who invested in Pueblo contested
Denver’s leadership within specific industrial sectors. They never
toppled the metropolis, but their city became an integral part of the
regional empire that many envisioned. Its smelters and steel works
stretched the influence of the front range across the West. Pueblo
emerged as the region’s and the West’s heavy manufacturing center,
while supporting increasingly more diverse agriculture. Despite the
cities’ competition and the persistence of some communal values
among farmers, most residents of Denver and Pueblo shared similar
concepts about societies, economies, and the nature that surrounded
them. Both quickly labeled those with differing visions and different
skin color as unproductive outsiders. And in usurping those outsiders’
lands and developing other natural resources, in transforming them
into commodities, these urbanites began to view their cities as natural
phenomena. Geography seemingly destined Pueblo and its front-
range sisters, Denver and Colorado Springs, to greatness, intimately
joining their enterprises with the ecosystems from which these riches
flowed.
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Long bloomed the wilderness, filling the air with fragrance
breathed only by wild beasts themselves, which came and
departed with no higher end or aim than to devour one
another, and to roam through the forests, as yet untrod by men
or gods. It was reserved for man alone, for the elevation of
mind and the immortality of intelligence, thus to transmute
the cinders and waste material of this world into the fine gold
which ministers to human culture.

William Gilpin, 1890

Their residents perceived Denver, Colorado Springs, and Pueblo as
cities of nature. The resources of their hinterlands combined with the
skills of their entrepreneurs and the timing of their settlement to deter-
mine their hierarchical positions within the urban system. These com-
munities imposed new human geographies, uniting the ecosystems of
the mountains and plains in overlapping processes of economic and
environmental change. Indeed, the existence and growth of these front-
range communities depended on their ability to extract, process, and
ship the region’s natural capital to distant markets, or in the case of
Colorado Springs, to lure health and wilderness consumers to its
threshold. Traditional histories boasted that such conversions repre-
sented the American mastery of nature, a fulfillment of manifest des-
tiny, or as Gilpin crowed, the transmutation of the “waste material of
this world into the fine gold which ministers to human culture.”
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Environmental historians pose alternative narratives. Among the
most influential, Donald Worster writes, “the drive for the economic
development of the West was often a ruthless assault on nature, and it
has left behind it much death, depletion, and ruin.” Acknowledging
this profound impact, William Cronon cautions that we carefully con-
sider the complexity of historical change: “One of the longstanding
impulses that environmentalism shares with its great ancestor, roman-
ticism, has been to see human societies, especially those affected by
capitalist urban-industrialism and the cultural forces of modernity, in
opposition to nature.” Modern humanity is assumed to be environ-
mentally unstable, corrupting, and malign. In his study of the
Columbia River, Richard White alternatively avoids a simple story
wherein “nature” disappears with the arrival of whites and industrial-
ization. He examines how changing notions of work, and the underly-
ing values they implied, defined human relations with the waterway.1

Complicated motives influenced resource usage and the related
struggles for control within the Denver region. Anglo-Americans
supplanted Indians and Hispanos. Cities competed for hinterlands.
Self-regulatory systems and tenets of traditionalism persisted even as
local entrepreneurs attempted to hold the reins of an emergent market
economy. Humans seemingly shaped the natural world in the service
of their communities and personal economies. Whether these efforts
reflected conventional chronicles of success, more recent recountings
of depletion, or some new story can only be determined by under-
standing what historical actors hoped to achieve when they initiated
environmental change. What values underlay their choices? Did the
intended economic and social benefits justify the frequent environ-
mental depredations? Did the actors anticipate all the consequences
they set in motion? If not, was their control of nature illusory?

At some level, all human beings alter the physical world to serve
their material needs. Historians have begun to deconstruct, for exam-
ple, popular stereotypes of “ecologically noble savages” that fail to
convey historically contingent, culturally constructed natural contexts.
The Plains Indians affected and were affected by environmental change.
Their religious culture fostered a belief in nature’s unlimited bounty,
while economic and defensive pressures pushed them into the bison
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market. They avidly participated, killing as many as necessary to
enhance their competitive trading position. Their activities, however,
unexpectedly contributed to the animal’s decline, one factor in the dec-
imation of their own communities.2 Gold-rush emigrants believed that
the region’s resources should provide necessities and luxuries, which
they defined differently than their predecessors. With denser, more
intensely commercial populations, their demands on the mountains
and plains surpassed those of the Indian cultures. Advanced technol-
ogy and the increased mobility of capital permitted more rapid, far-
ther-reaching environmental changes than anything the region previ-
ously experienced. One of the most profound alterations involved the
very removal of Native Americans and their value systems.

The new arrivals deemed as wasted any underdeveloped resources.
Within their own cultural constructs, they assumed that nature offered
infinite rewards and possessed restorative powers. Confident of their
progressive civilization, they believed that their activities actually
improved natural processes.3 Farmers and entrepreneurs like Henry
Porter preached that “rain follows the plow” and celebrated the changes
they initiated: “[T]he buffalo made the country arid in a long course of
years by tramping down and hardening the soil . . . in what was for-
merly known as the Great American Desert. When the farmers came
into the country and drove back the Indian and the buffalo and plowed
up the soil of the country, they reversed the operation by making the
whole country a reservoir to hold the rain and moisture and make the
country fertile and one of the most pleasant climates to live in.”4

Nineteenth-century agriculturalists supposed moisture a normal con-
dition, and aridity an aberration. Between 1865 and 1872, when the
region’s agrarian population remained relatively small, little rain fell.
Precipitation increased over the next twelve years just as the number
of farms more than tripled. Farmers concluded that they brought the
basic climate into a healthier equilibrium, although subsequent stud-
ies revealed a cyclical pattern of droughts on the plains. The farmers,
ranchers, and their urban backers had not stopped aridity, although as
part of their new human geography, they transformed the plains
through the substitution of sugar beets and cattle for indigenous flora
and fauna.5
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These were but a few of the environmental shifts compelled by a
complex amalgam of motives and actions. The contested transition of
this frontier region to a modern capitalist society involved the absorp-
tion of its natural capital into the nation’s manufacturing system.
Impatient to establish a competitive, autonomous economy, to diver-
sify and extend it to more distant hinterlands, Denverites and other
regional residents adopted an increasingly aggressive attitude toward
nature. Market values preponderated, but even the enduring elements
of a regulated society did little to secure equitable access to resources
or to temper their destructive exploitation.6 Irrigation and fencing
introduced under Union Colony’s utopian ideals still altered the feed-
ing and watering patterns of wild animals and cattle.

The north-south reorientation illustrated the utilitarianism that
drove resource development. Businessmen in Denver and her sister
cities maintained old ties and nurtured new ones with eastern metrop-
olises offering major sources of capital. At the same time, entrepre-
neurs in mining, railroads, agriculture, smelting, coal, and steel
looked to the Rocky Mountains and the continuation of the Rio
Grande Valley into Mexico as “a natural economic unit in a long longi-
tudinal productive area.”7 As they integrated the hinterlands of this
“organic” phenomenon into the marketplace, they linked them
together environmentally. Changes in one sphere signaled modifica-
tions of others. The exaggerated use of one fuel source such as timber
forced residents to turn to and deplete others like coal. Timber and
coal powered the industries that expanded regional boundaries. The
Denver Pacific pitched shares by emphasizing the coal fields within
the railroad’s land grant and the strands of trees adjacent to its tracks.
The Maxwell Land Grant Company vigorously promoted its forests
and the more efficient coal found in southern Colorado and northern
New Mexico.8

Wood equaled precious metals in its importance to the region’s
economic development. Americans used it for buildings, transporta-
tion, manufacturing, fuel, and chemicals. Timber also undergirded the
mining industry that produced the area’s most dramatic environmen-
tal changes. Denuded hills became the norm along the front range and
deeper in the mountains. In the early 1860s, Samuel Mallory used a
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cord, or 128 cubic feet of wood, each day in one Nevada City quartz
mill. In one year alone, another relatively small operation,
Georgetown’s Silver Reduction Works, purchased 1,000 cords and
4,500 bushels of charcoal (created by charring wood in an airless
kiln). Wooden toll roads provided access to the camps. Wood-burn-
ing stoves heated miners’ cabins. Railroads replaced wooden ties every
five years, and as they reached the camps, combustible refuse from
their engines sparked frequent forest fires.9 Placing a premium on
mining production, few residents regretted the deforestation and other
environmental damage described by rancher James Hoy:

From the upper end of the [Central] city, we had a
chance to view the country around about and a most
dreary aspect it was; no green trees, no Indians, no
bears, nor deer nor elk! No birds ever, no water fowl,
no fish or anything in sight worthwhile. Here and
there were ten, twenty, forty acre tracts of slashed
pines; elsewhere stumps, ragged rocks, huge boulders,
desolate, abandoned even by snakes and owls; fit only
for gold mad men . . . This was a gold mining camp
with no gold in sight to glitter and blind the eyes.10

Touring Colorado and Utah for potential investors, mining engineer
Alfred Rockwell echoed Hoy’s assessment of Central City. “The little
houses and cabins are stuck up on the hillside like in Switzerland
without any of the picturesque effects . . . There is not a blade of grass
to be seen, but the hillsides are dug over and burrowed . . . The result
is desolation and complete destruction of nature.” With respect to
Georgetown, he added, “There is no softness to contrast with the
roughness—no cultivation and wherever man has been he has done
his best to strip off what natural beauty of vegetation there was.”11 In
California Gulch, one of Golden’s founders, Mark Blunt, declared:

It is astonishing to behold the change wrought by
man’s search for the “shining ore.” Where a few
months ago stood the primeval forest through which
wild deer roamed and drank in safety at the crystal
stream which here swept gracefully among the trees
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and there bounded merrily over the rocks, all is
changed . . . On each side of the gulch instead of
“pyramids of green” now appear long rows of log
houses.12

Wood fueled the industries that serviced mining and supported its
physical infrastructure. Placer mining sought the recovery of particles
of gold or silver from exposed veins. Romantic notions invoke images
of prospectors panning along a sunlit mountain stream, such as those
in the painting that adorns Colorado’s capitol rotunda. In reality, large-
scale, capital-intensive enterprises swallowed substantial timber
resources and transformed the landscape. Prospectors and, soon
thereafter, mining and ditch companies diverted streams from their
customary courses, laying bare riverbeds that might contain flakes of
precious metal. Miners sometimes torched trees to find buried placers.
More frequently, ditches carried water miles away to remove soil and
reveal nuggets left behind by long-extinct rivers. Forests yielded the
necessary construction materials. Countless trees fell, reshaped as
sluices, troughs, and flumes for the tens of thousands of claims litter-
ing western mountains. Other companies built boom dams that
avalanched water over downhill placers. While these rarely unlocked
significant riches, they always upset the soil and destroyed whatever
trees and other vegetation lay in their wake.13

The wood demands of lode mining surpassed those of placer
deposits. Underground lodes contained several veins of metal below
bedrock. Initially, a few miners might reach shallow ores with a hand-
operated windlass, but rock formations deeper in the earth required
corporate capital to finance more elaborate operations. Timbers
supported the shafts and adits from the surface and the miles of multi-
level tunnels that crisscrossed beneath. Charcoal and cordwood
powered steam-driven equipment—hoists, air compressors, and the
pumps that drained excess groundwater. Principles of localism and a
regulated society persisted in the limited size of claims and the side-
line doctrine that dominated western mining long after the 1872
federal law. These created more opportunities, but broadened the
damage. More companies worked the land. Instead of one central
shaft from the apex, multitudes of miners created portals to the under-
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Figure 16. Central City, Colorado. Platted by Denver’s William
Byers, Central City was one of the earliest Clear Creek camps
and the main supply center for the district. The deforestation,
scarcity of animals, and scarred hillsides described by visitors
were evident in the town’s first decade. Photograph by Harry
Lake. Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History
Collection.



ground. As assayist Stuart Lindley remarked, “the mines [of Leadville]
are very thick seeming to cover the hills and gulches.” Yet, even as
they watched the depletion of resources, boosters still assumed
nature’s endless abundance. One Leadville pamphlet asked, “If then,
lode mining has flourished in Cornwall for over 2,000 years, and still
flourishes, then what hesitation should there be in regarding Leadville
as a permanency, surrounded as she is by all the appliances of civi-
lization?” The promoter never acknowledged that most of the two
millennia in Cornwall preceded industrialization. The “appliances of
civilization,” steam-powered mining equipment manufactured in
Denver, accelerated the scale and rate of environmental change. By
1896, eight Colorado counties alone identified almost 150,000 lode
mines. Some claims were never patented and others were abandoned
or consolidated over the years, but places such as Clear Creek and
Gilpin counties, home to the Rockies’ earliest diggings, painted a
portrait of ecological chaos by the turn of the century.14

Early agriculturalists in the mountain parks and front-range
valleys contributed to deforestation, although not on the same scale as
mining. Farmers removed trees to plant crops near water. Domestic
livestock, particularly sheep, rooted out bushes and saplings. Growing
front-range cities developed unquenchable appetites for fuel and
wooden buildings, sidewalks, and roads. Small Denver sawmills
processed timber and shipped it across the region. The plains were
particularly bereft of trees. Union Colony claimed supposedly “inex-
haustible supplies from thirty to sixty miles west along the Cache-La-
Poudre in the mountains,” but farming communities in eastern
Colorado and New Mexico and western Kansas and Nebraska looked
to Denver mills to supply their basic needs. In later decades, as one
local newspaper reported, Denver and Pueblo smelters “used prodi-
gious quantities of wood in the production of charcoal necessary to
their operations.”15

Regional actors acknowledged the ecological changes they
imposed, but accepted and even celebrated them. Senator Henry Teller
captured the prevailing attitude:

We have destroyed some timber in Colorado, but we
have added to the sum of human happiness by doing
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Map 3. Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties, Colorado. This is only
the northeast section of James Underhill’s large map (c. 1902) of
the two counties that were home to the first gold rush and various
strikes over the next forty years. It reveals the chaos that defined
mining camps and added to environmental degradation. Courtesy
of Denver Public Library, Western History Collection.



so. We have put into the commerce of the world a
billion dollars worth of gold and silver, and we have
made homes for thousands and thousands of men, and
we have built up a civilization that cannot be beaten in
any part of the world . . . we have something better
than timber to show for it. We have schools and
colleges and churches and hospitals and all the appli-
ances of civilization. . . . If we have cut off the pine,
we have made a hundred orchards where we have
made a hill bare.16

Constituents frequently complained to Teller that the federal govern-
ment denied them an even larger share of the timber market. One resi-
dent advised, “our [state] legislature is the only body that understands
this timber question. The public interest will be better served under
their management than by men who never saw Colorado.” Lumber
entrepreneurs assumed that the transfer of forest lands to state control
would facilitate private access and reasonable development of
resources, as defined by the market. Others, including members of the
Colorado State Horticultural and Forestry Association, supported state
management, blaming the federal government’s lax fire protection,
instead of their neighbors’ exploitation, for watershed damage.17

Mining entrepreneurs proudly displayed their usurpation of forest
land. The vertically integrated systems that Denver’s Chaffee, Moffat,
and Smith brought to Leadville, the San Juans, and Cripple Creek
depended on the capture of timber. It remained the single greatest
expense in any mining venture. Towns across the mountains published
brochures highlighting their mastery of the terrain through the impo-
sition of these appliances of civilization. Silver Plume’s boosters embod-
ied such brashness. In their propaganda materials, they explained, “Our
object in issuing this pamphlet is not of vain glory, but of legitimate
pride of our immense treasure vaults.” They offered photographs of the
district’s successful operations as symbols of their domination, indus-
trial progress, and profitability. The image of the Seven-Thirty Mines
was both typical and striking in its revelations. Workers sit among a few
scattered buildings, piles of tailings, and towering stacks of felled trees.
The timber-lined adit and drainage tunnel are visible. In the back-
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Figure 17. Seven-Thirty Mine, Silver Plume, Colorado. The Silver
Plume Board of Mines and Trade celebrated such images in
materials for prospective investors, residents, and tourists,
showing little concern about the loss of vegetation and devastation
of the ecosystem. Silver Plume Mines and Scenery [1902].
Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History Collection.



ground, the hillside stands stripped of plant and animal life. Control of
timber resources signified prosperity.18

In their pursuit of profits, mining entrepreneurs purposely mod-
ified the mountain landscapes, but in an increasingly integrated and
diversified economy, the effects of this environmental devastation
reached across ecosystems. In 1905, the state engineer testified that less
than 20 percent of the original forest remained in Colorado. Enos Mills,
the western author closely associated with the founding of Rocky
Mountain National Park, offered a more dire assessment. Of thirty-five
thousand square miles of forests when gold was discovered, he
asserted, only five thousand remained. Historian James Sherow
describes how deforestation in the upper Arkansas River Valley water-
shed reduced the flow to downstream irrigators. Without the protec-
tion of large trees, wind and sun reduced the winter snowpack long
before warm spring weather and interrupted the steady stream of water
to agricultural areas. Salinity, siltation, and decreased production
plagued the plains and western slope. Although farmers rarely factored
how their own irrigation practices, livestock, and crop selection
affected water resources, they understood the relation between forests
and rivers, and inserted themselves in the political debates on water.

It is not the irrigation ditches of Colorado that cause
the Platte to run dry in Nebraska, the Arkansas in
Kansas, and the Rio Grande in New Mexico; it is
rather the destruction of the forests which have
deprived the sources of supply of their natural protec-
tion, and thus permanently changed the character of
our mountain streams.19

Cognizant of the importance of both watersheds and timber as a
commodity, framers of Colorado’s constitution in 1876 included
Article 18, directing the General Assembly “to prevent the destruction
of and to keep in good preservation the forests upon the lands of the
State.” Despite this affirmative duty, the legislature waited until 1884
“to establish a system of forest protection” when timber shortages and
other catastrophes prompted the appointment of a forest commis-
sioner. He observed:
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Disastrous droughts, floods, snow and landslides . . .
climatic changes, failure of crops, and other evils, can
also be referred to this same cause. . . . In the Rocky
Mountain region, where vegetation can be maintained
only in the face of many difficulties, it is doubtful
whether the native woodlands can ever be restored to
their original state. Hence, it is clearly our duty to
preserve the few remaining trees, and to plant trees . . .
wherever they can be made to grow.20

Forest conservators at this time intended to benefit humans more than
nature, and the commissioner’s initial comments revealed the diversity
of human activities that regional forests might serve. Agriculture had
become more important financially, while its participants provided a
stabilizing social element. Consequently, the commissioner recognized
forest functions separate from the extraction of wood and prioritized
farmers’ water needs ahead of the interests of mining.

In 1893, Colorado’s Populist governor, Davis Waite, formed a
board “to protect and promote the horticultural interests of the state
by making regulations.” He related changes in his boyhood Kansas
home where deforestation diminished the productive capacity of fruit
orchards. In addition to the troubled economy, Waite mostly
bemoaned the societal changes that followed failed farms. He found
prosperity, beauty, and stability in the western slope’s fruit-growing
communities, and hoped to ensure that the state preserved forests that
protected them and the cultural landscapes he cherished. Historian
Donald Pisani explains that the moral component in Colorado’s forest
policies appeared across the nation by the 1880s. In addition to
timber shortages and the disruptions in water flow, officials fretted
about the social impact of this waste. In the romantic literature of the
late nineteenth century, western mountains and their forests seemed
to offer the last primeval wilderness, places of restoration and sublim-
ity. The destruction of trees and consequent “violation of nature’s law,”
Pisani argues, threatened “the material and spiritual foundation of
American civilization.”21

The appointment of a state forest commissioner, however, did
little to stop the degradation of regional forests. Denver entrepreneurs
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already drew on extensive timber resources in Wyoming and New
Mexico. Moreover, the system limited the commissioner’s authority by
leaving his office underfunded and understaffed. State laws required
that a few officers prevent depredations and forest fires, but forbid
them from interfering with domestic, mining, or agricultural uses that
fostered the decimation. The federal government permitted similar
practices on its public domain, and even granted railroads easements
to cut wood on vacant lands. In the early 1900s, as private forests
grew scarcer, Congress shifted policies and placed a fifth of Colorado’s
remaining timber under the Forest Service and its stricter rules. Teller
and others complained that regulations still undermined the region’s
society and economy by precluding homesteaders and prospectors,
although others could cut trees in national forests under certain
circumstances.22

As they depleted their Rocky Mountain storehouses and faced
more restrictive regulations, Denverites looked for new sources.
Regional railroads, which played a large role in sapping nearby fuel
sources, helped secure supplies from more distant hinterlands while
expanding the metropolis’s sphere of influence. John Evans assured
shareholders that the Denver & New Orleans Railroad “will bring the
products of the extensive forests of valuable timbers of Texas, so
greatly needed in Colorado.” The Cripple Creek fields opened in the
1890s in an area with limited timber stores due to low precipitation
and earlier lumbering. With these shortages, mining entrepreneurs
turned to the New Mexican forests lining the tracks of the Denver &
Rio Grande or the Santa Fe Railroad.23

Mining’s impact on mountainous environments involved more
than deforestation. The geology and geomorphic history of each area
dictated the form of mining. Although employed more often in the
Sierras that paid tribute to San Francisco, hydraulic mining shaped
some of Denver’s regional landscapes. Perhaps the most damaging
mining method, hydraulicking required huge amounts of water. Boom
dams held large reservoirs, allowing cannons, or monitors, to release
water under great pressure. It pierced stone and dislodged soil, liter-
ally washing hills and mountains into ravines and rivers. Companies
intermittently used this system throughout the Rockies and the Rio
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Grande valley, in Idaho, Montana, Utah, New Mexico, and most
mining counties in Colorado, although a lack of water limited
hydraulicking in parts of the Southwest. Faster than traditional meth-
ods, it reduced labor costs by as much as 90 percent. In the 1890s,
another new technique, dredging, moved entire streams from their
original courses to reveal the bed. Flat valleys metamorphosed into
parallel ridges as the dredge, a steam-powered earthmover, rede-
posited gravel in large symmetrical piles. Redirected waterways filled
multiple channels, cutting man-made ridges between the discarded
heaps of stone.24

Proximity to mining operations also forced prospectors and spec-
ulators to locate their camps on terrain ill suited for significant human
habitation under nineteenth-century notions of town platting. Cripple
Creek typified the problem. Its streets dipped and rose as they crossed
the broken slopes of the rugged mountainside. The main thoroughfare
sloped so steeply that it separated into two terraced lanes, one fifteen
feet above the other and supported by a retaining wall. Town builders
partially filled the creek, which became a gutter for garbage and
sewage from an ore concentration mill. With this essential artery
clogged, prospectors working downstream dynamited rock forma-
tions to create new water routes to their claims.25

Piles of mine tailings became a common landscape element in
mining hinterlands. Fifty years after the Cripple Creek discoveries, the
Colorado Springs’s Gazette-Telegrapher observed, “Small, round,
somewhat evenly spaced, and semi-symmetrical piles of rock and
gravel dot the area, the refuse of rock discarded in the search for valu-
able ore.” Reduction works heaped smoldering slag (silicate formed
during smelting) around the camps. Surrounding hills, denuded and
scarred with cut marks, trapped railroad smoke with the sulphurous
fumes and coal dust from mills and mines, destroying what little vege-
tation survived deforestation. Cyanide and other chemicals used by
smelters seeped into the groundwater or were dumped in nearby
waterways. Toxic topsoil could not sustain new growth. Drainage
tunnels pumped out groundwater that gathered in subterranean
passages. Eroded embankments filled streams with sediment, joining
the other mining debris. As early as 1861, Blunt described the waters
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Figure 18. Hydraulic Mining in the San Juans. The most
destructive form of placer mining, hydraulicking releases high-
powered jets of water aimed at the sides of hills and mountains.
These methods eroded embankments and clogged mountain
streams with silt. Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western
History Collection.



of California Gulch to his relatives: “The sparkling brook is now a
muddy ditch, bound and fettered; being compelled by man to assist
in the extraction of the precious ore and to leave its old familiar ways
and to flow sluggishly through ditches, flumes and sluices.” Thirty
years later, little had improved. A Wisconsin visitor to Clear Creek
noted that “if this is a specimen of your clear creeks, I’d like to see one
of the muddy ones.” In other communities, miners dangerously
expanded natural underground chasms or opened unstable artificial
ones, bequeathing subsidences to their descendants.26

Similarly exhaustive methods appeared in coal mining. Colorado,
Wyoming, and northern New Mexico contained the best coking coal
west of the Alleghenies, and the only anthracite coal, locked in the earth
near Crested Butte. Coal had an immediate value in an industrializing
United States. Production in Colorado alone increased from 70,000
tons in 1873 to 3,900,000 tons twenty years later, fueling the indus-
tries that reoriented the local economy and extended the influence of
its entrepreneurs. Coal from the region powered the machines in dis-
tant hinterlands as Denverites opened mines, sampling agencies, and
small smelters in Butte, Salt Lake City, El Paso, or Mexico City. And in
the increasingly integrated economy, expansive coal production related,
in part, to the decimation of trees. In the 1870s, a lack of timber caused
fuel shortages and stimulated higher prices for charcoal. People turned
to coal, which the extension of the Denver & Rio Grande and other
railroads seemingly brought into an almost limitless supply.27

Yet, by 1883, mismanagement of these resources by private owners
prompted Colorado’s general assembly to implement a regulatory
scheme to control abuses of nature and labor. The first law allowed
miners to examine scales used to weigh coal because the amount they
produced partially determined their wages. When superintendents
refused to accommodate weighmen and the state failed to enforce its
law, miners organized a protracted statewide strike. The Knights of
Labor volunteered to establish a conciliation board. Not surprisingly,
the companies (Colorado Coal & Iron, the Union Pacific, and the Santa
Fe) that controlled seven-eighths of regional production rejected the
offer, and this effort at accommodation, or self-regulation, collapsed.
With acrimonious labor-management relations and production dis-
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ruptions, the state created the office of a State Inspector of Coal Mines
in February 1884. His job was to regulate the mines, secure employ-
ees’ health and safety, and promote the state’s coal interests—at times
contradictory goals. Poor drainage and ventilation endangered work-
ers, but Inspector John McNeil emphasized economic losses attributa-
ble to inefficient mining techniques in his opening statement. The
owners had harvested coal “in a rude, miserable and even reckless
manner,” leaving pillars of fuel unrecoverable. “Thousands of tons of
coal are lost to the State, the land owner and the operator annually, the
object being only the immediate extraction of the coal in view, and
every applied exertion becomes a barrier to the end of placing a mine
upon the plane of its fullest producing capacity.”28

McNeil averred that in seeking quick profits, private operators
employed extraction methods that removed only the immediately
accessible coal, undermining the industry’s long-term gains. Coal
located in deeper beds required more time-consuming techniques, and
earlier recklessness made it difficult and dangerous to recoup. With
greater labor organization within the industry, annual reports also con-
tained data on accidents and suggested regulatory standards, but
inspectors rarely touched on far-reaching environmental effects attrib-
utable to such methods as these were not their responsibilities.29 Some
contemporary commentators, however, questioned the principles guid-
ing local operators and the damage to nature. Troubled by changes at
Crested Butte, Helen Hunt Jackson pessimistically remarked,

There is no accounting for differences in values; no
adjusting for them either, unluckily. The men who are
digging, coking, selling the coal opposite the aster
field, do not see the asters; the prospectors hammering
away high up above the foaming, splashing, sparkling
torrent of the O-Be-Joyful water do not know where it
is amber and where it is white, or care for it unless
they need a drink.30

While coal mining and coking enveloped towns like Crested Butte in
gritty soot, few local residents shared Jackson’s moral sensibilities.
They accepted smoke over the asters. It signified progress and pros-
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perity. Entrepreneurs intended to alter their natural world, and
believed they advanced the region, as well as their own fortunes, by
developing these resources. Coal mines and coke ovens irreparably
tainted Coal and Baxter creeks and left Elk Mountain stripped of vege-
tation, but these were the reasonable costs of doing business. Crested
Butte offered multiple strata of coal that needed to be developed.31

Durango’s denizens similarly viewed the appliances of the coal indus-
try as necessary and as modern improvements of nature. They appre-
ciated the deleterious health effects of pollution and tried to minimize
them by building the smelter outside town, but they lacked the tech-
nology to clean the air and its growing population soon reached the
plant’s doorstep. In Newcastle, Colorado, layers of sandstones, shales,
and fossil shells contained seams of coal as narrow as twenty inches or
as wide as forty feet. Miners and machines worked at different levels
from 400 to 1,660 feet below the mountaintop. As in lode mining, the
expansion of natural underground chasms and the creation of artificial
ones altered the internal environment. Groundwater utilized subter-
ranean channels for thousands of years, and now seeped into
manmade chambers as well, weakening mine structures and threaten-
ing miners and production. Surface subsidences regularly developed.
In other areas, primitive strip-mining techniques left behind gouged
hillsides devoid of flora and fauna.32 And laborers in search of steady
employment chose these towns because of their economic opportuni-
ties and despite their pollution.

Smokestacks in Denver, Pueblo, and these industrial communi-
ties emitted the same dirt that fouled the skies of eastern industrial
metropolises, although perhaps with greater density when trapped by
surrounding mountains. Pamphlets from Pueblo’s Board of Trade
emphasized images of smelters and steel works expelling noxious
fumes. A railroad photograph boosting Leadville’s smelters revealed
denuded hills, even as smokestack refuse obscured the city. The
region’s producers and consumers understood the centrality of coal to
their competitiveness with other parts of the nation. “Emancipation by
machines and fusion by railroads, reinforced by a proper climatology,
are here united to urge on our people in the channels of uninterrupted
progress,” Gilpin recalled. Entrepreneurs and laborers alike rarely
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shied away from the environmental consequences that suggested the
region’s shift from the periphery to the core of the national economy.33

Haphazard coal-mining methods, however, caused environmen-
tal problems that nineteenth-century technology could not contain.
Fires in gobs (spaces where coal had been mined, but combustible
refuse remained) created a grave predicament. A coal mine in Boulder
County burned for twenty-five years, extending over many under-
ground acres and wasting tens of thousands of tons of coal. Carbon,
sulfur, and other gases permeated the surface through chimneys,
spreading noxious fumes that destroyed vegetation, affected human
health, and sculpted a landscape reminiscent of “burning volcanoes.”
This conflagration was extreme, but gob fires occurred regularly. In the
1880s, regional coal operators often responded by abandoning these
mines and others that flooded due to poor drainage. They overworked
more productive mines, or developed new ones throughout Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, following the same practices that
inhibited future profits and placed workers and local ecosystems at
risk.34 “Moving on” became a common entrepreneurial response to
environmental crises. Given the extractive nature of many economic
activities, potential resource exhaustion presented an impediment to
further growth. Local businessmen did not possess the luxury of time
or money, nor the cultural context, to contemplate the implications for
nature. They needed to act, and act quickly, to expand investment
opportunities and locate hinterlands that replaced depleted resources.
Smoke pollution, subsidences, gob fires, and other damages consti-
tuted acceptable and expected costs in the purposeful exploitation of
valuable resources.

In the alteration of the natural world that accompanied their
struggle for competitiveness, regional bankers, miners, timbermen,
and farmers also generated unanticipated environmental changes that
limited future activities just as careless practices inhibited further
development of some coal mines. While constructing a new human
geography in the pursuit of their imperial vision, local actors assumed
that their efforts and industrialization itself advanced nature, putting
its resources to their most productive uses. In ignoring its limits, they
discovered that nature could be unforgiving.35 For example, large
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human migrations, deforestation, the introduction of domestic live-
stock, and the diversion and pollution of mountain streams sabotaged
indigenous animals and fish. In response to these unexpected changes
in regional fauna, western states authorized regulatory agencies to
restore the balance of nature, “recreate” lost species, and shape tourist
landscapes for recreational hunting and fishing. Game and fish soon
became pawns in the market economy and in humans’ often vexing
struggles to govern nature.

Overland accounts during the early gold-rush years abounded
with descriptions of the diverse abundance of animals on the plains
and in the mountains. In 1859, Harry Faulkner compared the plains
to a barn yard because “buffalo manure covers the land for millions of
acres.” John Hartzell wrote his family, “I have seen more than two
thousand buffaloes and hundreds of deer and grate [sic] many
wolves.” Farmer George Hodgson recalled that “in addition to the
herds of cattle there were thousands of buffalo on the range in north-
eastern Colorado . . . At times as many as 100 antelope could be seen
in one herd. There were also many white-tailed deer along the creeks
in those days.”36 Blunt spotted a black bear in the mountains, and told
his sister that wild deer roamed nearby forests. “Game was wonder-
fully plenty when the [California] gulch was first discovered; they
used to shoot deer right from their cabin doors.” On visits to different
districts, Samuel Mallory saw duck, grouse, curlew, trout, bear, elk,
deer, antelopes, bison, and smaller game. On one journey, he “had the
pleasure of killing two wild turkeys.” Edward Garbutt, a North Park
farmer, found himself “in the vicinity of such large game such as
buffalo, elk, deer, bear, antelope, etc. that it is hard to resist.” Dunham
Wright hunted elk and bighorn sheep with Joel Estes in the mountain
park that would bear the latter’s name.37

By 1870, however, wild animals became less visible on the plains,
although evidence of their past participation remained. On his first
western trip, Peter Scott saw only two antelope and fifty bison, at which
his party immediately fired. He described the grasslands as “literally
covered with bones, carcasses in every stage of decay.” Traveling to
Longmont, Chicago-Colorado Colony member Seth Terry observed
“lots of dead buffalo—hundreds.” Terry staked out Longmont’s town-
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site with buffalo horns.38 Worster contends that many historians, influ-
enced by anthropocentrism, fail to consider “a veritable holocaust” and
“a landscape littered with skulls and bones, drenched in blood.” In con-
sidering such issues, historian Elliott West emphasizes the “connect-
edness” of life in the West.39 Many factors played a role in the dissi-
pating native animal populations on the plains, including the substi-
tution of cash crops for indigenous flora, the introduction of domestic
livestock, irrigation projects that altered riparian systems, and fences
that blocked access to water. Deforestation stripped the mountains of
vegetation while human populations crowded into the valleys and
mountain parks that once provided refuge for foraging animals.

Yet overhunting initially received the greatest attention as the
cause of the problem. During the gold-rush days, in a predominantly
male, transient, and occasionally violent society, hunting provided a
diversion and supplemented the sometimes meager, always expensive
foodstuffs shipped to mountain camps. Noting the abundance of deer
in California Gulch, Blunt added, “It was provident that it was so, for
there was no chance to buy provisions there then and many must have
gone hungry if it had not been for the game.” Market hunters fed
front-range cities. Plentiful game sold for as little as two cents a pound
even as railroad construction crews created a heavier demand at the
end of the first decade. Facing narrow profit margins, market hunters
killed large quantities, delivering more meat than necessary in
summer and too little in winter.40 The forces of supply and demand
intermingled with a reckless disregard for nonhuman communities.
Killing for the sport explained only some of the decaying carcasses
that Scott and Terry espied, but residents worried by 1870 that certain
species faced annihilation and sought regulations to protect them,
much as territorial laws protected fish since the early 1860s. A
grasshopper infestation in 1866 devastated crops. Farmers concluded
that the killing of orioles, flycatchers, and other insectivorous birds
eliminated a natural check on these insects. Focusing on “the wasteful
cruelty and unsportsmanlike attributes which seem to characterize the
professional hunter and the orthodox tourist,” the territorial legisla-
ture passed the first law imposing fines for killing listed animals and
birds out of season.41 Market and recreational hunting needed to be
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regulated to protect regional agriculture at Greeley and other loca-
tions. Life in the West, as in all regions, was connected.

The disappearance of wild animals associated with new human
geographies on the plains, however, went far beyond reckless hunting.
Large herds of cattle and smaller numbers of sheep, horses, and mules
reveled in its grasses. In the open-range era, stock roamed freely on
the plains from Montana to Texas. For southern Colorado and north-
ern New Mexico, for example, Pueblo became “the base of supplies
and monetary and residential center for an almost boundless pastoral
region.” In little more than a decade, some fifty thousand sheep grazed
nearby, while large parts of the Arkansas Valley had been converted to
wheat. Scott mentioned that his traveling party killed a buffalo, but
ten days later, while exploring Trinidad, he made a more revealing
observation about the growing agricultural hinterlands: “sheep and
cattle are extensively herded . . . Hay is cut in a place or two. There is
no fence as everyone herds their stock. Cattle and horses thrive well
on the grass and hogs on the acorns. Mr. S. has 300 cattle kept by two
Mexican herders.”42

Dramatic changes in flora and fauna also accompanied communal
farming to the north. In its first year alone, Union Colony at Greeley
introduced wheat, corn, hay, oats, barley, potatoes, and fruit trees,
although the last failed. They brought dairy cows, and maintained small
cattle herds and flocks of sheep. Hogs trampled native herbage. The
Chicago-Colorado Colony mimicked Greeley’s production, and planted
twenty thousand shade trees to beautify Longmont—elms, maples, box
elders, and scotch larches that absorbed large amounts of water. At the
same time, Denver Board of Trade bulletins emphasized the pasturage
potential of the plains by stressing “the innumerable herds of buffalo,
elk, antelope, and deer which have from time innumerable subsisted”
there.43 Consequently, indigenous animals competed with domestic
livestock just as new farms replaced more and more native grasslands.
Whether the agriculturalists and their boosters appreciated the possi-
ble extinction of some species, they knew that these wild animals
shared the grasslands. Their vision of a healthy, sustainable relation-
ship with nature simply privileged more economically productive ani-
mals and plants.
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Deforestation, polluted streams, and the loss of vegetation associ-
ated with mining put more pressure on wild game. In the fertile
valleys and mountain parks, wild beasts competed with domestic
animals again. Summit County ranchers raised Herefords, sheep,
horses, and mules for sale, and swine and poultry for domestic
consumption. To maintain their stock in the winter, they added timo-
thy hay, clover, alfalfa, and wild grasses. In summer, livestock grazed
for free on federal lands where they had an advantage over nondo-
mestic animals with insufficient winter forage. Hodgson recalled, “As
a result of this human invasion, the wild game steadily diminished.”44

Private organizations and state and federal agencies confirmed
this anecdotal evidence of dramatic environmental change. The Stock
Growers Association reported that the first cattle boom placed
147,000 head on Colorado’s plains. Cattle, sheep, and horses in
Colorado grew eightfold by 1880, while farmers added dairy cows,
goats, and swine to the mix, bringing total domestic grazers to nearly
1,500,000. By 1895, ranchers set aside almost 3,400,000 acres for
pasturage, and farmers placed another 4,000,000 under irrigation,
cultivating half of those with more than forty new crops that
supplanted native grasses and plants. Comparable data on the deer,
antelope, and elk that preceded this new human geography do not
exist, but these numbers suggest that the region supported substantial
wildlife populations before rapid, expansive, and all-encompassing
exercises of species shifting superseded their sustenance. Alien organ-
isms captured the regional ecosystems.45 In introducing new species
and extracting resources for trade, residents built a market structure
that redefined the value of various plants and animals. As their
harvests and livestock helped created their “natural economic unit,”
they increasingly viewed indigenous creatures as intruders.

Some intruders gained greater acceptance with the expansion of
regional tourism, and attempts to facilitate this trade and other
economic interests grounded the regulation of hunting that followed.
In the 1860s, the Earl of Dunraven created a private hunting preserve
near Estes Park, publicizing the area for recreational hunting and
camping. Although the Earl moved on, interest remained and the
upscale Estes Park Hotel appeared in 1877. Like Palmer and his
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Colorado Springs associates, new entrepreneurs stepped forward to
lure members of the leisure class who sought the quintessential
wilderness experience in the challenge of the hunt. Denver’s James
Dexter used trout and salmon fishing to promote his Inter-Laken
Hotel at Twin Lakes.46 Territorial officials tried to support tourist activ-
ities by restoring particular animal populations and reversing some of
the environmental changes generated by the complex interactions of
other economic and social activities introduced after 1858. Economic
realities dictated how, when, and which species received protection.
The first was fish. Unlike settlers in the Pacific Northwest who
disliked native salmon, early prospectors in the Denver region enjoyed
the freshwater trout and walleye pike that abundantly filled local
streams. Denver provided a ready market, prompting eager prospec-
tors to set up nets, baskets, and seines. These devices remained in
place for days with many fish rotting before they were retrieved. The
traps captured so many fish that supply soon outweighed demand. In
1861, the territorial legislature banned them. Local deputies rarely
indicted their neighbors for violations, so enforcement of this law was
spotty, but it represented the first assertion of the state’s authority over
natural resources.47

Activities, which initially seemed to offer greater wealth,
impacted native fish. Placer mining required the movement of
streams, and with lode mining the number and size of diversions
increased. The debris from mining and ore processing filled fish habi-
tats with toxic substances. When discovered in large amounts and
reached with relative ease, ores offered more profits than fish.
Nonetheless, the territorial legislature repeatedly tried to protect this
fragile living resource from the impact of human activity. It required
in 1870 that artificial waterways obstructions provide passageways for
migrating fish. After it was learned that sawdust killed fish, statutes
outlawed dumping by lumber mills.48 Farmers’ irrigating ditches in
mountain parks became unintentional traps, destroying millions of
trout annually. Recognizing both the economic and social value of
farming, the fish commissioner concluded that “it would be a suicidal
policy to in any way hinder agricultural development.” He recom-
mended a screen that might direct fish to another channel, and
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suggested that when the fish migrated, the water to ditches be turned
off, allowing them to travel upstream. Farmers resisted any interfer-
ence with their water practices.49

For some citizens, fish also provided food, income, or both. Barred
from using traps, they turned to a “poisonous, deleterious or stupefy-
ing drug or explosive substance.” Although prohibited by law, such
practices proved difficult to trace and continued as late as 1886. The
commissioner observed, “The most flagrant and outrageous of these is
the use of explosives. Explosives are not only cruel and barbarous, but
they work a very serious injury to the fish interests of the state. They
secure the wholesale destruction without giving any adequate return
to those using them.” Frequently, “dynamite was placed under the ice
of a lake, and every fish in the lake killed, when it was impossible for
the heathen who did it, to secure one in ten thousand of those killed.”50

Commissioners worried especially about young fish newly planted in
streams. Given the poor compliance with and enforcement of laws,
declining fish resources prompted western states like Colorado to
opened hatcheries. These ensured “to all her citizens a wholesome and
cheap food, and one that is prized by all classes.” Fisheries raised carp,
trout, and pike among others and delivered them to both public lakes
and private reservoirs. Some eggs came from regional streams; others,
like Ohio’s black bass, came from distant locales.51

Everyone in the region did not embrace the principles of conser-
vation inherent in the hatcheries. In 1894, Commissioner W. R.
Calicotte reported: “Public sentiment was not in sympathy with the
work. There seemed to be an idea that the business was conducted in
the interests of a few sporting men from Denver, and other cities in
and out of the state. At Twin Lakes, this feeling was so marked that it
became necessary to guard the traps for catching spawners by day and
by night to prevent their threatened destruction by citizens.”52

Populist Governor Waite appointed Calicotte, who criticized his pred-
ecessor, Gordon Land, for “wining and dining” and “accepting courte-
sies” from wealthy sportsmen and tourists. Issues of class frequently
defined nineteenth-century conservation movements in the United
States. As commercial and industrial forces altered the migration of
fish and animals, fewer people procured game as part of their house-
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hold consumption. Those who did tended to be poor, to live in rural
areas, and to resist these regulations. Colorado hatcheries expected to
produce five million fish per year by 1894. Taken as a measure of
success by their promoters, these figures revealed continuing prob-
lems with depletions by poachers and poisonous dumpings, and the
difficulties of restoring nature. Hatcheries needed to maintain high
levels of production simply to keep recreational and commercial fish-
ing afloat.53

Comparable laws protecting game animals and birds disclosed
mixed motives and preferences for particular businesses and favored
creatures. Antelope, elk, and deer gained much of their weight during
the summer, but the hunting season established in 1876 began in June
and continued through November, coinciding with the most popular
time for tourist travel. In related advertising campaigns, railroads and
local hotels organized camping trips for their guests, further disrupt-
ing foraging patterns. At the same time, the legislature catered to the
livestock industry by placing bounties on wolves and coyotes at fifty
cents a scalp. Lacking a systematic, ecologically based approach, these
regulations did little to prevent the decline of some native animal
populations, in part because officials still assumed that uncontrolled
market hunting caused near-extinctions rather than contemplating the
complex factors involved in species shifting. The law protecting live-
stock from wolves and coyotes removed a natural predatory check on
antelope, deer, and elk, whose populations grew in some areas,
although not necessarily those frequented by touring hunters. Mining,
cultivation, and deforestation limited food sources and forced these
animals to compete with domestic livestock for grazing lands on the
public domain and private lands. At the same time, recreational
hunters complained about the size and health of their targets. By
1885, and over objections from local ranchers, state officials
addressed these imbalances with a seasonal system that replaced
bounties on predators. Despite a series of regulations, the state found
it difficult to permanently control animal populations. Bighorn sheep
nearly vanished by 1877. Three years later, the state declared bison
extinct in North Park, once home to large herds but now covered with
cattle ranches, commercial farms, and irrigation ditches.54
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The resort and health industries of Colorado Springs had involved
a pure application of market values as they commodified amorphous
elements that, for the most part, could not be processed, packaged, or
shipped; they needed to be experienced. Avid promotions of recre-
ational hunting and the wilderness experience it offered, even in the
face of anti-elitism and declining animal populations, reflected the
same commercial sensibilities. The legislature managed these resources
according to the demands of various economic interests.55 The laws ini-
tially penalized butchery by market hunters and others who indis-
criminately killed for sport, practices that contemporaries condemned
for upsetting farmers. The evolving regulatory scheme shaped the envi-
ronment and its animal populations by reallocating resources for stock-
growers and a permanent tourist trade. Nonetheless, the statutes also
reflected localism and traditional concerns about the unreasonable
destruction of limited resources in ways that injured neighbors. Within
regulated societies, rules benefited the community as a whole, not only
dynamic economic producers. Consequently, game laws made excep-
tions “for food, and only when necessary for immediate use, governed
in amount and quantity by the reasonable necessities of the person or
persons killing the animal.”56 The poorest members of the community
could hunt or fish out of season to feed themselves and their families.
And when they attempted to sell their catch to others for profit, local
deputies pursued them half-heartedly at best.

Given the variety of motives undergirding game laws, it is diffi-
cult to evaluate their ultimate effectiveness. With the panic of 1893
and the high unemployment that ensued, “many of the silver miners
were compelled to resort to the rod and the gun to supply themselves
with food,” according to Calicotte. He joined others in seeking a more
equitable system that limited the numbers of animals killed by
tourists, whom the commissioner labeled “nonresident, aristocratic
nabobs.” On the other hand, ranchers complained because the season,
which was shortened from 15 August to 1 November, overlapped with
autumn roundups. When the game came down to feed in the parks
and valleys, the law prohibited ranchers from killing their “winter’s
meat.” Yet few residents noticed the racism inherent in the complete
ban on any hunting by Indians.57
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One way to consider the effectiveness of fish and game laws,
Worster suggests, is from the perspective of the animals. Measured by
the preservation of species threatened with extinction, the regulations
achieved mixed results. Bighorn sheep resurged, increasing a
hundredfold by 1900 following a complete ban on killing them. Mule
deer and antelope populations remained healthy, but elk neared exter-
mination in the region and Colorado completely closed their season in
1902. It took two decades to restore vital numbers. Many native fish
perished, depleted by pollution and irrigation and replaced by state-
sponsored game fish. Bison represented the most significant failure.
Officials did not even record their small numbers. Predators faced
equally dubious futures. Gordon Land protected bears and mountain
lions in 1892 by effectively arguing that they did not present a threat,
but restored the bounties on wolves and coyotes. Land, Calicotte, and
other regional residents treasured certain indigenous animals for their
commercial and pastoral value, but relegated others to the category of
wildlife interlopers. Yet these men rarely controlled nature or all the
environmental changes that they set in motion. Seasons and limits
required annual adjustments. Officials could not prevent illegal and
destructive poaching. Restorative efforts frequently failed because
some local actors rejected them, and others assumed that game laws
directed at hunting could solve problems caused by the complex
interaction of different activities.58

The new interactions between people, animals, and their physical
world during the last four decades of the nineteenth century revealed
that human control was both real and illusory. Those who followed the
discovery of gold brought experiences and values that helped them
envision a new regional empire within the national and global mar-
ketplace. They possessed or acquired the capital and technology to
physically alter their natural world in the furtherance of their dreams.
In some very real ways, they controlled the environment. They redi-
rected rivers, and removed chunks of silver, gold, and coal from the
earth. They created new landscapes of railroads, cities, mines, farms,
factories, and tourist attractions. In other ways, their control proved
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illusory. Regional residents celebrated their “improvements” of natural
processes, despite the scars and shortages left by deforestation, air and
water pollution, and erosion. And there were unanticipated conse-
quences. They failed to foresee how the complex mixture of domesti-
cation, cultivation, irrigation, deforestation, and market hunting con-
tributed to the rapid disappearance of indigenous flora and fauna,
undermined future tourist activities, and challenged class relations.
Efforts to regulate and restore resources brought mixed results. Water
leaked into the manmade mining caverns, pillars of coal burst into
flames, and nonhuman species rarely followed their prescribed path.

The struggles to control the natural world revealed the underly-
ing tensions that defined society in the Denver region. Market forces
suggested that resources be put to their most productive and prof-
itable long-term use. Yet the desire for competitive autonomy under-
lay a push for the most rapid exploitation of these resources. At other
times, localism and traditional values tempered resource development
to protect, within limits, the welfare of community participants—coal
miners, ranchers, and poachers. Commercial interests influenced poli-
cymaking by the legislature and agencies, but underneath existed the
increasing recognition of the scarcity of resources and a continuing
belief in their conservation and a more equitable distribution than the
market allowed.
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Denver is the center, not only of Colorado, but of a vast region
extending for hundreds of miles in every direction.

Charles J. Hughes, Jr., 1902

By 1902 Denver anchored an urban hierarchy whose tentacles
extended over “hundreds of miles in every direction.” The metropolis
and her sister cities converted natural resources into commodities,
joined diverse hinterlands to distant markets, and intentionally trans-
formed their physical world, initiating processes that linked distinct
ecosystems in environmental change. Front-range entrepreneurs
dominated a variety of tributary spheres, but just as their mastery over
nature proved both tangible and delusive, the establishment of their
vital, autonomous regional empire faced challenges from outside and
within. They measured their successes in the integration, specializa-
tion, and expansion of the economy, substantial population growth,
and the stability of their communities. Yet not all shared equally in the
burgeoning domain, and many contested the class structure inherent
in it. At the same time, shifts in the country’s legal and financial
systems prompted greater monopolization, undermining the tenuous
balance that entrepreneurs maintained between their management of
and their dependence on outside capital.

Even as some elements of local power proved transitory, Denver,
Colorado Springs, and Pueblo remained central, permanent fixtures in
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the region and in the West. These cities moved people, capital, tech-
nology, information, trains, raw materials, and finished goods. By
controlling these exchanges, they demonstrated dynamic population
growth while other towns increased slowly, stagnated, or faded away.
In the 1870s, Denver quickly surpassed its nearest metropolitan
competitors, Cheyenne, Salt Lake City, and Santa Fe, by guiding the
trade of the Rockies and the Rio Grande valley. Business leaders in
Butte and Boise served smaller tributary spheres and never matched
the independence, clout, or vision of Denver men. The front-range
metropolis rivaled Omaha’s importance as a railroad and meat pack-
ing center. By 1900, some 134,000 people called Denver home and it
trailed only San Francisco in population and financial influence in the
West.1

The complexity and rapid emergence of Denver’s urban system
also indicated substantial local success. Pueblo and Colorado Springs
complemented the metropolis, performing important manufacturing
and tourism functions. Once established, these junior partners com-
peted with Denver in certain regional activities, like Pueblo and smelt-
ing or Colorado Springs and the Cripple Creek mining exchange. With
their roles successfully defined by 1900, the populations of Pueblo and
Colorado Springs reached twenty-eight thousand and twenty-two
thousand, respectively, easily passing Santa Fe and Boise, cities that cen-
tered their own western subregions. Other piedmont communities,
which fell behind in early competition with Denver, exhibited less vig-
orous growth, but made steady gains over fifty years. As secondary
places within the regional system, Golden, Boulder, Cañon City, and
Trinidad provided retail services for nearby mining and agricultural
communities, while filling specialized roles.2 Golden’s fortunes, for
example, improved or abated in relation to regional events. It once chal-
lenged Denver’s dominance, but after the Colorado Central Railroad
stalled and the territorial government returned to Denver, Golden lost
almost half its population in the 1860s. To resurrect the town, its res-
idents developed small smelters and attracted the Colorado School of
Mines and the State Industrial School over the next two decades.
Adolph Coors’s brewery and other small businesses compensated for
some of the town’s earlier losses to the metropolis, but the volcanic
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tables and sandstone hills that separated the two towns only temporar-
ily staved off Denver’s outward expansion. By 1900, Golden became
little more than a manufacturing suburb.3

Boulder City, founded in 1859, initially acted as a local wholesal-
ing center for the enterprises that took root in the resource-rich area,
but it always remained in the shadow of Denver forty miles to the
south. Coal fields lay nearby, and surrounding valleys, watered by
mountain streams, offered good farming soil. Flour mills sprung up in
Boulder, while sawmills serviced timbermen from the foothills. Gold
and silver mines played out by 1900, but entrepreneurs found other
minerals, like tungsten and oil. The town’s proximity to spacious
mountain glens prompted a small tourist trade. Despite its links to
extractive industries, education soon defined Boulder, although the
town accepted what many considered the consolation prize among
state institutions. The University of Colorado opened in 1877, but took
twenty years to acquire its permanent campus through private dona-
tions from Boulder residents. Cañon City garnered the “superior” state
reward. The territorial penitentiary arrived in 1871, providing regular
employment and a steady flow of cheap prisoner labor for local busi-
nesses. While some promoters recognized that a prison could be “in
some respects a detriment to the town, a payroll of $40,000 per annum
[was] not to be despised.” Cañon City’s failed grab for the Denver &
Rio Grande in 1874 had spurred Pueblo’s residents into action and left
Cañon City stagnating until the Leadville boom. With its merchants
supplying miners there, Cañon City grew fivefold by 1880.4

Trinidad, just north of the New Mexico border, was the largest
Hispano town when Congress formed Colorado Territory. Anglo-
American merchants followed the extension of Denver’s telegraph wires
there, and typically pushed aside longtime residents. Racial tensions
gave way to Christmas Day rioting in 1867, leaving three Hispanos dead,
five injured, and one white man wounded. Federal troops restored
order. In a rhetorical tone reminiscent of campaigns against the region’s
Indians, the Rocky Mountain News remarked, “The greater portion of the
Mexican population vamoosed on the arrival of our ‘Uncle’s boys.’”
William Byers blamed the “Mexicans” who supposedly misunderstood
the new arrivals’ motives and hoped to “exterminate the Americans.”5
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Corporate decisions further marginalized Trinidad’s Hispano
community when the Denver & Rio Grande erected a company town,
El Moro, five miles away and the affiliated Colorado Coal & Iron
Company built coke ovens there. The railroad’s competitor, the Santa
Fe Railroad, gave Trinidad new life when it arrived in 1876 and
brought southwestern markets more securely within the region’s
control. Given the proximity of high-quality coal, other railroads
constructed facilities there. John Evans connected the tracks of the
Denver & New Orleans Railroad to his Denver, Texas, & Fort Worth
Railroad at Trinidad, strengthening links to Texas and the Gulf of
Mexico. Michael Beshoar, a physician, editor of Pueblo’s Chieftain
newspaper, and owner of coal and iron properties around Pueblo and
Trinidad, celebrated the latter’s manufacturing possibilities in typical
booster fashion in All about Trinidad. By 1890, Trinidad supported its
own coking ovens, two small smelters, a rolling mill, a cement works,
three brick yards, three flour mills, two marble works, a broom
factory, two saddle and harness factories, and an asphalt works. Its
proximity to Pueblo limited Trinidad’s growth, but by 1910 it became
an important western industrial center and Colorado’s fourth largest
city with almost eleven thousand people.6 These businesses privileged
white Americans and left the marginalized Hispanos generally seeking
employment as laborers.

While no other urban members challenged the supremacy or elit-
ism of Colorado Springs in the tourist trade, boosters across the region
recognized that the exploitation of recreational interests potentially
offered profits. New resorts exploited their grand mountain scenery.
Idaho Springs’s prospectors appreciated the medicinal values of
waters, but boosters promoted them as a tourist attraction only as
mining declined. Its founders established Glenwood Springs as a
resort, but it survived like Idaho Springs by supplying nearby mines
in the off season. Estes Park fared differently. Given its early associa-
tion with the Earl of Dunraven and the absence of prospecting in its
environs, Estes Park acted solely as a tourist center. Economic activity
languished during the winters, and its population remained smaller
than more diversified resorts.7
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Other secondary places with steady, albeit unspectacular, growth
formed around railroad connections and agrarian communities at Fort
Collins, Greeley, and Longmont. Lacking the diversified economic
activity of Denver or even Boulder, these towns performed services
closely linked to agriculture. Located on streams flowing from the
mountains and established early in the creation of Denver’s agricul-
tural hinterland, their farmers acquired extensive appropriative rights.
Unlike the quick fortunes that a few achieved on the mining frontier,
local cultivators tended to realize steady profits over time, adding to
these towns’ stability. “The glory of Longmont is the community of
intelligent thrifty farmers that surround it,” according to promoters.
Longmont businesses in 1890 included three grist mills, two eleva-
tors, four blacksmiths, a creamery, a canning factory, a fish hatchery,
and agricultural implement stores. Just as Golden, a mercantile town
for mining, grew with the Colorado School of Mines, Fort Collins’s
residents vigorously lobbied for the Colorado Agricultural College
under the Morrill Act. Later known as Colorado State University, it
opened in 1879 and contributed to the town’s prestige and financial
strength.8 The wholesaling centers that were established with agricul-
tural expansion into the San Luis Valley and onto the western slope
shared similar experiences. Alamosa, the Denver & Rio Grande
company town, emerged as part of the railroad’s strategy to reach
Santa Fe, but also gave the line access to products from San Luis Valley
farmers and ranchers. As the Utes left the western slope, the railroad
wove its way to Grand Junction. Located amidst rich agricultural and
horticultural lands, this town also became an important link in the
trade with Utah once the railway reached Salt Lake City in 1883.9

With the successful promotion of the sugar-beet industry by the
Denver Chamber of Commerce and others, some agricultural towns
grew anywhere from 33 to 50 percent over the 1890s. The Chamber
and the Colorado Agricultural College hosted a sugar convention in
1892 and distributed beet seeds to recruit more participants for the
nascent industry. With improved irrigation and newly researched
cultivation techniques, more regional farmers grew beets, but they
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sent their crops to refining plants in Nebraska and Utah. In 1899,
local entrepreneurs sought more control by opening a processing
plant in Grand Junction. By 1903, factories appeared at Las Animas,
Rocky Ford, and Lamar in the Arkansas River Valley and at Longmont,
Greeley, Fort Collins, and Sterling along the South Platte and its trib-
utaries. Beet farmers in western Kansas and Nebraska paid tribute to
these new facilities.10

Absent refining plants, early appropriative rights, entrepreneurial
leadership, or rail connections, agricultural communities like Evans
and Julesburg struggled. Towns closely associated with ranching
shared that industry’s mixed fortunes in the 1880s. Iliff and Brush
served the cattle kings and the corporations that succeeded them as
nothing more than company towns. Even at the height of the open
range, such places attracted few merchants or citizens because large
cattle operations were self-contained. With the opening of Denver’s
stockyards and packing plants in the 1890s, many like Trail City,
where herds once crossed the Arkansas River on their way to Kansas,
disappeared. Culebra and Costilla, marginalized by the development
of Alamosa, faded away.11

Reversals of urban fortune occurred most commonly, however, in
mining. Tents popped up with each new discovery. Most vanished just
as quickly, while some prospered for a few years or even decades
before their inevitable decline. None flourished permanently nor
consistently through the booms and busts that plagued the industry.
Central City, platted by Byers, anchored early mining efforts at Clear
Creek. Rich lodes in the surrounding mountains allowed it to main-
tain a relatively stable population as a local supply center when the
new century dawned. Nearby Black Hawk profited from Nathaniel
Hill’s decision to locate the region’s first smelter there, but when the
industry shifted to the front range, he shut down the operation and
the town lost a third of its population. Mining activity supported one
local supply center, and Central City, only a mile away, filled this posi-
tion. Neighboring Georgetown began as a gold camp in the 1860s,
boomed again during the silver carbonate era, and struggled in the
1890s when bimetallism failed. It avoided Black Hawk’s more precip-
itous tumble because its merchants diversified to a limited extent,
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celebrating the Georgetown Loop, a famous tourist attraction.12

No town better exemplified the tumultuous career of a mining
town than Leadville, mirroring the rise and fall of its most famous
alumnus, Horace Tabor. Mining began nearby with the initial gold
rush, but there was little early success. When prospectors discovered
that lead carbonates held rich silver deposits, they launched a new
mining era. Leadville replaced little Oro City and boomed, emerging
within three years as Colorado’s second largest city with almost fifteen
thousand people by 1880. Uncounted transient miners also crowded
Leadville, “the leading silver producer of the world.” Civilization
followed with churches, schools, elegant residences, newly paved
streets, and the grand Leadville Opera House. Boosters claimed a
different future for Leadville: “Mining camps may come and go, but
Leadville goes on forever.” Forever proved ephemeral. Sinking silver
prices shrank the town’s population by a third and left the city gasp-
ing after the 1893 panic. Despite a slight resurgence following invest-
ments by Moffat and Smith in 1895, Leadville’s days near the top of
the urban system ended abruptly.13

Cripple Creek and its neighbors snatched the glory that once
belonged to Leadville. Almost immediately, thousands arrived hoping
to strike it rich, while hundreds of merchants prepared to mine the
miners. In the end, these towns followed the same path as previous
camps. When the mines played out, they declined. By the 1940s,
Cripple Creek joined Black Hawk, Central City, and others in the
Ghost Towns of Colorado, a book from the Writer’s Program of the Work
Projects Administration. Before they became “crumbling and often
quite deserted cities,” however, they performed important functions in
the regional urban system, supplying surrounding mining districts
and providing essential claim and assaying services. They lacked the
long-term stability of farming communities, but housed miners’ courts
that organized filings, meted out justice, and established local rule and
democratic traditions. These communities secured a semblance of
order for an otherwise rootless population.14

With the permanent ascendancy of the front-range cities, the social
stability of the agricultural communities, and the temporary utility of
mining towns, urban control of diverse hinterlands became a concrete
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reality. Yet the susceptibility of the mining towns to remote events, such
as national economic panics, revealed that other elements of regional
control were more arbitrary. In his study of Aspen, Malcolm Rohrbough
argues that the power of concentrated capital from national and inter-
national markets threatened regional autonomy. The very enterprises
businessmen used to reorient the regional economy and become com-
petitive proved to be their undoing. In a familiar late nineteenth-cen-
tury tale of the West in particular and the United States in general, the
region’s railroads, smelters, and steel plants fell prey to monopolistic
takeover from concentrated capital located far from Denver. The cor-
porate structure that became commonplace in the last three decades
and allowed for an entrepreneur-driven economy gave way to a realign-
ment of economic power.15 Denverites and other regional residents
clung at times to vestiges of localism and traditionalism, but the com-
modification of natural resources that they more frequently promoted
had linked the region and these industries to outsiders. With the con-
centration of large amounts of capital, these distant participants
increasingly looked at mergers and consolidation rather than compe-
tition as the most effective means of realizing profit. In the process, they
frequently shut local investors out of management.

Outsiders first targeted regional railroads. In 1873, Jay Gould
gained a controlling interest in the Union Pacific as the national
depression pushed the transcontinental line toward bankruptcy. John
Evans, William Palmer, and other local railroad men condemned
Gould, and William Gilpin wrote that the railroads could have done
no worse “than in the hands of those who have made their hundreds
of millions by fraudulent contracts, by excessive charges, and by the
employment, in every way they could conceive, of the money
obtained from the people for extorting from the people yet more
money.” Historians also vilify Gould and his compatriots. Robert
Athearn labels him “an eye-gouging, gut-stomping brawler,” and refers
to his “bag of tricks,” “dazzling display of deception and deceit,” and
“usual method of wrecking established lines and buying up the
remains.” Keith Bryant suggests that traditional portraits of Gould and
other robber barons unfairly demonize eastern capitalists who facili-
tated western development. Similarly, some colonial models diminish
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the ability of local entrepreneurs to initially exercise control through
superior access to information. Biographer Maury Klein argues that
Gould was a “developmental” investor interested in long-term
economic returns based on regional growth rather than an “oppor-
tunistic” investor only interested in quick profits. Nonetheless, Gerald
Berk reminds us that Gould preferred autarchy. While the capitalist
fostered properties that supported his lines, he crushed competition,
utilizing tools afforded through the control of many territorial systems
and concentrated capital.16

Whether Gould possessed developmental or opportunistic
motives, the implications for regional railroad men remained the
same. Evans and Palmer feared that power would slip from their
hands. Gould wanted to create an interterritorial system, and the
Union Pacific soon extended into or acquired branch lines in
Colorado and Utah. Regional railroaders cried foul and petitioned the
Secretary of the Interior for assistance. They claimed that Gould forced
their Kansas Pacific “to default on its first-mortgage bonds, thereby
impairing the security of the United States . . . [because] the Union
Pacific Railroad Company . . . has persistently refused to transport
passengers and freight in connection with Kansas Pacific Railway and
the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraphy Company at their point of
intersection at Cheyenne, on the terms and in the manner required by
the several acts of Congress.” The government took no action against
Gould, and he persisted in his quest, acquiring Kansas Pacific stock
and assuming part of its debt. Through various mechanisms, Gould
gained control of the Kansas Pacific, the Denver Pacific, and the
Colorado Central by 1880, the very railroads that secured Denver’s
hegemony ten years earlier. Local entrepreneurs refused to acknowl-
edge how their poor financial choices contributed to the loss of the
Kansas Pacific. When the 1873 panic slowed land sales and prices
dropped, the directors continued to expand through mortgages on
land grant property. Consolidation with the Colorado Central in 1875
increased maintenance and construction costs, but brought insuffi-
cient returns to cover them.17

Gould then turned his attention to the leading regional railroad.
The Denver & Rio Grande was the center of the empire that Palmer
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envisioned, but the 1873 depression left it in dire straits, unable to
pay interest on its bonds. Given the road’s importance to the region
and since it had netted almost 360,000 dollars in profit in 1877,
federal Judge Moses Hallett placed it in a friendly receivership, allow-
ing Palmer to focus on his battle for Leadville with the Santa Fe in
southern Colorado. At the same time, Gould hoped to eliminate the
Santa Fe from meaningful competition for transcontinental traffic.
Recognizing a common enemy, Gould and Palmer reached an agree-
ment in September 1879. Gould bought almost forty thousand shares
of Denver & Rio Grande stock and advanced 400,000 dollars toward
the line’s debt. Palmer agreed to forego traffic agreements with Union
Pacific’s competitors. When Gould joined Palmer’s board, however,
the wolf entered the chicken coop. At the board’s November 1881
meeting, Palmer still controlled enough stock to maintain his leader-
ship, but Gould began applying pressure, arguing that stock prices
had fallen due to Palmer’s mismanagement. Gould soon gobbled up
Evans’s Denver & South Park line and supported the former governor
when Evans challenged Palmer with the Denver & New Orleans line
from Denver to Pueblo. Palmer tried to hold off Gould by extending
his empire into Utah. William Bell and he negotiated privately with
Salt Lake City businessmen to form small railway and construction
companies that would build from Utah, and then absorbed them
within their new corporation, the Denver & Rio Grande Western
Railway (“the Western”). As the new company’s president, and
although it was not legally a subsidiary, Palmer leased the Western to
the older line, the Denver & Rio Grande, for thirty years. Steep cliffs
between Utah and Colorado complicated construction and forced the
line through southern Colorado, but in 1883, the Salt Lake connec-
tion finally opened.18

In his fight with Gould, Palmer gained little help from the region’s
other entrepreneurs due to his own aggressive tactics. He built cities
at the expense of more established communities, and in platting the
Denver & Rio Grande, gained control of much of the area’s coal.
Evans, among others, believed Palmer as guilty as Gould in imposing
noncompetitive rates that undermined other regional railroads. At the
same time, Denver & Rio Grande board members associated with
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Gould complained that Palmer’s free-spending construction strategies
depleted limited cash stores. In letters to stockholders, Palmer blamed
the problems on Gould and the Union Pacific, those who “are threat-
ened by the new and better line to Salt Lake and to the Central Pacific
connection, and who, with its confederates, is at the bottom of many
of the attacks and rumors about the Denver and Rio Grande Railway
Company.” Nonetheless, as the Denver & Rio Grande teetered near
bankruptcy in August 1883, and uncertain of whether he possessed
shareholder support, Palmer resigned the presidency of his “little rail-
road,” the Denver & Rio Grande.19 William Jackson, Palmer’s old asso-
ciate, became the receiver and president, but Gould held the real
power. After some litigation, they dissolved the lease between the
Denver & Rio Grande and the Western. Denver’s David Moffat
assumed the presidency of the older line in 1887, but had little
success in his efforts to extend the railroad directly from Denver to Salt
Lake City or El Paso. Distant investors held all but five hundred shares
of Denver & Rio Grande stock, and few shared Moffat’s interest in
expanding Denver’s influence. Facing increasing criticism from eastern
board members, Moffat resigned in 1891. A Gould man, Edward T.
Jeffery of Chicago, replaced him. Ten years later, Gould’s son bought
Palmer out of the Western.20

The usurpation of these railroads is but one example of how the
Denver region shifted from a peripheral frontier area to a full-fledged
membership in the national and international economies and, at the
same time, became susceptible to monopolistic takeover. Distant
events could either enervate or energize regional industries. The 1893
depression clobbered silver mining, but also impacted seemingly
unrelated enterprises. Corporate ditch companies had stopped invest-
ing in the region following losses and unfavorable court decisions,
while farmers in eastern Colorado and western Kansas and Nebraska
finished four years of drought and found themselves deep in debt.
Senator Teller blamed the agricultural depression on dishonest rail-
road practices and federal laws that favored eastern capital. His
comments revealed the extensive integration of the regional economy.
He explained the cause of the farmers’ plight to The Colorado Farmer’s
editor:
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The demonetization of silver has been the direct and
immediate cause of the shrinkage in the volume of the
world’s money and therefore it may be truthfully said
that this depression is the result of that great folly. . . . 
I am in favor of a general control by the Government of
the United States of all railroad corporations engaged in
international commerce so as to secure just and fair
rates to all persons and all communities engaged in
such commerce without unjust discrimination.21

In response to cash shortages and climatic crises, many farmers
temporarily relied on private charity from Denver and Colorado
Springs, while a few left surreptitiously to avoid creditors. Others in
areas more distant from water shifted to livestock production or tried
dry-farming techniques that foretold environmental catastrophe in the
1930s. Significantly, the farmers, who eagerly wrested control from
outside carriers for their mutual stock companies, rethought issues of
water conservation. They looked to the federal government to finance
elaborate systems that guaranteed a regular flow. Western historians
have discussed the Reclamation Act of 1902 at great length. Whether
it was the savior of western farming and society, as Norris Hundley, Jr.
contends, or the ruin of western environments through the enhance-
ment of hydraulic productive power, as Worster argues, one thing
remains clear. Regional agriculturalists acknowledged their inability to
manage an essential natural element and willingly ceded power to the
government to stabilize and enhance production.22

The shift to sugar-beet cultivation influenced the new perspective
of many farmers. Sugar beets required precise and extensive irrigation,
and the new industry demanded more and larger reservoirs. Europe
provided the biggest competition in the refined sugar industry, and
the fortunes of regional farmers depended on national tariffs. Tenets of
localism and the regulated society that initially shaped regional agri-
cultural communities faded away. By 1905, the Great Western Sugar
Corporation, part of the American Sugar and Refining Company trust,
consolidated the Platte River plants, while the Holly Sugar
Corporation merged the Arkansas River Valley facilities. While a few
local entrepreneurs such as Charles Boettcher succeeded, the trusts
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established prices. Beets remained among the more profitable cash
crops, but farmers lost their negotiating leverage. Their laborers,
initially German-Russian immigrants and later Mexican and Mexican-
American migrant workers, possessed even less power in the interna-
tional economy.23

By this time, the region had been fully integrated into worldwide
markets. The British decision to stop minting rupees combined with
the United States’ commitment to the gold standard to lower the price
of silver almost 25 percent in the early 1890s. Aspen’s David Hyman
observed that “the effect was that all the smelters and mines all over
the U.S. were closed down and the mining section of the country
which had been prosperous beyond anything ever known, was
suddenly thrown into utter despair and apparently hopeless bank-
ruptcy.” Despite claims from the Denver Chamber of Commerce that
the smeltermen “did not let the panic of 1893 get them down,” many
found themselves in trouble. They acquired substantial debt during
intensive construction in the 1880s, and with the depression outside
capital investments dried up. Some plants returned to production to
service Cripple Creek; others closely tied to silver mines stayed closed.
Regional smelters remained ripe for monopolistic takeover. August
Meyer, who had managed the Harrison Reduction Works in Leadville
and became president of Consolidated Kansas City Smelting and
Refining, argued that western smelters must combine their resources
or be absorbed by larger interests like the Guggenheim brothers who,
from their New York office, directed four smelters in Pueblo, Perth
Amboy, and Mexico.24

Yet the first threat to local entrepreneurs came from the nation’s
richest man, not the Guggenheims. In 1899, John D. Rockefeller
backed the American Smelting and Refining Company, a new monop-
oly that quickly acquired six plants in Colorado and a dozen more in
other states. One Guggenheim biographer suggests that the new trust
set out to destroy the brothers because they were Jewish and they
initially refused to participate. Possessing holdings equal to only one-
fourth of the trust’s properties, the Guggenheims offered substantial
competition. Within two years, the ambitious brothers traded their
smelters for a third of the trust’s stock and gained control of American
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Smelting and Refining. Mine operators and smelter workers worried
that in the absence of competition, the monopoly would set prices as
high and wages as low as it pleased. As was frequently the case,
however, the concerns of local entrepreneurs remained ambiguous.
Hyman bemoaned the deleterious impact of outsiders on silver
mining, but as a major stockholder in Denver’s Omaha & Grant
smelter, happily accepted the trust’s initial overture in 1901 and later
purchased mines for it in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho. As an owner of mines
at Aspen, Hyman became an intermediary between other proprietors
and the trust, although no one was certain where his sympathies lay.25

While the Guggenheims seized the smelting trust, Rockefeller set
his sights on the Colorado Fuel & Iron, the region’s largest enterprise.
By 1900, the company produced the bulk of the coal and coke from
Colorado and the surrounding states, operated the only steel plant in
the West, and employed more than fifteen thousand men. Pooling
agreements with some eastern steel firms seemed to protect it, but
despite net profits in various years during the 1890s, Colorado Fuel &
Iron failed to repay obligations incurred while updating its Bessemer
facilities. When the company issued new stock to finance repayment,
it too became ripe for a takeover. John Osgood, Colorado Fuel & Iron’s
president, turned to Rockefeller and George Gould in 1901 to forestall
the first bid from Chicago’s newly organized United States Steel
Corporation. However, disruptions caused by U.S. Steel’s failed attempt
and the corporation’s lingering debts allowed Rockefeller and his son,
John Jr., to become the principal shareholders in 1903. That same year,
Denver attracted a small steel-casting plant, a manufacturer of boilers,
a rubber-tire company, a gauge-saw manufacturer, a coal-mining
machinery company, and a can company. Their combined production
remained immeasurably small compared to that of the Pueblo colos-
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Figure 19 (opposite). Sugar Beet Stacks in Greeley, Colorado.
Mounds of sugar beets fill the grade between Union Pacific tracks
just outside the Great Western Sugar Company plant, revealing
the predominant shift to this cash crop and the concentrated
capital of the sugar trust. Photograph by A. E. Dickerson.
Courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History Collection.



sus that now belonged to the Rockefellers.26 Supplanted by outsiders
in the consolidation of the industries that underwrote economic growth
and extended the influence of the region’s cities, local entrepreneurs
learned that the authority they initially enjoyed because of their busi-
ness acumen and superior access to investment information diminished
as they created more complicated trade linkages. Outside investments
propelled the region from the periphery, but as it became more inti-
mately connected to the core of the country’s economy, the advantages
that local businessmen exercised became equally available to the
national capitalist class that usurped their leadership.

Other challenges to urban entrepreneurial control emerged earlier
from within the region from participants who believed that their share
of the wealth failed to match the contribution of their labors. Byers and
other Denverites guided the extension of the agricultural hinterland
through sales of land grant properties and established their city as the
distribution center for its products. Some farmers, however, almost
immediately demonstrated an entrenched resistance to urban and cor-
porate control and the diffusion of market values. The agriculturalists
continued a commitment to a well-ordered society with more equitable
notions of property distribution. The Patrons of Husbandry formed its
first grange at Greeley in February 1873. Fifteen years later, there were
eighty-five lodges with almost twenty-four hundred members spread
across Colorado, with more in the surrounding states. In addition to
advancing their members’ moral character and developing synergy
through economic cooperatives, the Grange conveyed a strong anti-
corporate sentiment. It lobbied for a reduction of freight rates at the
Colorado constitutional convention, although Denver railroad men,
including five convention members, blocked the proposal. In a com-
promise, the constitution declared that railroads were common carri-
ers and thus subject to the state’s police powers, although the state only
established an underfunded commission to govern them in 1885. The
farmers garnered sufficient political power to organize the 1879 irri-
gation conference that eventually secured favorable changes in land and
water laws and defeated large ditch corporations with the aid of
Colorado’s supreme court. As historian Richard Hogan observes,
regional farmers developed a class consciousness in opposition to the
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entrepreneurs and the power of concentrated capital, but geographic
distance, the renitency of stockgrowers, and a lack of empathy for wage
workers sharply circumscribed their political influence in the final
decades of the nineteenth century. Many farmers increasingly commit-
ted to beet production found themselves answering to the sugar trust
as well as the railroads.27

Laborers contested entrepreneurial leadership with similarly
mixed results. Colorado’s constitution was among the first in the
nation to call for healthier working environments and prevent the
employment of children under age twelve, but the state failed to
appoint inspectors in the major industries until the 1880s. Once in
place, agencies closely aligned with management did little to improve
the financial status of workers. The Denver Chamber of Commerce
“confined [membership] to personal and individual owners.” It
extended opportunities to businessmen who invested capital instead
of workers who produced it. And property gave entrepreneurs greater
access to political capital. In addition to lobbying politicians, they
pursued government offices. Gilpin, Evans, A. C. Hunt, and Samuel
Elbert (Evans’s son-in-law) became territorial governors. State execu-
tives included James Grant (smelting), Benjamin Eaton (agriculture),
and Alva Adams (mining). Chaffee, Teller, Hill, Tabor, and Simon
Guggenheim held U.S. Senate seats.28

Many laborers shared the entrepreneurs’ goals for regional auton-
omy and personal wealth, but experienced less success in their indi-
vidual efforts. Prospectors arrived in each new district seeking their
own fortunes, but with the high costs of lode mining, most found them-
selves working for others. The corporate structure of Rocky Mountain
mining imposed distinct divisions. Colorado Springs and its hinterland
illustrated this social order. Refined people, capitalists with mining
investments, wealthy invalids, and tourism entrepreneurs, called the
front-range community home. The city’s working class remained small.
Few investors lived in the camps. Managers and supervisors entrusted
with development of the mines formed one stratum in those commu-
nities. Miners who offered their sweat for daily wages composed the
other. With frequent surpluses of labor, employees benefited less pro-
portionately from booms at Leadville, Aspen, or Cripple Creek. Low
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wages, long hours, and limited opportunities left workers mired in
poverty and the environmental muck of the camps.29

Entrepreneurs who celebrated their cities enjoyed the profits from
regional growth, according to historian David Brundage, while the
working people experienced the exploitation that accompanied indus-
trial development. Americans rarely partook equally in the consump-
tion, or degradation, of nature. Hard-rock miners, for example, faced
explosions, collapses, floods, equipment malfunctions, and gas leaks.
They received higher wages than other laborers, although barely
enough to support their families. Workers in mining and other heavy
manufactories suffered firsthand the health consequences of industrial
pollution, such as those bemoaned by Helen Hunt Jackson at Crested
Butte, while Colorado Fuel & Iron’s directors and officers lived faraway
in Colorado Springs, Denver, or New York City.30 In response to such
conditions, laborers began to organize, first with small efforts, such as
the enrollment of Boulder coal miners in the 1870s. Local unions in
different hard-rock and coal camps successfully preserved or increased
wages on thirty occasions during the following decade, but others expe-
rienced setbacks at Leadville, Central City, and Caribou. Workers
increasingly fought the limitations imposed through the social order
and the corporate structure, regardless of whether regional entrepre-
neurs or distant capitalists exercised the authority. Disconnected local
efforts, however, offered no guarantee that concessions gained in one
dispute would carry over to the next or be enforced by state and fed-
eral officials who usually backed management. For example, Denver
railroad workers from the local Knights of Labor assembly prevented
wage decreases and job cutbacks by the Union Pacific in 1884. Having
observed events, the Denver & Rio Grande prepared to thwart a simi-
lar effort by its employees. The vexed social problems that Palmer once
thought his railroad might avoid were at hand. Management lobbied
Judge Moses Hallett to send federal marshals and arrest the strike lead-
ers. When Judge David Brewer later sentenced them to six months, he
lectured them on the principles of supply and demand. The railroads
permanently blackballed the defeated workers.31

Like most entrepreneurs and corporate officers, Judge Brewer
viewed unions and their strikes as un-American. He believed that an
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Figure 20. Aspen Miners and Mule. This interior of the
Bushwacker Mine illustrates the dangerous conditions hard-rock
miners experienced, as well as the exploitation of timber and
animal resources that accompanied regional mining. Photograph
by Harry Buckwalter. Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society,
Denver, Colorado.



individual should negotiate a wage based on his own abilities, ignoring
how industrialization usurped the workers’ bargaining power. With the
support of courts across the nation, ruling classes rejected unions and
broke up strikes to both protect their business interests and regenerate
their moral prerogatives. Given the united power of capital and govern-
ment, workers often saw unions as their only chance to attain decent
wages and safer conditions and to express their independence within
the emerging urban-industrial system.32 As the Denver region moved
closer to a modern capitalist society, the state supreme court might
support yeoman farmers against canal corporations, but judges such as
Brewer rarely made such allowances for wage earners. As the United
States and the Denver region adjusted to wide-scale industrialization
and its inherent social problems, organized labor seemed to threaten
the ability of the mine operator, the railroad, or the smelter to put
resources to their most productive uses and thus supposedly under-
mined the community.

As market principles cemented in the 1890s, class tensions and
labor unrest increased with some seventy strikes by organized labor.
Delegates from Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, and South Dakota
met in Butte to form the Western Federation of Miners (WFM), to
secure wages compatible with the dangers of their workplace, and to
introduce safety measures that minimized them. The WFM promised to
seek cooperative relations with employers, but the owners remained
openly hostile. Responses by management and government confirmed
the entrenchment of the capitalist ethic. In Idaho and Montana, at the
fringe of the Denver region, miners generally demonstrated greater
radicalism, but the most significant tests of the WFM occurred in
Denver’s backyard.33

In 1893, thousands of unemployed silver miners flooded Cripple
Creek where the gold mines remained in production. In response to a
labor surplus, mine owners tried to reduce the daily three-dollar wage
by fifty cents, or alternatively to increase the work day to ten hours. With
the support of WFM miners across the Rockies, Cripple Creek workers
walked out and in February 1894, seized the mines for 130 days. While
the strikers attempted to stake their share of wealth and power, Colorado
Springs mining entrepreneur Irving Howbert charged that “by their
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actions [they] brought about a condition of anarchy.” With Moffat, James
Hagerman, and other proprietors, he organized the Cripple Creek Mine
Owners’ Association, and since many of the workers were Irish, con-
tacted the anti-Catholic American Protective Association about strike-
breaking tactics like the use of brass knuckles. The owners obtained an
injunction, hired twelve hundred local sheriffs and Pinkertons as secu-
rity guards, and prepared to prosecute the leaders. Due to unique polit-
ical and economic circumstances, these usual methods failed to defeat
the union. Virtually all district workers remained united, while some
owners wanted to accept the union’s terms and resume production given
the strength of the gold economy. More important, Populist Davis Waite
held the governor’s office. He dispatched the National Guard to Cripple
Creek as neutral monitors following a few violent episodes. Waite acted
as the miners’ representative in negotiations, and the owners agreed to
maintain established wages and hours. The Populist-dominated legisla-
ture even mandated an eight-hour day in 1894, although the state
supreme court ruled it unconstitutional four years later.34

In seeking concessions from both sides at Cripple Creek, Waite
argued for a return to “good fellowship,” with neither labor nor
management asserting rights antagonistic to the welfare of the larger
community. He sought a balancing of interests that benefited all. With
the increasing entrenchment of the capitalist ethic and facing solid
opposition from the mine owners and other entrepreneurs, Waite and
the Populists found themselves out of office following the 1894 elec-
tion. The owners prepared to stop the WFM in Leadville in 1896 when
the union demanded a three-dollar daily wage and called a strike. Many
of the same entrepreneurs owned properties in Leadville and Cripple
Creek. Led by Eben Smith, Moffat, and Hyman, they formed the
Colorado Mining Association “for the purpose of cooperation and
mutual protection” because “the quiet, peaceable and legal operation of
the properties belonging to [them] and under [their] charge, is liable to
be interfered with by persons and organizations having no legal nor
equitable right to so interfere.”35 The united owners refused to bargain
and brought in strikebreakers and private security guards. After
violence erupted, the new governor sent the National Guard in support
of management rather than as neutral observers. As silver prices lagged,
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the owners experienced only minimal losses during the strike.
Possessing little leverage to force negotiations, the miners returned
without the wage increase.36

The greatest blow to the WFM, however, came later at the site of
its earlier victory. The federation faced internal tension when it began
to include in its ranks unskilled laborers from western mills and
smelters, and called a poorly organized, local strike at the Colorado
City mills in 1903. The national organization, which had relocated to
Denver, supported the strikers by ordering a work stoppage at Cripple
Creek. The mine-owners’ association employed scab labor and openly
sought the destruction of the WFM. Middle-class merchants backed the
earlier Cripple Creek walkout, but had grown suspicious of WFM radi-
calism. When a dynamite explosion killed thirteen nonunion workers
in June 1904, Governor James Peabody, an avowed union hater,
blamed the strikers and declared martial law. The National Guard
deported strikers, destroyed the union hall, and removed supportive
county officials. The strike collapsed. Soon thereafter, the Guard and
the owners’ private security force broke up another WFM action in
Telluride. By the end of the year, both districts employed card systems
through which only approved miners received jobs.37

The United Mine Workers also faced Peabody’s guardsmen.
Although they won some concessions in northern Colorado coal fields,
violence broke out in the southern areas with the employment of
strikebreakers. The State Inspector of Coal Mines supported the owners
and tried to diminish the impact of the strike.

Nominally the strike is still on, although nearly all the
mines are working at full capacity with non-union men,
and the output is approaching the maximum mark it
had prior to the strike. What has been remarkable is the
fact that despite the strike, which usually paralyzes busi-
ness and development, a greater activity has been mani-
fested in coal mining than has been evident in the past.

Union coal miners had little success over the next ten years, until the
negative publicity from the infamous “Ludlow Massacre” in 1914
prompted the Rockefellers to improve wages and working conditions.38
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Figure 21. Guarding Emmett Mine, Leadville. With mine
buildings and tailing piles visible in the background, a heavily
armed man stands guard at Leadville’s Emmett Mine, probably
during the labor disputes of 1896. He embodies the state-
supported power of the mining entrepreneurs. Photograph by
O’Keefe and Stockdorf. Courtesy of Denver Public Library,
Western History Collection.



With few exceptions, mine operators and other industrialists
maintained a firm grip on workers throughout the nineteenth century,
although labor unrest and the Grange’s campaigns illustrated that some
regional residents resisted the singular march toward a modern
capitalist society. Innumerable, far-reaching, and permanent
transformations followed the discovery of gold in 1858, permeating
every aspect of human life and touching every element of the diverse
ecosystems that made up Denver’s tributary spheres. The metropolis
emerged from early urban competition to dominate the region’s control
exchange functions and thus to define its character and the extent of
its influence. Entrepreneurial counterparts in Colorado Springs and
Pueblo guided important, albeit smaller hinterlands. Identifying and
commodifying natural resources with market value, they integrated the
mountains and plains into an expansive economy, often along the arc
of the Rocky Mountains and the valley of the Rio Grande. Initially
located on the periphery of the nation’s economy, tenets of localism and
a regulated society persisted in an odd mixture, sometimes as a means
of tempering rapid advances that seemed to endanger the welfare of the
local community, and at other times as the means by which local
visions of a regional empire might be realized.

Workers and farmers, who frequently contested urban entrepre-
neurial control, joined leading businessmen in their development of
hinterlands and contributed through their labor to the permanence
and stability of the urban system. The Americans who arrived after
1858 worked together to remove perceived obstacles to growth.
Undergirded by racist philosophies, they killed or exiled Native
Americans whose societies and economies seemed ill suited to the new
order. With superior capital and better access to American courts,
entrepreneurs obtained large Mexican land grants and marginalized the
Hispano communities of southern Colorado.

Whether driven by the values of the marketplace or communitar-
ian principles, these new arrivals also shared an anthropocentric belief
in the utility of nature. Farmers and ranchers filled the plains, compet-
ing for its limited water resources. Miners and tourists swarmed over
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the mountains seeking golden nuggets and sublime wilderness.
Guiding the investment of outsiders’ capital, entrepreneurs made
Denver and Pueblo home to heavy manufacturing, and extended their
influence across the West and into Mexico. In purposeful and unan-
ticipated ways, they imposed a new human geography and reshaped
the plains and the mountains, prompting environmental changes that
inhibited their own future activities and permanently damaged indige-
nous flora and fauna.

As the Denver region moved closer to the center of the nation’s
economy, both physically through improved transportation and
communication systems and more abstractly through financial
institutions and capital investments, its entrepreneurs discovered that
the control they initially exercised had dissipated. Changes in the
nation’s legal and financial structures facilitated the monopolistic
concentration of capital near the end of the nineteenth century, and
the industries so central to the region’s extractive economy and its
residents’ sense of autonomy fell prey. Henry Porter, Palmer, Byers,
Evans, and others promulgated an exclusionary vision of empire that
drew upon the contributions of Hispanos, laborers, and farmers, but
offered these participants few of its benefits. In the end, their
dependence upon outside capital proved their undoing as the Goulds,
Guggenheims, and Rockefellers supplanted them at the helm. Yet,
while these entrepreneurs failed to fully realize their vision of an
autonomous, competitive regional economy, with the help of these
other participants they left a permanent legacy. A complex, integrated,
diversified, urban-based economy remained in place. Over the
twentieth century, their successors responded to internal events and
external developments to expand and revise their hinterlands. Denver,
Colorado Springs, and Pueblo led the development of new tourist
areas for skiing, the extraction of new fuels, and the recruitment of the
federal dollars that flowed westward with World War Two.
Unfortunately, like their predecessors, these new urban leaders
infrequently considered the implications of their activities for the
marginalized members of society or the consequences for the
environment.
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A B B R E V I AT I O N S

The following abbreviations are used to identify frequently cited
archives, collections, and companies.

AVL&CC Arkansas Valley Land & Cattle Company

CC&I Colorado Coal & Iron Company

CCRC Colorado Central Railroad Company

CF&I Colorado Fuel & Iron Company

CHS Colorado Historical Society

COC&PP Central Overland, California & Pike’s Peak 
Express Company

CSA Colorado State Archives

D&RG Denver & Rio Grande Railway

DBOT Denver Board of Trade

DCOC Denver Chamber of Commerce

DPL Denver Public Library

DPRY Denver Pacific Railway

DTFW Denver, Texas & Fort Worth Railroad

FNBD First National Bank of Denver

KPRY Kansas Pacific Railway

RMN Rocky Mountain News

UPED Union Pacific Eastern Division
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Tracing the birth of 

Denver and its sister 

cities Colorado Springs and 

Pueblo, Uniting Mountain and 

Plain recounts an important chapter in 

the transformation of the United States 

from a nation of traditional agricultural 

communities to a modern, urban, indus-

trial society. 

Standing at the intersection of the 

Rocky Mountains and the Great Plains, 

Denver shaped the regional economy 

that grew out of the discovery of gold 

in 1858. As Denver grew, Colorado 

Springs and Pueblo developed economic 

niches to complement the metropo-

lis. Challenging the idea that front-

range entrepreneurs acted as conduits 

for outside dollars, Kathleen Brosnan 

explores the sources of their capital and 

how they invested it across the region, 

showing how they remained independ-

ent of the outside economy for more 

than forty years. Market values influ-

enced the region, but farmers, miners, 

state officials, and others created regu-

latory schemes and other quasi-legal 

systems to advance the interests  

of local communities vis-à-vis larger 

corporate interests. continued on back flap   

By linking widely separated 

ecosystems in the urban-based 

economy of the Front Range, 

Brosnan notes, entrepreneurs 

created irrevocable environmental 

change and restructured the relations 

of the region’s inhabitants with the 

land and with each other. Hispanic and 

Native American people who had lived 

in Colorado since long before the gold 

rush found themselves marginalized or 

displaced, foreshadow ing the subsequent 

surrender of regional industries to the 

Goulds, Guggenheims, and Rockefellers 

by the early twentieth century. 
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From the Introduction:

“Denver and its front range cohorts, Colorado Springs and Pueblo, 

became cities of nature. Their growth and survival depended on the 

extraction, processing, and marketing of the region’s natural capital—

precious metals, industrial ores, livestock, [and] produce. More than 

this, residents viewed their cities as natural phenomena, destined to 

greatness by geography and joined in some unwritten birthright with 

the ecosystems from which this capital flowed. Denver, Colorado 

Springs, and Pueblo provide the geographical focus for this book, but 

their history contains implications that transcend the region. Their 

struggles for control defined a new United States in the latter half of  

the nineteenth century: cities’ control over outside investment  

dollars; regulated societies’ control over outside investment laissez- 

faire capitalism; and humans’ control over their physical world. These 

same tensions shaped the transformation from a nation of disparate 

traditional agrarian communities to a modern urban industrial society.”

“This clearly articulated study should be essential reading for those 

wishing to understand the contested transformation of urban-hinter-

land relations between Denver and its countryside and the incorpora-

tion of the larger region into an integrated capitalist  

system. Kathleen Brosnan provides an exceptional microhistory of the 

encounter between the shifting forces of capital and the development 

of natural resource wealth along the Rocky Mountain front.”

—William Robbins,  

Distinguished Professor of History,  

Oregon State University

“This is a well-argued and thoroughly documented study of the 

economic relationships between Denver and its hinterland.”

—Carl Abbott,  

Professor of Urban Studies and Planning,  

Portland State University
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